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FOREWORD

On several recent occasions the OECD Council has addressed
itself to the complexityof the problemswhichmodern societyfaces as

• l a result of rapid economicgrowth, expanding populationand acceler-
ating urbanization,and spoke of the urgent need to develop effective

;J solutionsto these problems, Respondingto the Council'sconcern, the
, Organisation for Economic Co,operation and Development has been

conducting a co-operative programme designedto provide Member
_= governmentsof OECDcountries with blueprints for action to cope with

selectedproblems of the environment, includingthosewhichaffect the
welfareof the urban communityand the qualityof urban life.

,r Noiserepresents one such problem. Unwantedsounds,created by
the proliferationof machinery, havebecomea maior intrusionon urban

:; life and a source of annoyance and discomfort to a large number of
• city dwellers. Noise from traffic In particular, invadingas it does the

qutet of an ever.growing number of communitiesandneighbourhoods,
has led to increasingdissatisfactionand complaintsamong urban and

;_ suburban residents. Mindful of the undesirable implicationsof this
trend, the OECD Consultative Group on TransportationResearchhas
undertaken a study to assess the scope and magnitude of the urban
traffic noiseproblem, to reviewthe state-of-the-artof the lechnologyof
noise abatement, and to recommendpractical and realisticmeasures
for the control and reduction of traffic noise levels, The report which
followspresentsthe resultsof thisinquiry.

The report was conceived whena group of experts from Member
countries mot in OECD to review and assess the adequacyof the
existing methods of traffic noise control. Out of that meeting came
manyof the basic conclusionsof the present report,

Subsequentwork was carried out under the guidance of a small
team of expertsconsistingof the followingpersons:
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.................. ...i _, ¸ . , ............

M. Dumesnll, O6r_gation Genbrale b la Resherche Scientifique
(France),

Dr, Peter Franken, Bolt rCeranek and Newman Inc. (US),
Mr. Roll H, Jensen, institute for Urban and Regional Planning

(Norway),

Dr. E,A.G. Shaw, National Research Council (Canada),
M. Robert Thi_baut, Prbfecture de police, Paris (France).

The resulting draft report was submitted to the Consultative Group
on Transportation Research for comment and revision. After approval
by this Group it was endol'sed by the Committee for Research Co.
operation I and submitted to the OECD Council which approved the
publication of this report on 27th January 1971_

t. This Committee has since been replaced by The Environmem Committee.
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INTRODUCTION

Noise is a classic example of an "externality" - the side
effect of a private action, imposing an unwanted cost upon
third parties who are not partners to the action and who re.
cetve no benefit from it. Because market forces alone do not
provide the producers of externalities with sufficient incentive
to avoid their undesirob/e effects, control over such activities
becomesa matter ofpublic policy.

The present report attempts to provide an analysis which can
serve in the national formulation of such policy in relation to
one type of noise.generating activity - the operation of motor

:_ vehicles,
The uncontrolled growth of activityin modern cities is degrading

the quality of the urban environment - not only through polluted air
and water, traffic congestion and disappearenceof open space, but

_ also through a mountingvorume of noise. Noise intrudes upon the
privacyof an increasingnumberof peopleand is reaching levelswhich
interfere with their activities. It may soon rank among the major
sourcesofdissatisfactionwithurban living.

Motor vehicle traffic is the predominant source of urban noise
and constitutes its most pervasiveelement, Although there has been
no dramatic increase in traffic noise in terms of soundlevers, its
influence has grown steadily. Eachyear noise from traffic invades a
target number of previouslyquiet neighbourhoodsand each year it is
heard for a greater proportionof the day and night. In terms of man.
hours of exposure the noiseenvironmenthas been deterioratingquite
steadily.

Although many imaginative techniquescan be brought to bear on
the problem of traffic noise, relatively little effective action has been
taken to date. Transportationis essentialto modern rife; furthermore,
traffic noise has been increasingat a gradual rate; this is perhaps
why society has largely ignored it. But noise- at least at its present
level - is not an inevitabreor unavoidableby.product of urban mobility,
Traffic noise levels can be reduced without impairing the desirable
features of the transportationsystem,

Of course, noise levels can be reducedonly at a price. What is
often forgottenhowever, is that a priceis being paid each day for the
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noise which has been allowed to mount as a result of past inaction,
The nature of this price escapes conventional analysis, for the stress
that traffic noise brings to the individual cannot be convincingly ex.
pressed in monetary terms. Noise levels generated by traffic are not
sufficiently high to pose a direct and immediate threat to the health
of the general population. However, continued exposure to noise may
affect sleep and lower the working efficiency of urban residents; it
may affect people in terms of their peace of mind, well.being and
aesthetic enjoyment of life. The invasion of privacy by noise may
deprive people of some of the intangible qualities that enhance the
human environment and make life worth living. There is no economic
value that can be attached to these qualities. But this does not make
the need for reducing noise levels any less real.

What targets for traffic noise abatement are we to adopt in the
light of the many competing interests and values? Undoubtedly, we
cannot afford to provide a noise environment that wifl meet the sen.
sibilities of everyone. But we can and must at least ensure that the
presenttrond is arrested, _n the ranger run we should strive, within the
limits of our resources, to reduce the present levels of traffic noise
until we can provide a range of improved noise environments that will
satisfy the reasonable expectations of those who live and work in
cities. We therefore take the following as suitable goals of public policy
for traffic noise control:

i) to prevent further increases in traffic noise;

ii) to work towards a reduction of traffic noise from its present
level as much and as rapidly as technology will allow, seeking a
realistic balance between the aspirations of the public and its
willingness to pay. and ultimately striving for improved noise envi.
ronments that will meet the reasonable needs and expectations of
the community and the individual.

We shall examine in broad outline what might be done to achieve
these goals. The recommendations are grouped under the following
headings;

Vehicle Noise;

Traffic Noise and the Urban Environment;
Economics of Noise Abatement;

Research, Development and Training;
rnternational Co.operation,

I, VEHICLE NOISE

Efforts to abate traffic noise fall into two main categories: reduc.
tion of noise at the source and reduction of the area in which noise
can be regarded as intrusive. The latter, though certainly important in
urban design, is of local significance only; the former brings benefits
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to the whole urban community. It is therefore self.evident that mea.
sures to make motor vehicles quieter should be accorded high priority,

As is often true where social considerations are _nvolved, market
forces alone do not provide a sufficient incentive to avoid the pro.
ductlon of noise. The consumer has no economic reason for wishing
to own a quieter automobile since he does not have to pay for the
discomfort he causes to others, The motor car industry, in turn, faced
with the consumers lack of interest, has very little incentive to intro-
duce improvements in this field: public.spirited firms making the
necessary effort to reduce noise would find themselves at a compe.
titive disadvantage compared with those nat doing so. In such situations
it is clear that externally imposed constraints in the form of public
legislation must be the necessary starting points for any national policy
for controlling traffic noise at the source,

Noise Emission Standards

A number of countries already have, or intend to enact standards
concerning permissible noise emissions. (Sea Annex I to this Report).
To be realistic, these standards should reflect a compromise between
social considerations, what the public is willing to pay and what indus-
try can manage to produce in the light of available technology. Some
reductions in noise emission could be achieved in the fairly short run
simply by adding acoustical absorber,s and by detailed attention to
silencers, air intakes and cooler fans. More significant noise reduc-
tions would in many oases require alterations in tt_e design of the
engine, and could therefore become effective only after a longer period.
The important point is that standards should be sat, and set on a

, sliding scale, so as to continue to reflect the current stale of noise
; reduction technology,

Enforcement of noise emission standards presents no insuperable
difficulties. A number of countries, in fact, already have noise type-
testing requirements, which in some cases also apply to silencers,
the closing of doors and trunk lids, and the permissible loudness of
horns,

Annual tests for safety reasons are compulsory in a number of
countries, The extensfon of such tests to deal with noise nuisances
such as defective silencers would obviously be beneficial, though it
might impose additional administrative requirements, for example as
regards instrumentation and the provision of trained operators. Never.
theless, Denmark, for example, has compulsory noise inspection when.
ever cars over 5 years old are sold, and for this purpose maintains
a chain of 50 testing stations,

Roadside spot checks, to be effective, raise questions of instru.
mentation, of manpower, end also of the means through which the
penalty is to be brought home to the offender. Experience in a number
of Member countries suggests that the problems are perhaps less
daunting than they might at first sight appear, particularly as the
police are free to choose the time and place where they make their
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checks - they do not necessarily have to try to identity noisy vehicJes
in a busy traffic stream, where the instrumentation problems are also
the most severe. In many Swiss cities, including Lausanne and Z_rich,
there are regular noise patrols which are empowered to confiscate
temporarily vehicles that are clearly defective, or that have been mad.
lfied with the obvious intent of increasing the noise of the exhaust.
These examples show that, in the end, the main problem is not one
of technical difficulty but of public policy, particularly as regards making
tile necessary manpower available.

Recommendation 1

Governments should enact standards for maximum portals.
slblo nolso emissions and should adopt effective prOCedures to
enforce such standards. Standards for new vehicles should be
expressed in terms of maximum permissible noise levels as
measured by test procedures recommended by the International
Standards Organisation. Standards and enforcement procedures
for vehicles in use may additionally specify requirements for
the efficient maintenance and operation of parts of the vehicle
such as the exhaust silencer and the horn.

Standards should be Initially set and enforced at levels
consistent with the technology available at the time, but should
be made progressively more stringent to reflect advances in
noise reduction technology. The most rapid rate of reduction in
permissible noise emission levels should be applied to the classes
of vehicles which are at present the noisiest.

Enforcement of standards should be carried out through
type.tasting of new vehicles and of replacement silencers, coupled
with periodic inspections (which may be concurrent with safety
inspections or as a requirement for resale) and roadside moni-
taring and spot checks, Reliable sfandardlzed instruments as
simple and inexpensive as each type of test permits, should be
used.

Government Procurement Po/icies

Control over the considerable number of vehicles procured directly
or indirectly through the use of public funds could also be usefully
employed as a stirnurus for progress, The city of Stockholm, for ins.
tance, requires its buses to pass a noise emission test; vehicles which
exceed a certain limit are rejected. Experience with automobile safety
features in the United States has also shown that the purchasing
power and practices of the government can indeed have an important
effect. Although the United States federal government purchases directly
only 80,000 of the 10 million vehicles manufactured in that country
annually, the requirement to incorporate safety features in government-
purchased vehicles stimulated manufacturers' and public interest and
was followed shortly by safety requirements covering alJ vehicles. The
imposition of noise performance specifications on publicly owned vs.
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hicJescould play a similar role in stimulating the development of
quieter automobiles,Governmentsmightalsouse researchand develop.
ment contracts as a means of promotinl] noiseconsciousnessamong
industrialdevelopers.

Recommendation 2

Governments should consider Incorporatingstringent noise
emission standards within speciBcaflonsfor all government re,
hlele procurements, vehicle.related research and development

; efforts_ and transportationsubsidies.Such noiseemission slam
_: dords should be set in consonancewiththe standardsadvocated
!._ In Recommendation 1, Progressivelymore stringent standards,

however, can providethestinlulus for the developmentof quieter
motor vehicles and alternative transportationmodes which offer
the long.term solutionto traffic noise.

i.
II, TRAFFIC NOISE AND THE URBANENVIRONMENT

• The above recommendationshave deart with the problems created
by individual vehicles; but noise reductioncan also be obtained by

: minimizingthe adverse effects of vehiclescollectively,through improved
planning and highway engineering, appropriate traffic restraints, and
other measures aimed at lessening the impact of aulomobile noise
emissionson the community, This will require an awarenesson the
part of municipal authorities as weJf as urban planners and traffic
engineersas to what measures can realisticallybe taken.

: Recommendation 3
Governmentsshould encourage:
a) restrlcllons on noisytraffic, and its rerouflng away from
residential and "quiet" zones (e,g, the closure of certain
streets, as in some Swissand Danishtowns,to motor cycles
or heavy terries at n)ght);
h) development and opplicaflon of improved methods of
trafBc flow control to avoid the disturbancethat comes from
noisyacceleration;
c) noise abatement-oriented zoning and land use planning
(as, for example, the deliberate creationof industrialbuffer
zones);
d) location of major urban roads In such a manner that
noise effects on surrounding nofghbourhoodsare kept to a
minimum to.g, aligning roads to take advantage of existing
natural acousticalbarriers);
e) more extensiveuse of tunnelsandopen cuts;
f) use of noise screensand otherartificialnoise.attenuating
barrfers (bearing in mind their visualimpact upon the on.
vironment) ;
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g) noise-abatement-oriented layout and sound insulation of
individual houses or groups of houses adjacent to major
traffic arteries and major intersections;

h) development of alternative modes of transportation which
produce less noise impact on the urban environment,

A start could be made now to appJy most of these steps, without
waiting for the results of additional research and lechnical develop-
ments, or for new fegisJation.

Ill. ECONOMICS OF NOISE ABATEMENT

While the desirability of noise reductions is unquestioned, the
cost penalties of more stringent noise emission standards and otber
noise control measures must not he ignored. To aid policy makers in
their decisions a systematic attempt must be made to provide an
economic appraisal of alternative noise abatement measures, This
means identifying the various technical, procedural and regulatory
means of abating noise, evaluating these options in terms of their
cost and effectiveness, and analysing bow these costs would fall on
the general public, the community, industry and automobile owners
affected,

Such analysis would not only assist in setting realistic goals for
traffic noise control, but should indicate which strategy offers the best
social return on investment, While precise cost.benefit evaluation might
cause considerable difficulty because of our present inability to express
the effects of noise exposure in monetary terms, useful policy guidance
could be obtained from comparing the reJative costs of alternative
noise reduction measures and the levels of effectiveness which these
alternatives provide.

Recommendation 4

In order to provide a sounder basis for policy decisions,
governments should support detailed studies of the cost of noise
abatement, In particular, studies should be undertaken in co.
operation with the automotive industry, of the economic impacts
of alternative noise emission standards. Such studies should
attempt to:

a) define present technological capability to meet initial
standards;

b) identify technological improvements in engine and vehicle
design required to meet a range of more stringent standards,
and develop realistic estimates of the research, development
and production costs of such improvements;

c) explore how the costs associated with the development of
vehicles with reduced noise emission characteristics might
be equitably allocated between the taxpayers and the driving
public.
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IV. RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING

The application of the best current technology, effective environ-
mantel planning, and the enforcement of existing Jegislation should be
capable of preventing the further deterioration of traffic noise condi.
lions; but increased research and development effort will be necessary
to achieve a significant towering of the current levels of traffic noise.

Automobile Design and EnGineering

A great deal can be done, through a programme of research, to
improve our understanding of the sources of motor vehicle noise, so
that the present technical limitations on making vehicles quieter can
gradually be removed. This, and the-associated development of new
technology, are activities which, it might be argued, should lie within
the field of private industry. However, until there are intarnationafly
agreed and stringent noise emission regulations, with a programmed
lowering of noise emission limits, there will most likely be insufficient
economic incentives for manufacturers (o spend more than the neces.
sary minimum on reducing the noise output of their vehicles. There is,
therelore, a case for governmental stimulation through the support of
research and development and of the testing, demonstration and evaJ-
uation of new approaches to noise reduction.

Recommendation 5

Governments should support research and development and
! provide adequate Incentives for the testing and demonstration of

now approaches to reducing Ihe noise output of motor vehicle
• ! systems, Research should be encouraged particularly on tile

i following sub.systems:a) intake and exhaust,

i b) engine and transmission, end

c) Interaction between tyres and road surface.
More effort might usefully be devotee to the development of

I weather-resistant, sound.absorbing external building finishes, effi.
dent sound barriers with reduced sound reflecllon characteristics,
and relatively silent, though skid.proof, read surfaces.

Effects of Noise on Man

There is also need to develop a sounder scientific foundation on
which noise emission standards can be set. For exampJe, although
criteria for desirable limits of noise exposure aJready exist and can be
used as a basis for policy decisions, there is some doubt as to their
reJiability and completeness (e.g. concerning the combination of noise
from different sources), and they need to be further refined, Also,
we know relatively tittle about the possible effects on health of noise
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exposure during sleep (especially over long periods) and about cumu.
dative effects of long.term exposure to moderate levels of noise; a
better understanding of both effects is necessary if noise exposure
standards are to fulfil their essential purpose of protecting the health
of the public. Apart from investigating the direct and indirect physiol.
ogical effects of noise, it is also desirable to improve the understanding
of the subjective response of individuals and the community to traffic
noise. The eventual aim should be to provide rough measures of social
cost which could be built into the planning process in much the same
way as the cost of time can now be introduced as a factor in trans-
portation decisions.

Recommendation 6

In order to provide a scientific basis for determining traffic
noise levels beyond which health may be adversely affected,
increased support should be given to research on the effects of
noise exposure during sleep, alsd on the cumulative effects of
long.term exposure to moderate levels of noise. In order to
provide a sounder basis for evaluating the social costs of noise,
increased support should be given to research on the subject]re
response of individuals, groups and the community to traffic
noise.

Instrumentation and Training

Finally, effective enforcement of traffic noise regulations requires
the availability of simple reliable noise-monitoring instrumentation and
of trained manpower. The importance of these practical considerations
should not be underestimated. Experience attests to the ineffectiveness
of the legal enforcement of noise legislation without adequate equip.
ment and manpower. Although the degree of inadequacy may not be
the same for all governments, each should carefully assess its require.
manta and decide how its enforcement needs are to be met.

Recommendation 7

Governments should support research and development of
appropriate instruments for monitoring noise emissions in actual
traffic conditions, and provide training programmes on the use
of Ihese instruments. Professional training related to noise abate.
ment should be stimulated through Ihe funding of academic
research and educational development.

V, iNTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION

Since ever larger numbers of motor vehicles move across frontiers
and constitute an important element in the international stream of com.
merce, it is desirable that standards and acceptance criteria governing
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vehicle noise emissionsshould be internationallycompatibleand that
there should be close consultationin their formulation. Faced with a
variety of different nationalnoise emission standards,the automobile
industrywould be obliged to producedifferent models for different
markets, which would tend to raise costs.Hence international agree.
ment on initial common noise emission standards and acceptance
criteria, and on a programmed reduction in noise emissionlimits,
would be a highly desirable aim. Care shouldbe taken, however, that
such standards should not have the effect of merely underwriting
existingmanufacturing practicesbut thatthey should providethe motor
vehicle industry with a real stimulus and incentive to take a step

- forward,

Tile activity so far undertaken internationally, for exampleby the
WorkingParty on Vehicle Constructionof the EconomicCommissionfor
Europe (ECE) and by the European EconomicCommunity,is encour.
aging though clearly only a first step. Further consultationsat the
political level may be required to determine what further progressive
reductionsin vehiclenoiseemissionsare reaFisticaliyachievable,

Practical policy and long-range strategy might be faciritated at
international level through a concerted programme of exchange of
information on national programmes of research, development and
demonstration, and through a comparisonof experience relating to
practicalnoise abatementmeasuresand their cost.

Recommendation 8

An Internationalconferenceshouldbe convenedat an appro,
priate date in the near fature:

a) to exchangeviewsand share experience concerningpro.
grese made In traffic noise control and abatement,and to
examine the difficulties and obstacleswhich may have been
encounteredwhen Implementingspecificmeasures;
b) to discussthe possibilityof taking furlher actionat inter-
tlonal level parllcularly witha viewtofacilitating the adoption
of initial common motor.vehiclenoise-emissionstandards,
coupled with a programmed reduction of noise emission
limits.

Decision relative to the dale of the proposedconference
should bear In mind national commitments made in regard to
the 1972 United Nations Conferenceon the Environment in
Stockholm.

CONCLUSIONS

W_ believe that the above recommendationsrepresenta realistic
strategyfor the controland progressiveabatement of tralfic noise in
cities. The implementationof severalof these recommendationscould
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begin at once. The governments of Member countries may wish to
take the next step and consider whether they should begin to translate
these recommendations into effective action.

Many of the recommendations require action at national level. The
central government can provide standardization of criteria and ap-
preaches to noise control which will prevent a welter of confficting
local noise-emission regulations. In addition, only the central govern.
ment can provide the needed resources, the comprehensive national
overview and the ability to negotiate with other governments - aJI of
which are essential to the development of an effective traffic noise
abatement programme. All levels of government can and should make
contributions to tbe abatement of traffic noise, but a splintering of
the responsibilily for noise abatement among several government agen.
ties can cause unnecessary duplication of effort. Assigning responsibility
for environmental noise control to a single agency might be the most
effective means of achieving a positive record of accomplishment,
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TECHNICAL BACKGROUND



THE COMPOSITION OF URBAN TRAFFIC NOISE
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' THE URBAN TRAFFIC NOISE ENVIRONMENT!.

i;

:_ A wide range of wanted and unwanted, pleasing and startling
;i sounds make up the general urban noise environment. Electrical and
;J mechanical domestic appliances or intruding outside noises produce
; noise levels of typically 40 to 50 de(A)= inside urban buildings. Once

the individual slops outside this "quiet" home, he is subjected to :: I

:i even higher levels of noise from traffic, construction, airplanes, and
-'_' other peopre.

The changing character of these noises makes it difficult to select a
_, single number to characterize the noise environment. Patterns of rise
,.:;:,_ and fall of sound appear according to the time of day or the day

of the week, and during any period of measurement there will be a
background noise level punctuated by transient noises (noise peaks).

,, ].1. THE PREDOMINANCE OF URBAN TRAFFIC NOISE: =
i

Most urban poise is a result of our highly mobile civilization - one
= which uses conveyances that dissipate large amounts of energy. A
::,_ fraction of this energy is dissipated as unwanted sound, or noise. As

i. I, Decibeh The sound pressure reeislering on the human ear can vary widely
_ ranging from 0.0002 dynes per _m2 to J.noo dynes per cm2, The ratio between

these two figures is one to five million and can best be expressed logarithmically
using decibels, tf p is the acoustic pressure of a given sound and D= the reference

sound pressure fever, the decibel difference can be expressed as: _OJogze_- *

Thus, it must be remembered that decibels are a logarithmic and not a_l arlth-
tactic scala, Most traffic noise studies choose (he dB(A) (the sound Jevel in decl.
bels as measured on the *'A" scale of a standard sound level meter for the
physical measure of sound, since the dBtA) s regarded as "slatisdcally ]nOJs,
tinguishable from the best psychologically.derived measures in its reliability as a
prediction of human responses to traffic noise" []], See also tile discussion In
Chapter 2,
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the energy requirements of society increase, the noise levels also tend
to increase, And, as the noise levels in the cities intensify, the spread-
ing population and the proliferation of machines extend traffic noise
into previously quiet areas.

Surveys of noise in urban areas (even those with large airports
-e.g. London, Cllicago, New York) inaicate that, despite the noise
produced by aircraft, surface traffic (automobiles, buses, trucks, motor.
cycles) is the predominant and most widespread source of noise [2].

In 1951 Bonvalletreported the results ofathree.year noise survey
in Chicago [3]. He concluded that "The most prevalent city noise
unquestionably is that of traffic. The most prevalent source of noise in
industrial areas is also that of traffic. In many cases, the noise in an
industrial area is that due to related traffic, such as the motor trucking
identified with a particular plant. In residential areas, the so.called
unidentifiable background can usually be identified as noise of distant
traffic",

The ]961-1962 noise survey of Central London (results recorded
in the Wilson Report [4]) found that traffic noise is an important source
of annoyance to people, whether they are outdoors, at work, or in their
own home (Table 1), For exposure levels higher than 55dB(A) mean
energy value per 24 hours, the number of individuals considerably
disturbed often exceeds 20 %,

TableJ. NOISESTHATDISTURBPEOPLEAT HOME,OUTDOORSAND AT WORK

Numberof peopledisturbed
per 100 queslioned

Oescriplionof noise
When When When

at home outdoors at work

Roadtraffic ..................................... 36 20 7
Aircraft .......................................... 9 4 1
Trains ............................................ 5 t -
IndusUy/constructionwork .............. 7 3 10
Domestic/lightappliances................ 4 4
Neighbours' impactnoise
(knocking,walking,etc.) ................. g
Children ......................................... 9 3
Adultvoices .................................... iS 2 2
Radio/TV ....................................... 7 ! t
Sells/alarms ................................... 3 ] 1
Pets ............................................... 3
Othernoise ......................................

$owtce : [=dmpladrfonl Titb_¢V of rolef_nc*t 14].

Thirty.six per cent of those questioned in the survey were disturbed
by traffic noise, whereas each of the other noise sources (airplanes,
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human voices, radio and television, etc.), were mentioned by lees than
,, 10%. The investigators compared the 196] findings with those of a

London survey conducted in ]948 by the United Kingdom Central
Information Office. In ]948, 23% of those questioned were disturbed
by outside noises; in ]961, the percentage had risen to 50%. The
number of people annoyed by exlernal urban noises more than doubted
in 13 years,

Table 2 shows the results of a ]968 investigation by the Norwe-
gian Gatlup Institute, Motor vehicles were reported to be the most
annoying noise source, and the percentage of people annoyed was
much larger for urban than for rural populations [5].

Table2. i'JOIGESTHAI ANNOY PEOPLE.RESULTSOF AN INVESTIGATION
BYTHE NORWEGIANGALLUP INSTITUTE, ] ,600 PEOPLEQUESTIONED

Numberof peopleannoyed
per lO0 queslioned

Typeof noise
All Area

ques,
liontled Urban Rural

A. Noise frommotorvehictes........... | 7 20 ! !
B. Noise from aircraft ..................... 3 4 ]
C. Noisefrownrailroads ................. 4 5 !
D. Noise from iletSbbours ............... 5 6 3

jSourCe: adaptedfrom_eferencA151.

During a recent survey of community noise atade by Oonley [6], an
effort was made to obtain information that ceuld be yegahtycompared
with results of a study made approximately 12 years earl(el, Figure ]
shows the comparison of data -a graphic statement that the noise in
the community is increasing appreciably (the data in Figure I and
some subsequent figures are given ass function of frequency in octave
bands. Each such band covers a factor of two in frequency, for exam.
pie a band from 125 to 250 Hz, or cycles per second).

Noise levels increase _s expressways and freeways, carrying more
traffic at higher speeds, invade or cut through urban areas. The t96]-
1962 Central London survey recorded peaks of 90 dB(A)at the curb.
side of arterial roads with many heavy vehicles. For 80% of the time
(excluding the lowest and highest levels), the noise level ranged from
68 to 80 dB(A) by day and 50 to 70 dB(A) by night [4].

During a Paris noise study by the Centre d'Etudes et de Recher-
chos d'Anthropologie Appllquee cited in ref, [7], continuous 2,4 hour
recordings made inside a building on a major thoroughfare described
a day.time noise level of between 50 and 60 dB(A) and night.time Joy*
els between 40 and 50 dg(A) with frequent peaks of 60 d[3(A). During
the day the minimum background noise never fell below 45 dg(A) and
fell below 30 dB(A) only belween 1.0Oa,m. and 3.00 a,m.
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Figure J. A comparison getweon the results of the earliest survey of community
noise by Slevensand lhedata from the combined surveys of 1966 and ]967. The
curves show the percentage of lime that the noise level isexceeded. Donley notes
that the numerical comparisons are not fully appropriate, owing Io differences in
the data coltection and changes in notation. However, these differences do not
hide the fact that the noise in the community is increasing appreciably,

Source; adaptedfromF{{,6 in RIt, [6_,

For some idea of hew thesemeasuredleverscomparewith desired
levels, the Wilson Committee made the following suggestionsfor rnaxi.
mum noise levels inside livingroomsand bedrooms,stating that these
values should not be exceeded for more than 10% of the time (4]:

Day Night

Countryareas ....... 40 dB(A) 30 dB(A)

Suburbanareas .... 45 dB(A) 35 dB(A) i
Busy urban areas,. 50 dB(A) 35 dB(A)

During the same year, a joint committeefrom the central building
authoritiesof the four Scandinaviancountries recommended35 dD(A)
as an acceptable average noise level in dwellings (measured when
windowsareclosed) [8], [gJ,
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1.2, THE PEAK/BACKGROUND STRUCTURE

Traffic noise is not continuous. As a vehicle approaches an observ.
ing point, the noise level rises, reaches a maximum level (a peak) and

!, then decreases as the vehicle moves away. A steady flow of traffic

- (e.g, average or heavy traffic conditions) on a highway or major road
seems to create a nearly constant roar - except that the noise from
particular vehicles (such as trucks and motorcycles) reaches higher
peak values and, consequently, stands out against the more or less

_ steady "background " noise,

Octave bond $oun_ pressure levers
:. dB

_e_ sffpppin8seJ'llcr _ I

_" _'_' Residentialasea] "%. I I_ ]

' x'x.12

I ....... I ..... I ................ I ....... I ..... I

Retnw 75 150 300 600 ],200 2,400 4,800
75 to to to to to to to

150 300 600 J,20O 2,4_] 4,_]00 ]0,000
Frequenc)'l herfz

Figure2. Typicalvaluesofbackgroundnoisein four areas of Austin, Texas (USA).
Source : ad Ipled frc=rnFi=. 5S lr_Ro_,t21.

Studtes of background noise in quiet residential areas generally
measure the noise of distant traffic. One study, in particular, compared
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I
the background noise levels in four areas near Austin, Texas (United
States) [2]. In Figure 2, Ihe lowest curve, measured in a remote
country location far from traffic, industry, or aircraft, was set by natural
sounds from insects, animals, and the wind, The net higher curve
plots the background noise in a quiet residential area on a calm sum.
mar morning with no traffic or appreciable wind. Near tile suburban
shopping centre, light traffic and the movement of people in and out
of the stores raised the level considerably. A busy freeway with fast.
moving automobile traffic created noise levers outside the nearest
houses some 30 dE] greater than in traffic.free open country. Occa-
sional passing trucks, of course, raised the level stilJ further.

A useful method of displaying the time.varying nature of traffic
noise is a statistical distribution. Figure 3 shows such distributions
measured by Lamure and Auzou for very light and heavy urban traffic
on a motorway [IO], A straight line on the graph represents a Gaussian
distribution. In this case, the heavy traffic situation is described well
by such a distribution, while the distribution of the very light traffic
situation is skewed by the occasional noise peaks.

Percentage of flrne that noise level
I= e*ceeded f%)

80.00 ......"t .....I:........... '
98.00 _" k .......
80.00 ,

80.00 _%. '%, fieavy traffic t ........

20.0040'00 ..... •, . ",, ........

8.00.---_............. "" ", 1.....
) Very light traffic "_, • I

LO0 I ". _,
• ...... _'S % + ..........

0.1o t I ",..
O.OI t............... l.......... L ,

80 70 80 00

A'weighfe_ sounJ pressure level, dB(A)

Fi&ur_ 3. Typical statisticaJdistributionsol urban Iraflic noise.

Source : adapl|d ftor. Fig. 14 in Ref. tlO].
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1.3, SPECIFIC NOISESOURCES

Measurementsof urban traffic noise represent a compositeof all
the noise emitted by many types of vehicles travelling at the same
moment.WIIhid the constant noise, both the particular type of vehicle
andthe trafficcontributeto the aggregate noiselevel.

Bolt Beranekand Newman Inc., In a studyfor the California High.
way Patrol [11], compared the noise levels of passengercars, sports
cars. motorcycles,and trucksfor cruisingspeedand low.speedaccefer.
aUontests. All vehicles were equipped with conventionalexhaust muf.
tiers. Figure 4 shows some of the results obtainpd from the cruising

A-weJ Ihted sound pressure level
at 50 d[J(A)

90
.M

t T P : Passengercarsat65mph

85 _ S = Spsrlscatsa165
ii]_h

M = Mstorcyctesat 65mph
" T = Trucks,it 50mph

80

75 S --_

p I P M

G5 --.J _.
fngear + /

60 Inneutral

Figure 4, Noise levels of different vehicles at cruising speed,

.CJout¢o_aEt_pt_d flora nl_,7 _,nd 16 in R_*I.IJ 1).
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speed tests, At 65 rnph the noise levels produced by passenger cars
were in essentially the same range as those produced by sports cars.
However, motorcycle noise at 65 rnph in gear was much higher than
the noise of passenger cars or sports oars, The noise levels measured
during a 65 mph run in neutral were about the same for all three
classes of vehicles, Noise levels of trucks at 50 rnph in gear were
]0 to ]5riB(A) higher than those of passenger cars or sports cars.

The National Research Council of Canada [12] recorded the statis.
tical distribution of the noise from passent]ar cars travelling at speeds
between 30 and 69mph. Measurements were made at a distance of
50 feat, Figure 5 shows the distribution of the noise level_ obsarved,
grouped into 20 rnph categories, Most of the loud vehicles had ob-
viously defective exhaust.silencing systems.

SPEED MODE _
60-69mph 73 dB(A) r

="11

L_ 50-59m,_h 72 dB{A)

C

40-49mph 67dNA)
O_

55 60 65 70 75 80 85

A.welghfed sound pressure level
at 50 feet, dBfA)

Figure 5. The statist/car distribugon of noise made at 50 feet by passenger cars
travening between 30 and 69 rnph, '

Source : acfaptod from FI_, 4 In Raf, fl 2f,

I

As discussed in Chapter 2, the noise peaks are the most irnrne,
diatefy disturbing effects of traffic noise, Three types of vehlcJes corn.
rnonly produce these peaks: sports cars, motorcycles, and trucks,
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Sports cars produce more of a low.frequency "roar" than any
other vehicle; but probably even that roar would be less annoying
if it were not often produced by frequent rapid accelerations, with
accompanying noises of squealing tyres and grinding gears.

Motorcycles are a frequent cause of complaint in urban areas,
Motorcycles are also more mobile than the other forms of transporta.
tion - they can quickly and easily invade almost any area. The noise
produced by different models of motorcycles seems to bear little rela-
tionship to the size of power of the vehicle but rather to differences
in intake and exhaust silencing practices. At a constant speed of
65 mph, a._ well as during aoceluration, motorcycles are typically about
15 riB(A) noisier than passenger ears.

Because of important differences in the design of their engines
and auxiliary equipment and because of the considerable differences
in size, trucks form a heterogeneous population of noise sources. The '

: addition of trucks to urban traffic skews the time distribution of noise
,.. levels upward as the percentage of trucks increases - primarily be-

cause of the high peak levels produced by individual trucks [1], [8], !

_ Based on Canadian data [13], the tractor trailers are the noisiest i
trucks, The upper 10%, the mode, and the lower 10% statistical
groups of trailer trucks show levels of 89, 86, and 81 dB(A), respec.
tively, at a distance el 15 metres.

Trucks constitute a major noise source for several reasons, Be.
cause of their size and load, trucks often have larger engines than
passenger cars; more important, truck engines are generally operated
to produce much greater specific power than are passenger car engines.
Furthermore, the design trends of recent years towards larger cylinder

_i bores and higher operating rpm tend to produce higher noise levels.
Thiessen and Bison [13] state that from 1% to 2% of all trucks

make more noise when empty than when loaded, This noise is due
mainly to loose panels, boxes, rattling chains, etc., all of which cause a
great deal of clatter and are often the result of carelessness, Noise
laws in several countries include a rule on the loading of commercial
vehicles [7],

There are comparatively few published data on the noise due to
buses. A recent study by Olson [14] indicates that these vehicles
produce significantly less noise than trucks of comparable size. This
difference is believed to be due to the use of superior intake and
exhaust silencers and acoustic treatment of the engine compartment,

Recent studies [46] conducted in Canada show that the growing
popularity and number of snowmobiles is giving rise to considerable
concern. Snowmobiles are in fact among the noisiest of motor vehicles;
the range of sound level is quite large, namely from 79 to 102 dB(A);
an "average" snowmobile when cruising may be expected to produce a
level of approximately 90 dB(A) at a distance of 15 feet. Noisy snow.
mobiles when cruising produce sound levels comparable with those of
tractor trailers and empty dump trucks at speeds in the 50-59 mph
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range. The quietest snowmobiles are comparable in noise output with
American passenger cars at 50.59mph but few are as quiet as pas-
senger cars at 30.39 mph=.

1.4. NOISE LEVEL FACTORS

Of all tile factors that affect the noise Jevel of urban traffic, the
two conditions over which man does not have controJ - environmental
(weather) conditions and night- can have little effect on the noise
level.

],4.1. WEATHER CONDITIONS

Whge temperature, snow, rain, or ice profoundly affect the safety
of a road or highway, such conditions do not consistently affect the
noise level of motor vehicles. However, a blanket of snow on the
ground effects a drop of about 2 to 3dB in the middJe octave band
levels, with a somewhat greater drop at higher and a smalJer drop
at lower frequencies. It should be noted that in countries with severe
winter conditions, studded winter tyres are extensively used. However,
when such tyres are used on dry streets there is an increase in the
noise generated, especially for the high frequencies, Consequently, in
the Province of Ontario (Canada), for example, it is forbidden to
retain these tyres between 30th April and Ist October of each year.

The average atmospheric attenuation values have only a very
small effect on the dB(A) levels up to 600 metres from a noise source,
less than I decibel at 300 metres and approximately 2 decibels at
600 metres [15], [16], In a study of sound propagation in urban
areas, Wiener [17] showed that wind and temperature profiles only
slightly affect the sound transmission along city streets. In particular,
sound attenuation up to windows above the street is substantially less
than that which can be observed upwind over open, level terrain.

1.4.2. N/GHT DR/V/NG

One might expect that, because of poorer visibility and lighter
traffic, there would be a long period of comparative quiet at night-
time, On the contrary, the 1961-1962 Central London survey [4]

found that the length of the average "noise night" -the period of
reduced noise levels- was surprisingly short, only about five and
a half hours (midnight to 5.00 a.m, or 6,00 a,m.). In only about one-
quarter of the measuring locations did the noise night start before
midnight; in only 1 ! % did the night extend beyond 6.30 a,m. The

]. SeeChapleron CanadainAnnexI to this report.
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!_ predominant noise source at 80% of the locations, even at night,

i' was Chicago study [3] that, night
road noise, Bonvaflet's found for

i traffic, redactions in the 400.800 Hz band wereabout 5, ]g and 15

dB for light, average, and heavy traffic respectively.
As night traffic constantly increases, the night.time lull in noise

• grows shorter and shorter, Such a trend implies that, in time, night
¢ noise levels will be as high as those now recorded during the day
} (ciled in ref. [7].)

1,4.3. NATURAL BARRIERS

Some sound i_ absorbed by the natural environment so that, in
areas with trees and grass, reductions in noise can be obtained. In
general, these reductions are net large. Chapter 3 will discuss the
most effective types of noise screens, natural or man.made.

1,4,4. SPEED, FLOW AND DENSITY OF TRAFFIC

In a series of measurements made in ]963-1965, the National
Physical Laboratory (NPL) (Great Britain) cited in ref,[7] measured the
noise during varied traffic conditions, providing data on the effects on
noise level of speed, distance, number of vehicles per hour (density),
and percentage of heavy vehicles. Particular attention was paid to
vehicle speeds. The NPL found that the noise level rises by 9dB(A)
each time the average speed is doubled.

At low speeds and with truck traffic, there are wide variations in
noise due to the intermittent peaks produced by trucks, These varia.
tions decrease when speed and dens(ty increase and truck traffic
decreases.

For a density of 100 automobiles per mile, the average noise level
at 100 It, (by computer simulation) for mean speeds of 20mph is
about 56dB(A); while, at the same density and at 65 mph, the aver-
age noise level is about 72dB(A) [lJ. The results of ref, (1] can also be

1 used to describe the noise level distribution as a function of time.I

For a constant average speed, doubling the number of vchlcles
per hour increases the average noise level by 3 dg(A) and doubles the
frequency of occurrence of the higher peak levels. Stop.and-go traffic
introduces higher peak levels and, often, ]ower averages, Smooth, but
very stow. traffic has a low average _evel and relatively low peaks.

! Freely moving traffic at higher speeds creates the highest average
levels [Jg].

Tile Federal Institute for Roads and Highways (BAST). FRG.
Cologne, has conducted studies on expressways in the Federal Republic
of Germany, the results of which may be summarized as follows:

1, in a zone near expressways (el a distance of approximately
40.100 metres) the mean noise level increases by approximately
3 dB(A) as the traffic flow doubles and decreases by the same
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amount as the distance doubles, Within this range meannoise _:
levelsof approximately65 to 70 dB(A) maybe expected on multi.
laneroads withheavy traffic,
2. Mean level values or values for the "energy,equlvaJantparma-
nent noise level" are equally dependent on the absolute traffic
flowand on thepercentageof trucks,
3. The value for "most frequent noise level peaks" (levels
exceededfor 5% of the time) dependsvery greatly on the per.
centageof trucks.
4. The background noise (level registered for 95% of the time)
is predominantlydeterminedbythe absolutetraffic flow,
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2
i

THE EFFECTSOF TRAFFIC NOISE

., Noise affects people and can be considered as detrimental to
health; health is defined by the World Health Organisation (WHO) as

_' being "a state of complete physical, mental and social well.being and
_ not merely the absence of disease or infirmity", One would probably
"_" find little difficulty in gaining universal agreement to this statement.

There is considerable disagreement, however, concerning the nature,
i extent, and importance of the effects of noise on people. For this
.' reason, the discussion of the effects of traffic noise will in many cases

_ be brief and suggestive rather than extensive and comprehensive.

The various effects of noise on people can be listed in three gene-
ral and interrelated groups. The first group Includes the subjective

: effects described by such terms as annoyance, dissatisfaction, bother,
and noisiness, It is this group of effects that describes, in some sense,
the unwanted character of a noise. The second group of effects in-
cludes the behavioural aspects, and involves interference with an
ongoing activity, such as speech, sleep, learning, or performing any
general task. The effects in the third group are physiological, including
those effects that occur during or shortly after the noise exposure,
such as startle reactions or temporary threshold shift, as well as those

: that may occur only after prolonged exposure, As previously mentioned,
these various groups are not mutually exclusive. For example, pro.

Z_ longed interference with sleep could lead to a cumulative physiological
effect, Similarly, Interference with ongoing speech may be a source of
annoyance, It has even been suggested that the causal chain is one
that leads from interference with ongoing activity to subjective reaction.
However, in this discussion, It will be convenient to treat these various
groupings separately,

2.1. SUBJECTIVE EFFECTS

"., noise is subjective; a noise problem must involve people and
their feelings, and its assessment is a matter rather of human
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values and environments than of precise physical measurements.
These values and environments are complex indeed. Not only do
people vary in their susceptibility and adaptability to noise, but
each of us may be annoyed by one noise but not by another of
similar physical characteristics. " [4]

In a study of urban traffic noise, one is generally most concerned
with the subjective effects, that is, a knowledge of what fraction of
the population will be annoyed or dissatisfied in certain noise situa.
tions, However, as the above quotation from the Wilson Report points
out, the highly subjective nature of these effects creates many diffi.
cuJties in measurement and Interpretation.

There can be no complatedy satisfactory objective measurement
of a subjective effect. Milts and Robinson (Wilson Report, Appendix IX)
[4] have shown that the subjective impression of vehicle loudness
correlates fairly well with the peak vehicle sound level measured in
A.weightad sound level The 'A' weighting emphasizes the frequency
components of the sound in the range of BOO to 8,000 Hz and gives
little weight to components at vehicle exhaust frequencies, i.e. below
200 Hz, Later research has shown thattkeA.weighted soundievetcer.
relates with vehicle loudness at least as well as more sophisticated
measures of loudness or noisiness, arid so because of its simplicity
the A.waighted sound level is wide/y used as the basic objective mea-
sure of traffic noise,

Given then, as the basic measuring equipment, a sound level
meter equipped to measure A.weighted sound levels, the problem is
to relate road-side measurements of the fluctuating sound level to
the subjective effects the traffic noise is having on the people who
hear it, A Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. study _1] found only a very
weak correlation between mean sound level and annoyance expressed
spontaneously by residents, in their natural settings near freeways.
Sixty.seven per cent of the residents in the quietest area gave a spon-
taneous objection to the noise; yet only 51% of the residents tn [ha
noisiest area objected, even though the noisiest area could be
described as about four times noisier than the quietest area (based
on laboratory judgments of perceived noisiness).

Obviously, annoyance does not depend simply on average level,
and research has been directed to finding a better index of annoyance;

i. The National Swedish institute for Building Research and the
National Swedish Institute of Public Health have found good carte.
lation between a weighted "moan energy value" and a measure
of the intensity and frequency of subjective disturbance derived i
from a survey of the disturbance caused by noise when conducting
various activities [8]. Figure 6 shows the relationship between the
weighted mean energy value for a 24 hour period and the mean
measure of disturbance, obtained as above (the authors do not
indicate the degree of data spread about the mean measure of
disturbance).
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Figure g. The mean value of the measuremenl of disturbanceas a functionof
degreeof exposure.The mean energy level is corrected for distance and barriers.
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2, Griffiths and Langdon of the British Building Research Station
also investigated the relationship between dissatisfaction arising
from traffic noise and the physical characteristics of traffic noise

" [19]. The dissatisfaction score was based onaseven point attitude
scale ranging from ] -definitely satisfactory - to 7 - definitely
unsatisfactory, As shown in Figure 7, they found good correlation
between a subjective measure of the dissatisfaction and an oh.
jeetive measure based largely on the amount by which the noise
of discreet vehicles intruded over the background traffic noise•

This result suggests that, for a range of urban traffic noise condi.
tions, the absolute level of the background noise may be relatively
unimportant,

The Swedish and British indices differ in the relative weights
given to the mean sound level and the range of sound revel, Another
index has been suggested recently by Robinson [20]. His approach
may be able to reconcile the differences between Swedish and British
research but has not yet been tested extensively. Any such test is
tikely to be a long and complex procedure because of the difficulties
in assessing subjective response:

1. /ndividua/ differences in thresho/ds of annoyance to noise,
For example, while no correlations were found between sound
pressure levels and subjective reactions in the Central London
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noise study [4], the degree to which people are bothered by
notsesof different types could be accountedfor by their individual
susceptibilityto noiseassessedby self.report.
2. Adaptation levels to noise as a function of past experience,
immediate or long.term. In this same Central Londonstudy, the
investigators report a strong effect of personal experience on a
person's judgment of what constffutesreasonablenoise.
3, The meaning of the sound, intelligible spuuchcan prove more
annoying at lower sound levels than uninteliigib/e noise [21].

4, The meaning of the source of noise. In the Los Angelesstudy
of free.flowing traffic noise[1], while there wasminimal association
between exterior noise levels and annoyance, annoyance could be
predicted with a high degree of accuracy from a knowledgeof
what meanings a residentassociatedwith freeways. Furthermore,
the results of Swedishstudies[38] indicate that significantchanges
in the disturbance reported in laboratory tests can be achieved
by changing the attitudes of the subject towards the sourceof
disturbance.

5. The activity of the listener (intellectual work, listening to TV
and radio, sleep, etc.).
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In Vienna, Bruckmayer and Lang have investlgated the disturbance
caused by traffic noise [22], The survey was carried out in 1964 on

f a sample of 400 people, The aim was to find the relationship between
the degree of nuisance caused and the noise level by comparing the

: two. As a basis for comparison two scales were set up: a 5,point
nuisance scale- ranging from no annoyance- O- to intolerable - 4 -,

_ and a noise equivalence index Q obtained by grouping the various
components of the noise climate into a single value, From among the
conclusions reached, the following may becited: any given sound level

was considered equally annoying in an office or a dwelling; by
d_sy, more than half the respondents found indoor noise levels of
Q = 50-55dB(A) very annoying or]ntoferab_; by night, more than

half the respondents found noise levels of Q = 40dB(A) very an-
noylng or intolerable.

Most of the laboratory studies that have been conducted in the
past on subjective response to noise have been concerned with higher-
level aircraft noise near airports rather than the low.level urban traffic
noise of interest to us here. There have been suggestions that the

_: differences between aircraft noise and urban traffic noise are sufficient
:! so that laboratory results from the former cannot be associated with
A the tatter without further study, A particular area that may be explored

by future laboratory studies of urban traffic noise is the effect of the
time pattern (duration and repetition rate) on the subjective response.

_J

_;, 2.2, EFFECTS ON SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES
¢

! 2.2,1, SPEECH COMMUN/CAT/ON

,: One of the most obvious effects of traffic noise is interference with
communication, The degree of this interference is a function of the

: type of communication, the conditions under which communication must
be maintained, the noise levels, and the frequency spectrum and the
time pattern of the noise, A noise level that is not Intense enough to
cause hearing damage may still disrupt speech communication or
interfere with the enjoyment of music or television. Also, interference

;_ with the ability to hear warning shouts or commands Increases the
probability of accidents,

Noise interference with speech is usually a masking process, As
aresultof background nolse, a person may hear only a few or perhaps
none of the speech sounds necessary for satisfactory intelligibility,
Also, noise of a certain level may mask some speech sounds and not
others, depending on the talking level, tile particular sound, and the
relative frequency distribution of the sound and of the noise,

Robinson [39] has stated that a sound level of 48 dB(A) arrows
conversation in a normal voice at a distance of 4 metres. 9eranek [23]

:: quotes a maximum indoor laver of 40 to 45 riB(A) if television and re.
die are to be understood comfortably,
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:' 2.2.2. INTERFERENCE WITH SLEEP

Social surveys allow that conscious interference with sleep is fro.
quantly cited as a major reason for annoyance with neighbourhood
noise [2], [4]. But sleep Interference can exist even without a person
being consciously awakened.

In Thiessen's experiments, which are still in progress (24], sleeping
subjects are exposed to a recording of the noise from a passing truck,
played at a selected peak level several times each night, It is found
that there is a 5% probability of awakening the subject at the 40
dB(A) level and 30% probability at 70 dB(A), if, however, one includes
significant changes in the electroencephalogram records of the sleeping
subjects, there is a 10% probability of a shift in sleep level (including
awakening) of the 40dB(A) level anda 60% probability at 70dB(A).

In 1957, gteinicke (cited in ref. [7]) analysed the effect of noise
on sleep for 350 people of different ages, sexes, and occupations.
The initial noise level was 30 dB for a spectrum ranging from 50 to
50,000 Hz; the noise was continued for 3 minutes at each level,
and raised successively by 5 dB bands until the sleeper awoke, when
the noise.emitting apparatus automatically cut out. His results showed
that 52% of the subjects were awake when a level of 45 dB was
reached; that sensitivity to noise varied widely with the individual,
some subjects waking at 35 dB, others only at 70 dg; and that sleep
becomes less deep as age increases,

Research in the USSR reports these results: when noise is at a
level of 50 dB, falling asleep is a lengthy process (one and a half
hours) and there are fairly short intervals el deep sleep (one hour)
followed, upon waking, by a sense of fatigue accompanied by palplta.
tions, The level of 35dB can be considered as the threshold for
optimum sleeping conditions, since at this level it takes only 20 rain.
utes to fall asleep and the period of deep sleep Jests from two to
two and a half hours [25].

Preliminary studies have been made of sleep disturbance at the
Centre of Applied Physiology at Strasbourg (cited in ref. [7]). The
results, although inconclusive at present, suggest that noise affects
the depth of sleep and hence its quality, end furthermore that an
increase in the number of noise peaks increases the time required
to fall asleep, even if the average noise level is lowered.

2.2.3, EFFECTS ON LEARNING AND TASK PERFORMANCE

Numerous studies have been made of the effects of noise on
task performance; however, most of these involve noises higher in
leveJ and different in character from urban traffic noise. Thus, it is
difficult to estimate the effect of traffic noise on performance.

As Teichner etal. point out [26], the available literature suggests
that i) noise produces a decrement in performance, ii) noise has no
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effect on performance, or iii) noise produces an increment in perfor-
mance, The conflict in results probably can be explained by the fact
that noise causes an actuation of psychic functions leading to a de.
crease in performance. Increase in performance under high noise
situations could then be attributed to overcompensation on the part of
the subject [25], To the extent that urban tralfic noise distracts, we
may expect it to reduce efficiency in mental tasks more than in phy.
slcal tasks.

Telchner et el, suggest that two noise factors affect performance:
distraction and loudness, But the relative importance of these factors
has not yet been determined precisely,

In recent experiments by Glass and Singer (cited in ref. f27]),
random noises caused marked irritation and frustration, as well as
dramatic declines in work efficiency even after the noise was stopped.
Glass suggested that powerlessness to chan_e a situation can cause
adverse effects: "tf the noise is predictable and regular, or if the
noiseis irregular but the subject is told he can shut it off if it becomes
too much for him, then frustration and inefficiency do not appear". For
individuals bothered by urban traffic noise, powerlessness to change
the situation may be a very important cause of their annoyance,

'_ 2,3, PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

2,3.1. IMMEDIATE EFFECTS

There is at present no conclusive evidence that exposure to urban
traffic noise under normal conditions produces any harmful effects,
However, several immediate physiological effects are observed daring
exposure to noise levels comparable to those of urban traffic. Lane
and Jansen [25] conclude from various research that noise results in
increasing sympaticotonic reactions in the human body. Dilatation of
pupils is a common noise reaction and can be shown to be linked to
sound intensity. Such pupiflary reactions are not initial effects of fear
or pain, but are due Io tfl_ sorna[ic influence of noise, apart from its
psychic effects,

Temporary threshold shift (TT3) in acuity of hearing varies consid.
stably with the individual and the length and intensity of exposure to
noise. Exposure need not be severe - a 12 hour drive in an auto.
mobile produces a detectable loss in acuity for many people, It is
unlikely that just the normal (although high) urban noise levels could
produce TTS; however, litUe is actually known of the possible slight
effects of such noise levels.

An unexpected noise elicits startle or fright reactions, Physiological
changes, sech as a decrease in peristaltic contractions and a flow of
saliva and gastric juices or a rise in intracranial pressure, have been
recorded following sharp loud reports or unexpected noises, When
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the noises cease, these internal physiologicalchanges subside.How.
ever, as Broadbent suggests[28], such widespread physiologicalre.
sponsasmay be expectedto interfere with other activities at the time
when the sound occurs. Also, too frequent an occurrence of such
changemight bedetrimental to health.

In the urban noise environment, startle reactionsare usually pro.
voked by noise peaks.Whethercaused bya backfire or a noisybus or
a swiftlyacceleratingsportscar, the noise is unexpected.And even the
high background noise level cannotdiminish the effect. Researchby
Hoffman and Fleshier [29] found that startlereactionsof animals were
influenced by the background acoustlc environment. The responses
were stronger against a background of moderate steady.state noise
than they were in a quiet backgroundor in one containingmoderate
level pulses.The fact that lass.lntensestartlereactionsoccurred under
quiet conditionsis somewhatsurprising. This result suggeststhat the
presenceof significantbackgroundnoisewill notincreasethe tolerance
of stillhigher level peaks.

2.3.2. CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

Hastening of presbycusis

One possible important - but as yet unproven- effect of traffic
noiseconcernsthe hasteningof age.inducedhearingloss(presbycusis).
As Wakstein [30] points out, things actually sound worse to a noise.
deafened person becauseof the masking of adjacent tones.The qua.
lity of the noise environment, as perceivedby the individual, is degra.
ded. However, since such hearing lossesprogress slowly, this effect
of urban noise is probably the least apparent, even to the affected
person, He continualty adjusts to the way that things sound- and
thus rarely notices the change,

Three studies of the primitive Mabaan tribe in southeast Sudan
provide some inferential and controversial evidence. These studies,
condensed in a later paper by Jansen et el, [31], appear to show
that, withaging, the Mabaan natives' hearing in the high frequencies
maintainsmuch higher levels than does the hearing of similar popufa.
tions In Wisconsin, New York, DUsseldorf, and Cairo, The Mabaan
environmentis almost free of noise,with an ambient noise level corre.
spending very approximately to 30dB(A). Jansen et el. state that
"noise is undoubtedly a critical factor in the deterioration of hearing
in the high frequencies with aging in industrialized and developed
societies,Other contributory factors,suchas diet, stress, climate, race,
and genetic origin, must also be considered". The results of these
studies of primitive tribes have been questionedon the basisof pos.
sible large uncertaintiesin theage data.

Sustained sleep interference

As noted previously, people are annoyedby traffic noise if it inter.
rupts or prevents their sleep. Although there is little relevant data
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available, increasing urban traffic noise may be changingthe sleep
habits of urban residents. It is reasonableto suppose that the cumu.
lative physiologicaleffect of a lack of sleep adequate in quantity and
qualityis damagingto mostpeople.
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3

CONTROL OF URBAN TRAFFIC NOISE

An acoustic system may be viewed as consisting of a source, a
transmission path, and a receiver. Traffic noise abatement involves
modlflcations of one or more of these elements. These modifications
will be discussed in four sections: physical modification of the source,
changes in vehicle operation, modification in the transmission path,
and architectural modification.

3.1. SOURCE MODIFICATION

...... :"': Of several possible points of control of traffic noise, source modifi.
cation is the most universally effective, since it benefits all observers.
Under normal o.oerating conditions, the noise produced by motor
vehicles contains several components - noise from the engine, air intake
and exhaust systems, from brakes or other mechanical components,
from tyre/roadway interaction, and from aerodynamic forces, Reduction
of noise at source includes:

- Redesign of the engine, intake and exhaust silencers, brakes,
gear boxes, engine enclosures, fans, or other parts, or replace-
ment of defective parts;

- Changes in tyres or road surfaces to tone down the noise from
tyre/roadway interaction;
- Alteration of the aerodynamic design;
- Elimination of noisier vehicles.

Figure g compares the noise during different conditions. The srnall
difference between noise of American automobiles during cruise and
coasting conditions at a constant speed (65 mph) indicates that the
noise produced is primarily a result of the tyre/roadway interaction.
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At lower speeds, under maximum acceleration, exhaust system noise
predominates,

Octove 5and ,sound pressure level
at 25 h,, dB

80

7O

6O

5O

32 65 ]25 250 500 ],000 2,000 4,000 8,000
Fr_quence_ heNz

Figure 8. Illustrationof the contributionsfrom passengercar noise sources.The
authors nolo that noise from tyre/roadway Interaclion predominatesfor 65.mph
cruise conditions, particularly in high (requencias, as evidenced by a small de.
crease in spectrum from cruise to coastfng.Engineand exhaustnoisepredo.
minates for maximumaccoleraffonel35 mph, as shownby the large increase in
the entire spectrumabovecruise.
Source : Jldapled Item Fig, e,3 in Ref. [I],

3.1.1. INTAKE AND EXHAUST SILENCERS

When the intensity of a source of noise is reduced by the addi.
tlon of a specific control device, the device is called a silencer or
muffler. While moat silencers are designed to muffle noise, a few
"silencers" are deliberately designed to permit noisy operation of the
vehicle. When a major automobile manufacturer allowed an oxperimen.
tel gas turbine car to be driven, the greatest criticism of the car
concerned noise; but, while about half of the criticism asked for less
noise, the other half wanted mere noise [32],

As a c/ass, passenger cars are by far the quietest vehicles on the
read. Hence, quieter passenger vehicles (although they form the great.
est bulk of the traffic) would be of marginal significance and essentially
valid only in residential districts with traffic composed of light vehicles,
unless measures are taken for the proper muffling of the specific noisy
vehicles such as sports cars, trucks, or motorcycles.
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Sports Cars

Sports cars, and some new high.powered touring cars, gain much
of their prestige and desirability from intentionally noisy exhaust sys.
toms, Because of the compact design, it can be argued that there is
simply not enough space in these cars for adequate exhaust silencing
- using present silencer design. However, manufacturers have been
given no incentive for redesigning a system that is adequate for the
space. If the noisier sports cars were adequately silenced, their noise
output would be comparable to that of passenger cars (11].

No particular correlation exists between the amount of power devel.
oped (or the size of the vehicle) and the amount of noise produced by
sports cars; but in practice, silencing of the exhaust level is highly
variable for an original manufacturer's unit and much more variable
in the hands of the users. In particular, noise from acceleration is a

'_ problem because of the generally low standards in sports car silencing.

Trucks

= The greatest differences among types of silencers may be found
on trucks, The presence or condition of a truck exhaust silencer has
a major effect on the noise produced, The difference between no
silencer and a stock silencer "in good condition" is typically 15 deci-

!+ bels, A very good silencer provides a further reduction of only about
3 dB(A), approximately to the point at which the noise of the engine
covers that of the exhaust [11].

Many types of vehicles (such as motorcycles) may be noisy because
toe manufacturer's standards for silencing are not as consistent as
comoarable standards for passenger cars, With diesel trucks, as oper.
area by major trucking lines, the opposite is true. Standards of noise
control, and certainly the mechanical condition and maintenance of
toe devices, are generally high, As a truck engine is required to
produce more power (e.g. in an upgrade condition), the exhaust pres.
sure rises, As exhaust pressure rises, the efficiency of a reactive
silencer _ncreases, Thus the increased noise produced by greater
engine power is somewhat offset by the greater efficiency of the si-
lencer, but unfortunately not enough to lower the noise level.

Also, unless replacement silencers are subjected to regulation,
any benefits gained from better standards in factory.installed units
will quickly be lost, Truck silencers must be replaced about every
50,O00mi[es; therefore, better silencers could represent an increase
n the repairs and replacement overhead for a trucking firm. An addi-

tional goal for silencer design could be to produce a longer.lasting

as well as a quieter unit. :_
It should be noted that turbocharging as compared to natural

aspiration undoubtedly reduces noise at high power (by lowering the
exhaust back pressure), however it changes the frequency content of
toe noise especially at lower levels, Turbocharging softens the low
freouency high energy engine noise while the high frequency compo.
r'lents remain.
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Motorcycles

The weight of an adequate silencer or of a cooling fan for an
enclosed engine may reduce the performance of a motorcycle but
neither this nor the cost of an effective silencer, should be consid.
ered a valid excuse for failure to use them. Even with silencer re.
design, the degree to which more effective silencing can be employed
is limited by several other factors: the mechanical noise generated by
brakes, gears, and the internal combustion engine, and the noise
from tyre/roadway interaction,

3.1.2. BRAKES AND GEAR BOXES

Little applicable experimentation has been done on either gear
or brake noise, The study of Ihese automotive parts is certainly Impor.
rant in the prevention of traffic noise, since most urban traffic is
stop.and.go and thus requires the most gear shiftingand brake appli.
cation of any phase of vehicle operation. As in other areas of auto.
motive noise, old or faulty parts and improper use (e.g. poor shifting)
produce the maximum amounts of noise.

3.1.3. ENGINE NOISE

When a piece of vibrating machinery (such as an automobile
engine) is attached to a structure that radiates noise, redesign or
isolation of the vibrating elements may be the suitable approach to
noise control.

Airborne noise produced by engine vibration becomes more and
more significant as better intake and exhaust silencing is realized, This
also places a practical upper limit on intake and exhaust silencing,
since further reduction would not be observable due to the predornl.
nance of engine noise.

The noise associated with combustion in an internal combustion
engine can be modified considerably by changes in the cylinder pres-
sure time pattern, Noise level changes of 5 dB(A) for diesel engines
and 9 dB(A) for gasoline engines have been observed with cylinder
pressure pattern changes [33]. These results suggest that further study
could provide worthwhile reduction in engine noise.

There is an increasing tendency for diesel engines to displace
gasoline engines - even in the smaller engine sizes - because of better
fuel economy. Unfortunately, these diesel engines often produce much
more noise than gasoline engines. E]ruckmayer of the Vienna Technische
Hochschule Graz concluded from his studies that a private car with a
diesel engine produces 6 riB(A) more than one with a gasoline engine
[7], [45], These differences arise from differences in design (such as
the self.ignition mechanism that produces the diesel's characteristic
"knock") [33]. There is some possibility, of reducing the noise of
diesel engines through combustion control. Generally, the only ap.
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preaches to obtain significant reductions would require the modification
of the engine structure, isolation, or enclosure,

Diesel engine noise increases by 30dB per tenfold increase in
vehicle speed; gasoline engine noise increases by about 45 dB. At
full load, the gasoline engine ts quieter at low speeds than a corre-
sponding diesel engine; but since the noise increases at a higher
rate, the gasoline engine's higher speed noise is of the same order
as that of the diesel engine,

Noise is also transmitted through the engine structure by vibra.
tional energy transmitted through the engine mounts. In gasoline on.
gines, this noise can overwheh, the airbolnu temper,ant [33], Control
of such noise may require that the engine be more tightly enclosed and
separated acoustically from its surroundings.

A particular example of reducing engine noise in a bus by irn.
proving the enclosure occurred in London double.decker buses, for
which lining and sealing the engine compartments achieved a reduction
of 6dB(A) [13]. With time, however, seals tend to weaken and the
engine to become more noisy.

3.].4. TYRE/ROADWAY INTERACTION

Relatively little research has been done on the ether factors in
urban traffic noise- specifically tyreroadway interaction and aero.
dynamic noise. The National Research Council of Canada reports that,
for about 50% of the medium and large.sized passenger cars, tyre
noise predominates at speeds over 30 mph [12].

A common method of urban noise abatement is to lessen stop-
and-go traflic and, hence, the accompanying noise; but this has the
effect of raising the average speed of all traffic and increasing noise
from tyre/roadway interaction. According to a study conducted in the
United States, modern cars, under normal operating conditions, gem
erate as much noise by tyre/roadway interaction as by engine/exhaust
conditions [1]. Under extreme conditions, a very rough highway surface
can produce significantly greater noise from tyre/roadway interaction
- and high speed or acceleration increases that noise.

Many characteristics of the tyre, the roadway, and the vehicle
suspension are important in noise production. Tyro manufacturers have
developed less noisy tread compounds and patterns, such as variations
in patterns at points around the tyre to break up sound harmonies
and frequencies. The "singing" of tyres on fast.moving trucks is
usually caused by tread wear that leaves a pattern of small holes,
"suction cups" that pop as the tyre rolls[34]. Manufacturers might i
develop tread designs that do not wear in such a way.

A change in road surface from rough to smooth asphalt can lower
the noise level from tyre/roadway interaction by about 5dB(A) [13],
Unfortunately, smooth asphalt provides substantially lower traction
in wet weather. Figure 9 compares the octave band noise spectra of
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passenger cars driving on various road surfaces: rough asphalt, con.
crete, and very smooth asphalt, it would be difficult to determine the
relationship between the type of road surface and truck noise because
of the predominant engine and exhaust noise,

Ocfave hotld
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Figure 9, Noise speclra for passenser cars on throe roadway surfaces, (at 25.
ool distance, 43,57 mph _peed range+)

I Source ; Idipled from Ffl, B,@ in elf. Ill.
I

Assuming maximum exhaust silencing, moderate control of the
mechanical noise, and normal tyre tread designs, a large diesel tractor.
trailer combination can be expected to produce 10 to 15 dB higher
noise levels than a passenger car at the same speed - due to the

I relative contact areas of the tyres with the road,

I The amount of tread and the pattern of a tyre. the condition of
! the road (wet or dry), the stiffness of the tyre casing, the loading of

the tyres, and the coupling between the tyro and the vehicle body
are aN factors that must be better understood for better control of
source noise.

3.1.5. AERODYNAMIC DESIGN

The other possible source of vehicle noise is that caused by the ' ",.:
rush of air across a moving body. Unfortunately, the common method
of research on this effect has been to put the vehicle engine in idle
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and lock the gears in neutral; this method determines the noise pro-
duced as a result of tyres and mechanical "clatter" as well as aero.
dynamic noise. Certainly further specific research is needed, but it
appears likely that aerodynamic noise outside the vehicle will be of
importance only at extremely high speeds, if at all,

it should be noted that the engine cooling fan arrangement can be
tailored to minimize noise due to excessive air furbulence. Attention
shouM be petd to both the aerodynamic design of the fan and its
proximity to fhe radiator.

3,1,6. AGE OF VEHICLES

Age rapidly deteriorates the normal automobile, in a study of
Braunscnweig (Germany) Martin (cited in ref, [7])found that noise
levels reached during 50% of the time were 77dB(A) for vehicles
manufactured between Z96] and Z963 and 79dB(A) for vehicles
manufactured between 1958 and ]960,

For certai_ types of vehicles, Bruckmayer (ciled in ref. [7]) found
that Lhere is a difference of 2 to 3 dgCA) between cars f to 3 years
old and the same type of cars 4 to 6 years old. Large differences
were stated to occur with increasing use: 4 dB(A) difference between
trucks with mileage of 8,000km and 25,000km, An average differ.
ance of at least 5 dB(A) has been recorded between the noise made
by lew vehicles (1962) and that made by older vehicles, the differ.
ences in some cases exceeding 10 dB(A) [11].

3.2, OPERATIONAL MODIFICATION

3,2.1, REROUT/NG

Since much urban housing is in the form of apartment buildings
or complexes, rerouting heavy traffic away from predominantly rest.
dontia areas wauld help to alleviate the discomfort and annoyance of
a great number of people in a short period of time, In many large
cities, there are few belts or sections that do not contain some residen-
tial _uildings. In addition, many of a city's hotels are located within
what are predominantly "business" districts, It would be difficult to
build an urban expressway that would not effect some people in their
names or hotel rooms.

If if is at all possible, through traffic should be reroutod before it
enters a town, Although a city bypass may be the longest route, if
should be the quickest way to get to the other side of town, Within a

..." city, strict rulings on commercial traffic, such as limits on the hours
of deliveries or the unloading of large vans, can lessen to some extent
the intrusion on the audio privacy of urban residents,
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The Wilson Report [4] suggests that limiting the numbers of ve-
hicles that pass through a particular district can be done by construc.
ring bypasses and "ring,roads". Sucll rerouting reduces the traffic
througb the centre of towns, since they rarely have street patterns
conducive to the efficient flow of heavy traffic, Obviously, well.planned
road construction would be an effective solution to the problem at
hand, but such activities require much money and years of planning
and construction.

In the past, construction of bypasses and ring.roads has not kept
up with the increase in the amountoftraffic; an adequate road build.
ing programme could greatly relieve the congestion and noise in many
of the supporting towns to large urban areas, "Such measures, how.
ever, would still leave untouched the problems caused by internal
traffic.,. The local rerouting el traffic,., is at most a palliative which will
be effective for a few years only, and much more drastic measures
will be necessary in the long run ". [4],

3.2.2_ NIGHT OPERATION

As previously stated, the lull in traffic noise levels at night is
becoming shorter and shorter- due to the increase in night traffic,
Soon night noise levels will approach those of the day, As Chapter 2
shows, sleep interference is a major reason for annoyance with noise,

Practical limitations on night operation can be made through low.
ered speed limits and stricter control on violations of the existing
noise codes, A vigorous public information campaign for driver courtesy
might increase driver awareness and thus effect a quieter city night,

3.2.3, TRAFFIC FLOW

Many of the traffic studies that have been mentioned in this report
[1], [4], []1] concur that the noise from stop.and.go traffic (i.e., the
noise of deceleration, braking, or acceleration), whether at night or
during the rush hour, is the significant element in the urban noise
situation. The wide difference between noise produced during maximum
acceleration conditions and cruise conditions [1] (also see Figure 8)
suggests that the major fluctuations in noise produced by individual
vehicl6s occur in situations of stop.and.go driving, such as at intersec.
tions, rather than on the open road.

A ten.minute sample of noise from heavy daytime (slop.and-go)

traffic in New York City showed a mean value of 81dB(A), and stan. i
dard deviation of 4 decibels, at 15 feet from the traffic [16], Other
data taken in the United States show motorcycles about 15 dB(A)
noisier during acceleration than passenger cars [11].

There are several approaches to reducing the stop-and.go of traffic
flow. These include the use of synchronized traffic lights and the
creation of one.way streets. It is possible, however, that the creation
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of one.way streets may lessen congestion at the expense of increasing
the traffic and noise in side streets that were previously lightly trav-
elled.

The influence of permanent braking and accelerating noise has
been studied by the Federal Institute for Roads and Highways, (BAST),
FRG, Cologne, for a light signal.controlled pedestrian crossing in the
course of a major street. The results can be summarized as follows:

1, During the acceleration phases (the first 15 seconds after
"Red"). it is mainty the L95.value (background noise) which rises.

2. Noise level values during the "Stop" phases (signal showing
"Red". are markedly different; even at greater distances the
mean value LSO in such cases is approximately 5 dB(A) lower than
the average value.

3. During the change from "Red" to "Green" the noise level
rises up to ]8dB(A), The mean level fluctuation amounts to
more than 20 dg(A).

4, Mean values, i.e, average values through all phases of the
signal are only slightly higher than the values obtained for freely
flowing traffic.

3.2.4. RECKLESS OPERAT/ON

A similar problem involves the reckless, thoughtless (and concur.
rently noise-producing) operation of a motor vehicle, Most cities have
existing ordinances against "public nuisances", but such laws are ra.
rely enforced.

Merely reminding the public of the existence (and interpretation)
of existing ordinances could increase individual awareness of noise.
producing activities. The National Research Council of Canada, in
justifying in-the.field noise level measurements with a simple A.weighted
sound level meter, commented that such an enforcement concept
aims at controlling the operator.machine combination, rather than
punishing the machine [12]. The method puts a premium on "consid-
erate habits that may hopefully be carried over the various situations
where legal enforcement may be difficult or impossible", (e.g., slam.
mingcar doors late at night). Little is gained by regarding all drivers
as inconsiderate or by penalizing all infractions of a noise code, Most
drivers are probably unaware of the amount of noise that they make.
A vigorous public information campaign might increase driver awareness.

3.2.5. HORNS, BELLS AND SIRENS

Other frequent noise nuisances producing peak noises in the urban
environment are the blowing of car horns, the sound of emergency
boris and sirens, in some countries, rush-hour traffic jams may be
particularly characterized by an enormous amount of irritated horn
blowing,
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In Par_s and Vienna, for example, horn blowing has been comple.
tely prohibited untess it is the only means of avoidin_ danger or tnjury
ta persons, A somewhat flexible interpretation of the meaning of
"iniury" has made this law effective and acceptable. In Norway, only
acoustic warning devices approved by Norwegian authorities may be
used, In Belgium, horns mustnotbe used between sunset and sunrise
(cited in ref, [7]). Regulations suggest the substitution of flashing
lights or headlights as warning signals. Limiting the use of horns.
belts, or sirens to emergency situations would be a sensible way to
enmtnate one particularly annoying noise source.

3,3, TRANSMiSSiON PATH MODIFICATION

When a high.speed, controlled access road must be built within a
city, it is important to know during initial planning what effects various
road designs and barriers wifJ have on the inevitable noise from the
road. rf, after these methods have been employed to achieve the
maximum noise reduction, the noise levels are still not towered to
standards recommended for dwelling areas, then consideration must
given to repJacing the existing activities by others that are more com.
patible with the noise level.

3.3,1. BU/LDING LOCATION

Traffic noise generally decreases with increasing distance, but the
amount of the decrease depends on the nature of the source. Figure 10
shows the idealized relative behaviour of the noise produced by a
composite of freely flowing vehicles, which acts as a line acoustic
source, and by individual vehicles, which act as point sources.

The figure illustrates a situation with the sources and observation
points on grade, with no shielding structures or barriers, and with
average atmospheric attenuation included. Note that the noise "peaks"
due to individual sources decrease more rapidly with distance than
does the noise "background" due to a composite of marly sources,

Measurements made in Switzerland show that there is a "fore
area" near a road, in which the background noise level is practically
constant. The width of this area is of the order of a few metres only
when the traffic is dense and can increase to 100 metres with less
dense traffic. Beyond this "fore area" lies a "rear area" in which the
intensity of the noise decreases as one moves away from the road.
The noise peaks are cut out more rapidly than the background noise so
that at a distance of about 200 metres from the road the background
noise alone prevails [43],

A committee of Scandinavian buIJding authorities has used infer-
matron on the propagation of traffic noise to develop rules for a
minimum distance between highways and residential buildings [8], [9].
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The committee has chosen 59 dB(A) as thepermissibleaveragenoise
level outside the buildings, (This correspondsto 35 riB(A) inside the
buildings, which are assumed to have closeddouble-glazed windows),
Figure 11 is the resultingdesigncurve, Correctioncurves have been
prepared for cases when the residencesare not on the ground floor
or when there are barriers or trees betweenthe highway and the
residences. Recentwork by Lindblad [40] indicatesthat the values of
sound attenuation usedto developFigure II may be over conservative
and that the minimumdistancecan be somewhatsmaller than shown i
in Figure 11.

Many large urbangovernments are redesigningentire sectionsof
their cities to providemore pleasant environmentsand, in some ways,
to attempt to alleviate the problems of servicing,safety, and health
that breed in congestedareas.
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These restructured environments offer the opportunity for inno.
vaUon in civic design in regard to noise abatement, In the "nijJmer.
meer" district project in Amsterdam [7], only Jawnon.residential
buildings will be allowed along the motorway, in most cases these
buildings will form a screen between the motorwayand the dwellings.
Wide spaces planted with trees and shrubs will be left betweenthe
motorway and the dwellings to provide visual and some acoustic
screening,

3,3.2, STREETW/DTHS

Since a large percentage of the world's major cities were built
{and often rebuilt) a long time before the coming of the automobile,
most of their streets are too narrow to accommodatemore than two
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, lanesof traffic, The narrownessof these streetsalso creates a special
noiseproblem that results from amplification and reverberation.When
streets are 12 metres wide between the fronts of buildings, a sound
source of 95 dB is amplified to about 100 dB; for streets 6 metres
wide, 95 dB becomes 105 dB, In addition, most narrow streets are
alsofaced by a continuous line ofadjacent buildings- a situationthat
further increasesamplification. When street widths exceed 24 metres,
noappreciableamplificationOCcurs[7].

3.3.3. NOISE SCREENS

Several typesot noise screens can act asaaequate shields against
traffic noise. ExLstingbuildingsin urban areas naturally providesome
noisereduction, The presenceel shieldingbuildingsintroducesa level
reduction of about 10 to 20 decibels, essentiallyindependentof the
number of interveningstructures[16], However,few urban buildings
were designedas noise screens; in fact mostbuildings reflectsound
wavesin anotherdirection,

In a study of the noise levels in London, the Greater London
Council [7] made theoretical calculationsof the noise reductioneffect
of screens of varying height, For a protectivebarrier 3 metres from
the edge of a road 30 metreswide, some of the findings were that:

~ 30 metres from the screen, the total noise reductionvaries
from 9 to 15dB(A) for a 1,5.metre barrier; from 17 to 22
dB(A) for a 5.metre barrier: and 22 to25 dB(A) for a ]O.metre
barrier, Noise reduction due solely to distance is about 9 di3(A).
- 70 metres from the barrier, the total noise reductionvaries
from 14 to 20dR(A) for a 1,5.metre barrier; from 20 to 27
dB(A)for a 5-metre barrier;and from 26 to 31 dB(A) for a 10.
metre barrier,. Reductionduesolely to distanceis about 14 dB(A).

Ri:JckerandGl_ck (Germany)have studled experimentallythe sound
attenuationof 16 different screening systemsfor reducing traffic noise
[35], The best results were obtained when the screen surfacescon.
sisted of impervious sound.absorbingelements,The noise reductions
achieved ranged between 15 and 26 dB for such optimumsystems.
Goodperformance was also obtainedfrom systemsconsistingof over.
lapping sound.absorbingslats, similar to venetianblinds. Suchsystems
appearappropriatefor useas roofs.

Grass, trees, or shrubbery would certainly be visually pleasant
and acceptable noise screens for urban areas, Unfortunately, they
are acousticallynot very effective,Swiss and Scandinavianstudiesin-
dicate typical attenuation values of 5 dB/tO0 metres for dense
plantingsof trees[7], [36].

Jesse, Rapin and Gilbert (France) using a 1:20 mOdelhave sire.
ulated the acoustic efficiencyof 90 different arrangements of screen
alonga rectilinear rnotorway[44], The results obtainedfor frequencies
of between 500 and 1,000 Hz, representing, fora given traffic situa.
tion, a noise level exceeded for 50% of the time, showedthat the
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noise attenuation achieved by means of screenswas in all cases not
more than ]5 to 20 dB(A),A listof valueswhich can be applied direct.
ly by urban plannersshowsthat thecase usingtwo vertical screensis
the least favourable endthat it appears moreeconomicalto use higher
and inclined screens rather than vortical screens covered withan
absorbingmaterial. The introductionof elevatedexpresswaysinurban
areas would call for a redesign of the guardrails, and the use of
screens or banks so as to permit constructionan areas of land which
might otherwise be condemned if the recommended environmental
standards were to be observed,

3,3.4. ROAD DESIGN

GIL_okhas studied the effects of road design on noise and has
found that cuts are an effectivewayof reducing the noise exposure in
adjacentareas [37].

Tunnels would be an effective way to remove the noisesource
entirely from the hearing range of the receiver and yet maintain
existingtraffic routes withinand acrosscities, Sincetunnels have been
in use for manyyears to providealternate transportationroutes across
rivers or bays, the technologyneed only be refined for use on major
arterlas. Furthermore, a significant contribution to noise reduction
could be attained by diverting passengersfrom buses and cars on to
subwaysystems.

Among many of the problems involved in the operation of tunnels
would be that ventilation systems must not pollute the environment
with channelled noiseand exhaust fumes; ventswouldhave to contain
adequate baffltng and, in some manner, filter harmful fumes or pal-
fufantsfrom the exhaust,Tunnelswouldarsohave to be treated acous-
tically, so that the noise levels within wouldnot be beyond reasonable
limits for the comfort of passingmotorists, The effect of vibrationon
overhead buildings would also have to be studied, The resolutionof
oneproblem shouldnot merelycreatea new inconvenience,

3.3.5. ZONING

An administrative approachto urban noise control involvesestab.
ltshingspecific zones withmaximumpermissiblenoise limits. A govern.
ment would define the qualityof the noise environment in each zone
and allow individuals to choosethe zone that best suits their sensitiv-
ities and resources, it may then be possible to familladze the public
with the meaning of the zones, so that ilolse can be consideredin
purchasingreal estate,

The authorities in the Paris regionhave investigatedthe possible
use of noise zoning, basedon a combinationof the soundlevel and
duration of the noise [7]. in Group I of the proposedzoning system,
no residential buildingwould be allowed.In Group II, residential build.
in8 wouldbe allowedonlyif theouter walls and windows giveadequate
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sauna insulation. In Group III, all residentialbuilding would be per.
_Jtted but schoolsand hospitalswould require special soundinsula.
lion. In Group IV, all buildingwouldbe permitted(seeAnnex1 - Chapter
on France),

Table 3 hereunder defines the basic (background) noise levels
ann levels of frequent and infrequent peaks for specificzones set
by the Swiss in 1963. Districtsin Tokyoare classified into five zones,
in which maximum noise levels are specified, Austria also has set
noise standards for living spaces in different areas cited in ref. [7].

Table 3, TOLERATED NOISE LEVELS IN dB(A) SET BYSWITZERLAND IN 1963

Background Frequent Infrequent
noise levelL peaks z peaks3

Zone
Night4 Day Night4 Day N_aht4 Day

Hospitalandconvalescent...... 35 45 dE 50 55 55
Quietresidential................... 45 55 55 65 65 70
Mixed.................................. 45 60 55 ?o 65 75
Commercial......................... 50 EO 60 70 65 75
InclusttJa[ ............................ 55 g5 60 75 70 80
Mainarterialroad ................ 65 70 70 so 80 90

; i J. BackSraundnoiselluef: or=raRevarue(nleanlevelw_lhoutpeak=),
:_i 2. Frenuentpeak=:7-60 peak=per hour*

| nrfeclg=nlpinkS; ]*6 peak=pea_ogr*
4 , Nlitni ,, is ¢onslda¢isdtobafrom IO.QQp.m,to 6 30=m,

_ $o_rce: Adaptedfrom rmferanca(7_,

3.4. ARCHITECTURALMODIFICATIONS

If indtviduat vehicles cannot be sufficiently silenced, nor their
ooeration successfullycontrolled,andit modificationof the transmission
path is Jmposslbleor unfeasibletoachieve,thenthe remaining control
approach is througharchitectural modifications,

3,4,1, WINDOWS

Windows are usually the weak0stacousticlink in insulatingoccu.
;=ants from outside noise, and studiesconductedhave shown varying
results. The Building Research Station (United Kingdom) [4], [41]
snows that when windows are open the difference between noise
levels outdoors and indoors will he about 14 dB on average;with
closed windowsthe difference is about25 dB, whilstin dwellingshaving
double windows intruding noise may be reduced byas much as ASdB
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when the windows are closed. A similar study [43] conducted by the
Swiss Federal Materials Testing Laboratory arrives at the following
results; 5.IOdB for open windows, 15-25 dB for closed windows and
20.35 dE] for closed double windows.

To achieve maximum reduction, the double windows have to be
sealed and fitted with panes of different thickness (e.g. 3 mm and
5 mm to 6 ram) with 8 inches or more between the leaves and lined
with a sound absorbing material. Sealed windows necessitate the pro.
vision of some sort of mechanical ventilation or air conditioning, When
windows are to be opened they have to be very closely fitted, Reducing
the size of windows will improve insulation to some extent; halving
the size of windows will give a 3 dB improvement.

For many house windows, the lessening of noise reduction is
governed by the cracks or leaks around the glass panels, rather than
by the panels themselves. Tightly sealed storm windows or double.
glazed windows can easily reduce sound if conventional windows must
be used.

Appendix X]ll of the Wilson Report, for example, describes in
detail one of many possible window designs that could reduce noise
yet still provide light, visibility, end ventilation [4].

i 3.4,2, INTERIOR BUILDING LAYOUT
I

Much can be done to reduce the ill effects of noise by putting
the most vulnerable parts of a building as far as possible from the

; main souroe of noise, or by turning them away from it. With careful

planning, the working or living areas that are most sensitive to noise
could be shielded by less sensitive areas. Offices, studies_ and bed-
rooms could be placed as far away as possible from the exterior walls
exposed to the traffic noise.
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Annex I

CURRENT ADMINISTRATIVE AND LEGISLATIVE PRACTICES

IN MEMBER COUNTRIES

This Annex contains the results of enquiries conducted by
, the Secretariat in support of the Report on Urban Traffic

Noise, It covers the following countries : Canada, France,
Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Scandinavia (Denmark, Norway

and Sweden), Switzerland, United Kingdom



CANADA z

INTRODUCTION

Public Interest in the subject of urban traffic noise is rapidly
developing in Canada. News reportsof activityand concern ere almost
dairy occurrences and committees of citizens and officials have been
set up in manyplaces. This interest isoften focusedan specific noise
problems suchas motorcyclenoise, particularly at night, in otherwise
quiet residential areas, aircraft noise, heavy motor.vehiclenoiseand,
most recently, snowmobile noise. The standard North American auto.
mobile, properly used, is a relatively quiet vehicle and is, therefore,
rarely a directcauseof concern, Nevertheress,there is general concern
about noise pollutionas oneof severalfactorscontributing to a generaJ
deteriorationof the environment.

Despite theseencouragingsignsof activity related to noise abate.
merit, it must be said that specific legislation in this field is at the
embryonic stage in Canada. Furthermore, since Canada is a federal
state, legislativeresponsibilityis distributed over three levelsof govern.
ment, federal, provinclaJand municipal, which makes it difficult to
assemble a comprehensive and up.to.date review of the situation tn
Canada. Nevertheless, it is hoped that the following report will serve
as a reasonableguide to the present situation,

1, FEDERALGOVERNMENTACTIVITY

No central body has responsibilityfor motor vehiclenoise control
measures. (Note that civilaviation and airports are regulated by the
Government of Canada Transport Department which deals with noise
abatementmeasuresassociatedwith aircraftcertificationandoperation),
However, Bill C.137, passed by the House of Commonsin March
I970, makes provision for future action in this field, A new law

1, We are grateful to Dr, £, Shaw of the National Research Council of Canada
who Ilas very kindly drafted the chapter on Canada,
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known as the Motor Vehicle Safety Act (S.C. 1970) came into
effect during 1970 and is so defined as to permit action to deal with
impairment of health. More explicitly, the Minister of Transport has
stated that "we shall alsostudy the relationshipbetween motor vehicle
noise and the impairment of health. Should the evidence indicatea
need to control noise pollution from this source, regulationswill be
issuedunder this act", It should be noted that agreement has been
reached for a sharing of responsibilitywith the provinces.The Federal
Governmentwould deal with new motor vehicles while the provinces
woulddeal with motor vehicles in use and replacement and additianal
parts for motorvehicles.

In a federal state, to.ordinated governmentaction may be engen.
dered by advisory documents such as the National BuildingCode of
Canada,which in 1966 had been adoptedin whole or in part by more
than 90% of the cities of Canada, In 196B, to meet requests for
information from municipal officials, the Division of Applied Physics
of the National ResearchCouncil of Canadaprepared a short report
entitled "A Brief Study of a RatfonalApproachto LegislativeControl
of Noise" (AP5.467). Thisreport reviewedthe legal and administrative
measurestaken in Canada and in other countries, summarized the
technicalinformation then available and recommendedspecific means
of controlling the noise levels due to motor vehicles, power lawn.
mowers,air conditioningsystems, industrialoperations,etc, The report
suggested,asaguide, maximum decibel [db(A)] levels for the various
types of noise and also recommendednoisezoning,The recommended
noiseItmits, as from 1969, are as follows:

Passenger Vehicles - Sma//Trucks
At a dlstatlce of ]5 feet ;

- in 30 mph zones .............................................. 80dB(A)
- in higher speed zones ....................................... 88dB(A)

Motorcycles
At a distanceof 15 feet:

- in 30 mph zones daytime .................................. 85dB(A)
- in 30 mph zones at night .................................. ,52 dB(A)
- in higher speed zones ....................................... 90 dB(A)

Trucks _>3 tons
Ata distanceof 15 feet:

- in30 mph zones ................................................. 87 dB(A)
- in higher speedzones .......................................... 92 dB(A)

Tractor Trailers
At a distanceof 15 feet:

- in 30 mph zones ................................................. 87 dB(A)
- in higherspeed zones .......................................... 95 dB(A)
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Skideos and Similar Snow Vehicles
At a distance of 15 feet:

- in 30 mph zones ................................................. 85 dB(A)
- In higher speedzones .......................................... 90 de(A)

It should be noted that the noise limits for motor vehicles retain.
'r; mended by the National ResearchCouncilere supported by measure.
: meets of noise level and spectrum for more than 4,000 cruising

vehicles. Furthermore, where the recommendedlimitsmight beconsid.
ered stringent in relation to current practice (e.g, for air.conditioningI

; systemsand snowmobiles), technicalfeasibility studies have also been
carried out,

! Hundreds of copies of the National ResearchCouncil report have
_t been sent, on request, to elected and appointedofficials, consultants
:, and members of the public, Legislativeactionbasedon the report has

already been taken by the city of Ottawa (Appendix I) and is under
discussionin severalother places.

2, PROVINCIALSTATUTES
• RELATINGTO HIGHWAY TRAFFIC

_; Highway traffic is regulated by provincialstatutes. Each province
has a statute section or regulation requiring thatall motor vehiclesbe

: equipped with an exhaust muffler in good condition to preventex.
! cessiveor unusual noise, In someprovinces,the use of a muffler cut.
: out, straight exhaust, gutted muffler, hollywoodmuffler, by.pass or
i similar device, is expressly forbidden, Two provinces, Alberta and
: British Columbia, have clauses which deal explicitly with loud and

unnecessarynoise due to improper use of the motor vehicle (e.g, tyre
noise due to wheel spinning), The provinceof Alberta has a section

:;' regulating the night-time operation of motor vehicles on residential
• streetswithin urbanareas.

The effectivenessof these measures is not easy to determine but
the numbers of court convictionsregistered in twoprovincesare indi.

: cativa, in the province of Ontario, which has more than 2,000,000
i motor vehicles, it is reported that 26,538 convictionswere registered

in 1968 under Section 42 whichcovers noise,faulty mufflers, fumes,
smoke and alarm devices (horns), It is not known how manycases
related to noiseoffences, It is also noteworthythat 1,397 convictions!
were registered in the Province of British Columbia in t968 under
Section 7A,O]. which deals wLthloud noisedue to spinning tyres and
similar improper use of the motorvehicle,

Elsewhere,it is recognizedthat statutescontainingverbal descrip.
tions of noise are not entirely satisfactorysinceit is left to the judge-
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ment of the police officer whether a particular noise is excessive or
unnecessary,

All provinces impose speed limits of 30 miles per hour in cities,
towns and villages except on designated arterial roads and freeways
where higher speed limits may be set, These speed limits are imposed
for safety purposes and generally enforced. It is recognized that noise
emission is related to vehicle speed, but there is no evidence that
noise revels have ever been considered in setting speed limits.

In the Province of Alberta, the recently appointed Alberta Advisory
Committee on pollution Control has formed a sub.committee on noise
which is particularly interested in urban traffic noise control.

3, MUNICIPAL ANTI-NOISE BY.LAWS

Local municipalities in Canada are entities created by the provin,
cial governments with limited powers to prohibit or regulate "unusual
noises or noises likely to disturb the inhabitants".

Jn ]958, the Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto passed a special
By.law No. 835, which was slightly amended by By.law 1790 in 1962
and approved by the Ontario Department of TransportJn 1963, 1964
and 1965. This by.taw defined undue noise (from a motor vehicle) as
"any solJnd, the overall sound pressure level of which exceeds 94
decibels when measured at a distance of 15 feel or more Irom its
source by use of the C.weighting scale and the slow setting of a sound
level meter". In 1963, a summons issued under th_s by-law was
dismissed by the magistrate but his decision was appealed and was
reversed in County Court on 2nd November, 1964+ The driver of the
vehicle was fined $25. Despite this initial success, it would appear that
no further charges have been laid under this by.law since that time.

in 1968, the City of Ottawa sought special legislation in the Ontario
Legislature to enable it to deal more effectively with motor vehicle
noise and other problems. This legislation was approved with amend.
ments and received assent on 11th April, 1968. The City of Ottawa
was then abte to prepare a by.law based upon the recommendations
contained in the National Research Council of Canada Report. This
most recent By.law No. 163.69, was passed by City Council on 2rid
September, 1969 and approved by the Ontario Department of Trans.
port on 22nd October, 1969. In connection with the enforcement of
this by.law two police officers have received special training in the
use of a sound level meter, In this connection also, one may refer to
an outdoor noise "thermometer" butll by the Canadian Research
Council which displays the dBA sound level of passing vehicles for the
benefit of the drivers. This "thermometer" is available to cities on
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loan for educational purposes and was used by the City of Ottawa in
Spring ]970, in connection with the enforcement of the new by.law,

In the city of Edmonton, Alberta, an ad hoe committee of experts
surveyed the noise levels in eight areas of the city and prepared a
draft by.law similar to that of Ottawa which is now awaiting final
approval by the City Council. When the by.law is passed it is expected
that a 3.month introductory period will precede legal enforcement, I

4. TRAFFIC FLOW

In Canadian cities, it is the general practice to minimize the move.
mont of heavy motor vehicles on residential streets. This is accom.
plished either by designating mandatory "truck routes" or by prohibi.
ting through traffic [n residential areas. The purpose of these measures
is to preserve the aesthetic values of residential neiRhboerhoods, to
minimize noise and nuisance and to preserve property values.

]n recent years, systems of one.way streets have been estab.
I]shod in most Canadian cities, particularty in congested downtown
areas, for the purpose of increasing the traffic carrying capacity of
these streets. For the same reason, sophisticated traffic flow control
devices have been installed in many places in recent years (e.g, com.
puter.controlled traffic signals), There is no evidence that possible
noise control benefits have ever been considered in making decisions
about such matters.

5, URBAN PLANNING AND HIGHWAY LAYOUT

The cities of Canada have, in recent years, prepared and adopted
overall plans which include industrial, commercial and residential zen.
ing, While it has been recognized that industrial.commercial zones pro.
vide effective acoustic and aesthetic barriers between major traffic arts.
rles and residential areas, many new traffic arteries and freeways do
pass through residential areas, particularly in older parts of the cities,

In tile past year or two, there has been evidence of changing
attitudes, however. In Ottawa, for example, a proposal to route major
traffic arteries through the "Glebe" area has been strongly contested
by the residents and various alternative proposals are now under study

I
t. The City of CaIRary.Alberta, recentlyapproved an antlnoiseby.lawwhich

i tookeffecton 3]st October,_970 (see Appnndix2).
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by a committee of citizens and officials, The citizens have argued
that the proposed traffic route would destroy a desirable residential
area by splitting it in two, create excessive noise, reduce aesthetic
vaPues and lower the value of property.

On a much larger scale, the proposed extension of tile Spadina
expressway (a depressed freeway to the centre of Toronto) has been
strongly opposed by many people, In this case it has been argued that
the number of motor vehicles in the central area must be limited if
essential environmental qualities are te be preserved, and that this
requires investment in public transportation systems rather than
expressways.

It should be noted that grade separation is generally considered
essential for downtown expressways. Moreover, elevated highways have
generalty proved very costly so there is a strong tendency to build
depressed expressways for reasons of cost alone, though it is re-
cognized that there are acoustic benefits. Hence, depressed express-
ways are being built in Canadian cities but, in most cases for reasons
other than noise abatement.

This trend is confirmed very cogently by two case histories in
Montreal. In the first of these, it was necessary for Yautoroute Dbcarie,
which is 3,3 miles in length, to pass through several municipalities in
the west end of Montreal, For aesthetic reasons, not for noise abate-
ment purposes, it was decided to build this expressway in cutting. The
National Research Council was, however, consulted about the acoustic
design of the cutting. In the second case, hospital authorities asked
that a section of expressway be depressed, This was in fact done but it
is probable that a cutting would, in any event, have been chosen as the
best means of crossing an important railway and a major traffic artery.

Recent practice in British Columbia with regard to freeway design
in urban areas included noise pofJution as one of the factors assessed
In selecting an optimum solution.

g. SOUND INSULATION OF RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

Superior sound insulation against external noise has been required
for apartment buildings erected in the vicinity of an airport in Canada,
but no case is known where sound insulation has been required for
residences built near traffic arteries,

Double glazing to provide adequate thermal insulation against the
severe winter climate is normal in Canada except in the warmer coastal
regions. This also provides substantial sound insulation against traffic
noise but is, of course, of no avail when the windows are open in
tile summer, Year.round air.conditioning with permanent double glazfng
has become fairly common in commercial and industrial buildings and
is also found in a small percentage of residences,
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Appendix ]

CITY OF OTTAWA By.LAW 163.69 [

A by.law of the Corporation of the City of Ottawa prohibiting noise
the operation of motor vehicles on the streets and public ways.
The Council of the Corporation of the City of Ottawa enacts as

follows:

1. In this by.law:
a) "vehicle" shall mean a vehicle as defined in Sub.section 29 of
Section 1 of the Highway Traffic Act, R.S.O. 1960, Chapter 172;
b) "noise level in dBA units" shall mean the reading of any
sound level meter which meets the international Electro.technical
Commission Standard No. I23 or the British Standard No. 3539,
Part 1, or the United States of America Standard $1. 4.1961,
when such meter is sat on the A.weighting network and the fast
response;
o) "night" shall mean the period between 9.00 o'clock in the
afternoon and 6.00 o'clock in the forenoon of the following day.

2. No person shall operate or cause to be operated a passenger ve.
hicle or truck with rated gross vehicle weight of less than 6,000 Ibs.,
the noise from which vehicle at a distance of 15 feet or more has a
level greater than 83 dBA.
3, No person shall operate or cause to be operated a motorcycle the
noise from which motorcycle at a distance of 15 feet or more has a
level greater than 88 dBA In the daytime and 83 dBA at night.
4. No person shall operate or cause to be operated a passenger vehi-
cfe or Iruck with rated gross vehicle weight of 6 000 {bs, or more the
noise from wh ch truck or passenger vehicle at a distance of 15 feet
or more has a level greater than 90 dBA.
5. No person shall operate or cause to be operated a tractor trailer,
the noise from which tractor trailer at a distance of 15 feet or more
has a level greater than 90 dBA.
6. Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of this by.law
shall, upon conviction thereof, forfeit and pay at the discretion of the
convicting magistrate a penalty not exceeding the sum of $300,00,
exclusive of costs, for each offence,

7. Sections 9 and 20 of By-law No. 268-56 are hereby repealed.
GIVEN under the corporate seal of the City of Ottawa
this day of , 1969.

1. This by.law was approvec/ by Board of Control on tgth August, ]969,
passedby City Council on 2rid September, ]969 and approvedby Ihe Ontario
DepartmentofTransporton22nd October,1969.
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Appendix2

CITY OF CALGARY

Anti.Noise By.Law
to take effect as from 31st October, 1970

LIMITS FOR MOTOR VEHICLE NOISE AT A DISTANCE OF J5 FEET

• , , , , ,

Speed Speed Speed
loss than 30-45 grealer than
30 mph mph 45 mph

Light motor vehicles, cars, motor.
cycles, light trucks ............................ SO dB(A) 85 dEl(A) 8El dB(A)

Heavy trucks .................................... 87 dEl(A) 91 SB(A) 95 gEl(A)

Tractor tralrers ................................. 88 dEl(A) 94 dB{A) 98 dB(A)
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1, ORGANISATIONOF MEASURESFORTHE CONTROL
AND ABATEMENTOF URBAN TRAFFICNOISE

in France, there is no central body responsiblefor the overall co-
ordination of the noise abatement activitiesof the public authorities,
end the creation of such a body is not planned for the immediate
future,

A number of government departments, however, each in its own
field, have responsibilitiesfn this connection:

- the Ministry of Equipment, responsible for laying down noise
level standards for vehiclesand for defining the conditionsof sale
ofvehiclesandnew exhaustsystems;
- the Ministry of Health, responsible - in particular, through the
asency of the Noise Commission- for assistingin the definition
ofdesfrable noiselevels;
- the Ministry of the Interior and the Ministry of the Armed Forces,
responsible,by means of the police force and gendarmerie, for
theenforcementof approved legislationand regulations,
It is interesting to note that the French Anti-NoiseLeague was

declaredto be "in thepublic interest" in 1963 and from that time its
activitieshavebeensubsidized,

In addffion, at the end of 1969, an Inter-Ministerial Committeewas
set up by the Prime Minister to study the nuisance problem. This
Cemmfttee's report contains proposalsfor deagng with water and air
pollutionand for reducingannoyancecausedby norse.
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2, REGULATIONS AND PRACTICAL MEASURES
FOR LIMITING VEHICLE NOISE

2,1. VEHICLES AND THEIR USE

The noise produced by motor vehicles is the subject of detailed
regulations _ which lay down noise limits, varying with vehicle category,
that must not be exceeded.

The main principles of these regulations are as follows:

- The noise produced by a motor vehicle and measured during
approval testing, by type or singly, for the vehicles of the category
concerned, must not exceed the figures shown in the following
table, a one decibel tolerance being allowed:

Maximum
noise

Vehiclecalegory level
dB(A)

Mopeds ......................................................... ?O
Lightmotorcycles .......................................... 80
Motorcyclesand marketgarden tractors .......... 86
Commercialvehiclesof upto 3.5 tensladen
weight ........................................................... 83
Private cars ................................................... 83
Public Iransportvehicles................................. 90
Commercialvehiclesof over3.5 tonsladen
weight, agriculturaltractorsand self-propelled
agriculturalmachines ..................................... 90

- The parts of the vehicle and in particular the exhaust system
should be kept in good condition or replaced as necessary so that
the noise produced by the vehicle does not exceed the levels laid
down.

- Any change whatsoever to the exhaust system likely to increase
the noise emitted by the vehicle is prohibited,

- In built.up areas, the use of excessively high engine speeds,
particularly when starting or when stationary, and repeated "rev.
ving" of the engine, are prohibited,

Additionally, there is a limitation on the use and type of audible
warning devices,

], Ministerial Order of 25th October, I962 concerningthe measurementof
noise produced by motor vehicles(the full text of this Order is reproducedin
Appendix ], page9]),
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The use of multi.tone horns, sirens and whistles is prohibited,
Between nightfall and daybreak, warning signals must be visual by
means of headlamps, audible signals not being allowed except in cases
of absolute necessity, In built.up areas the horn must not be used
except in cases of immediate danger, and the signals given must be
short and great moderation must be exercised. _

Should the devices intended to prevent a vehicle from being ex.
cessively noisy have been modified or removed the police or gendar.
merie have the right to require the vehicle to be taken off the road
until the owner has restored it to its proper condition, a

Additionally, any person contravening the provisions concerning
noise produced by motor vehiclescan be fined Frs, 40 to Frs. 60 and,
for a repeated offence_ can be sentenced to eight days or more impris.
onment. 3

When the police or gendarmerie officers stop the driver of an
excessiveJy noisy vehicle, they not only charge him with an offence but
also issue s summons to him to bring the noisy vehicle to the test
centre nearest to where he lives. 4

in the noise tesling centres, the vehicles are examined by means
of a sound,level meter as laid down in the specifications attached to

_' the Order of 25th October, 1962. This measure is designed to bring
_' pressure on the offender to have his vehicle repaired before presenting

It at the test centre, If the vehicle is not brought within a period of
one month from the date of the offence, a fine of Frs, 60 to Frs. 360
can be imposed,s

In principle, each county (D6partement)has its test centre, gener-
ally in the vicinity of the main town and equipped either with portable
sound.level meters or laboratory vans, Testing takes place on set days
each month,

In practice, police officers may stop all vehicles making what
seems to them to be excessive noise. They fine on the spot if the
cause of the noise is apparent', damaged or obviously modified si.
lencer, unnecessary "revving" of the engine when stationary or ex-
cessive acceleration etc, if the cause of the noise is not visible (where,
for example, the baffles have been removed from the silencer), or
where doubt exists, the penalty is not imposed until after inspection
In a test centre.

Police officers on normal duty are not equipped with noise mea.
suring instruments but directives are given to them from time to time,
and they are given instruction on how to locate those parts of vehicles
that are sometimes modified in order to make them noisier.

1. Articles3t to 35 of theFrench "Code de la Route".
2. Articles 276 of the"Code de la Route".
3, Articles 239 of the"Code de la Route".
4, See Section4: Annual statisticson the number of vehicleschecked in

Paris at the Noise Testing Comte and results of the 1968 anti.noisecampaign.
5. Articles 242 of the"Code dela Route".
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2.2. TRAFFIC

Very many traffic bans have been decided at local level on certain
roads, mostly for heavy load-carrying vehicles but sometimes for aJJ
vehicles, These bans may be continuous and total, or limited to certain
hours or a certain period of the year. Diversions by.passing the centre
of built-up areas are a feature of practically all main arterial routes.
They have many purposes: lightening traffic in town, easing pedes-
trian movement, protecting places of tourist interest and safeguarding
the peace of those living near the roads,

These bans or limitations are so numerous that it is impossible to
list them here, The following two examples, however, are interesting:

i) In Paris, the island of Saint.Louts has been put out of bounds
to motor traffic from 6.00 p.m, to 2.00 a.m. as from tst Septem.
ber, 1969, apart from the two main roads joining the two banks
of the Seine.

ii) By inter.prefectoral Order, commercial vehicles are prohibited
from going through the towns of Anse and Villofranche- near
Lyons- as from the month Of August, 1969, This measure was
taken as the result of trouble between inhabitants and vehicle
operators. Many trucks were no longer using the Anse.Vttlefranehe
diversion after this was made part of the toll motorway section.
The inhabitants had then protested against the noisy traffic arns
caused by commercial vehicles in the main street of the town._

Moreover, a number of spas and health resorts - VIttel in partlcu.
lar- have created "silence zones" where motor traffic is controlled
and where efforts are made to reduce the generation of noise.

In Vittel, the main hotels and buildings used for conferences are
located in the " Pars Thermal" green zone, an area closed to traffic
from 10,00 p.rn, to 7,00 a,m. Traffic barriers are placed in position
every evening by the municipal police and signboards indicate alter.
native routes,

In all built.up areas, speed is restricted, This limit is generally set
at 60 kin/h, but at local level it may be reduced for a particularly
dangerous road or raised to 80 km/h in the case of a road that ts
part of a main traffic route. Very often, different speed limits apply
to different types of vehicle (cars, heavy load.carrying vehicles, motor
cycles).

it should be noted that these measures are primarily taken because
of the danger of accident and not because of noise,

Various other measures are taken at local level to ease the traffic
flow; one.way streets, temporary diversions, recommended routes.

]. It shouldbe noted Ihal at the beginningof 1970, the tollon the motor.
way was lowered for commercialvehicles so as to dissuade their drivers from
crossinaAriseand Villefrancheby the main road.
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The main purpose of these measures is to improve traffic flew but
in some cases they have a not insignificant secondary effect, the acous,
tic environment ceasing to be made up of a succession of peak noises
and becoming a continuous background noise.

3, LOCATION AND CONSTRUCTION
OF THROUGH ROADS AND BUILDINGS:

SOUND INSULATION OF DWELLINGS

In some cities (Paris, Lyons and Marseilles in particutar) roads
have been built or are being built in cutdngs or in tunnels. The design
and choice of metorway layout are very often guided by traffic flow
and cost considerations, more rarely by esthetic factors and very seldom
by noise considerations.

Nevertheless, research is underway on acoustic harriers designed
to protect the inhabitants living in the vicinity of urban expressways.
A study by the Centre Soieetlfique et Technique du B_timent (CSTB)
conducted for the Transport Research Institute (IRT) has resulted in
a list of noise reduction values for various types of barriers, which can
be used directly by urban planners. Furthermore, full.scale tests using
a 300.metre.loeB screen will be performed jointly by the Paris region
authorities and the CST5 (see also para. 3.3.3. of the main report).

The town planning authorities for the Paris area have suggested
that in order to prevent the average noise.level exceeding 60 dB(A) in
front of dwellings -this is the acoustic threshold that, according to
the results of surveys should not be exceeded - three different types
of regulations would need to be adopted, depending on the local
situation.

Assuming that the motorway takes the form of an appraximately
50.metre.wide platform, the rules would be as follows;

A. Optimum clearance of the areas on either side of the motorway
whenever land utilization requirements are not such as to justify the
employment of less effective protection, This rule, which must be sya-
tematically applied In rural areas, includes a tOO.metre building line
necessary to provide an adequate margin for the future and an exten-
sion of further 50 metres for private houses (which may thus not be
built closer than 150 metres from the edge of the motorway) and 100
metres for higher buildings (which may therefore not be situated at
less than 200 metres from the edge of the motorway).

B. This rule is for general application in urban areas. It features a
50.metre building line (which san be reduced to 25 metres for second-
class expressways), and the possible presence of buildings other than
residential up to a further 55.metre line.
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Dwelling houses may be built between 100 and 150.metres from
the edge of the carriage way if they are no mare than 12 metres in
height (groundfloor plus 3 storeys), Between 150 and 200 metres,
residentiaJ bulrdings may not exceed 37 metres in height.

C. The application of this rule should be preserved for the excep-
tional case represented by the densest parts of the built-up area. Its
principle is to allow a choice between protection by distance and pro.
tection by screen. Under this rule the building line can vary from 10
to 25 metres from the road, Only sound.insulated dwellings or build.
Ings other than living accommodation may be authorized in the area
between this butJding line and a distance of 100 metres from the
carriageway. Within the area lying between 100 and 150 metres from
the edge of the carriageway, the height of residential buildings must
not exceed 15 metres. The foregoing provisions could be modified if
the buildings were separated from the expressway by a screen. =

It should be noted that these draft regulations are still under
examination, The adoption of urban regulations relative to traffic noise
is difficult in view of the presentty available information on the eeona.
mic aspect of external costs and the vaJidity of annoyance thresholds,
It may well be that by developing regulations based on a functional
classification of highways and a too normative definition af zoning and
annoyance the regulation will be too rigid in relation to the inherent
limits of urban planning,

The success of such regulations will probably rest with the variety
of development strzdegies chosen by cities, taking into account the
various protective methods availabre and their efficiency,

As regards the acoustic insulation of buildings, and in order to
help architects and town planners to allow for noise problems in their
projects, the CSTB organises regular courses of instruction in acoustics
and visits to the experimental station at Champs.sur.Marne, where
practical examples of high.qoarity acoustic insulation are on display.
Reference might also be made to an interesting project - the creation
of a new town, Vaudreuil, which is being studied in detail by environ-
mental experts with the aim of making this experimental town o silent
one.

4. NOJSE ABATEMENT IN PARIS

Although noise abatement is now organised at national level by
the ministries concerned, it originated tn Paris, the first step coming

I. By a screenis meant a barrier tbroush which sound cannel pass. at feast
1,5 m above the Jevelaf the carriagewa)'aJonathe edge of the road and In con.

tinuous sectionsof at least 1O0moiresin length.
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from the Pr6fecture de Police: On 20ttl July, 1954 the Pr6fet de
Policesigned an Order prohibitingthe useof horns. On the 5th June,
1959, the Order on noisewas issued (see Appendix 2, page94), the
main content ofwhich was laterusedfor the formulation of the Nation.
al Ministerial Order of the 25th October, 1962, (See Section2.1
aboveand Appendix 1),

Furthermore, since 1963, a vehicle noise contr_l centre is in
operation,and is located tn the Boisde Vincennes.At this test centre
the annualstatisticsprovideIhe followingfigures:

Number
Year of vehicleschecked

t963 ....... 2,544

1964 ....... 1,008
1965 ....... 2,084
1966 ....... 1,884 ,.
1967 ....... 822
1968 ....... 1,529
1969 ....... 2,501

z Moreover, legal actions have been taken in a large number of
oasesfor noisyexhaustsystemsor excessiveuse of the horn:

Noisy Excessive
Year exhaust useof horn

1967 ....... 3,347 9.597
1968 ....... 983 5,831

The Paris police do notconfine their action to traffic noise alone.
Manufacturers and contractorscausing undesirablenoisemay be made
to take remedial measures, these being required by the prefecture
oe Policewhen the complaintsreceivedare provedto be wall-founded.
Additionally,since March 1960 the operationof portableradio receiv.
ers in the streets of Paris is prohibited end the use of rubber or
elastic dustbins has been made compulsory in order to reduce the
annoyanceof refuse collectionIn the early hours.

Rut it is mainJy the anti.noisecampaignsthat have attracted public
attention. The most recent anti.noise campaign was organised from
18th.3Oth November, 1968.

It was given publicity in all available media (posters, advertise.
ments in newspapersand on radioand television,etc.) end comprised
two stages, In the first, offenceswere not reported, the drivers of
excessivelynoisy vehicles were simply asked to remove the cause of
the noiseand to visit the testcentre, in the secondstage, legal action
wastakenand the offending driverstaken to court.
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Throughout this campaign and the week that foIFowed, i.e, up to
the 7th December, 1968, two test centres were operated by the teal1.
nlcal department of the PrSfecturo de Police: one in the 8ois de
Vincennes for all vehicles (this centre incidentally is used throughout
the year and not only during the anti.noise campaigns); the other was
set up in the Place des lnvalides in the 7th Arrondissement and re-
served exclusively for motorcycles and mopeds.

These centres were open every day except Sunday, from 8,00
a,m, to 6,00 p.m. Attendance there was not restricted purely to driv.
ers stepped by police officers and instructed to bring their vehicles
along; any person wishing voluntarily to have his vehicle's noise level
checked could go.

1,161 vehicles were tested a5 the result of their owners being
instructed to attend and 173 vehicles were brought spontaneously
during this campaign. This total of 1,334 vehicles was made up of
905 cars and trucks and 429 motor cycles and mopeds.

It was found that ]8% of the cars and trucks tested and 24%
of the motor cycles and mopsds ware emitting noise of unacceptable
level, It should be noted that in line with the spirit in which this
campaign was conceived, the owners of the vehicles stopped were
asked to have them repaired before they came to the test centre. It
is clear that a larger number of them followed this advice, otherwise
the proportion of vehicles with unacceptable noise level would have
been very much higher, since only those vehicles were stopped which
were audibly producing an abnormal amount of noise,

From the tables below, in which the results of the test have been
reproduced, it can be seen that there are three basic reasons liable
to cause vehicle noise to reach an unacceptable leveh

- exhaust system worn due to age (silencer holed by rust) or
accidentally damaged;

NUMBEROFTESTSCARRIEDOUT
BETWEEN]8th NOVEMBERAND7th DECEMBERt968

Mokorcycles Carsand rnopeds

NumberofvehiculesaBending
on instructionsfrom the
municipal police .................... 333 82g
N umbarofvehicules brought
voluntarily ............................ 96 77
Total vehiclestestefJ ............. 429 905

Normal UnaccepL Normal Unaccept,

326 103 749 161
Results bycategory ................ (76%) (24%) (82%t (18%)
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- exhaust system modified by vehicle owner;
• - original exhaust system replaced by a so.called "sports" exhaust,

supposedly Intended to increase the power developed by the engine.

All vehicles tested whose exhaust system was defective or had bean
modified were without excoption found to be unacceptable. As regards
the category of vehicles whose original exhaust system had been re,
placed, 80 % were considered to be excessively noisy.

For the most part, those people who were called to the test centres
showed, when they came, complete understanding of the reasons for
the campaign and its usefulness.

RESULTSOFTESTSBYYEAROF MANUFACTURE
( Motorvehiclesonly.the yearof manufactureof motor cycles

and moped$beingingeneral unknown)

Normal Un.
noise acceptable

Year Total level level

% %

Prior to1959 ................................ ]74 ]34(77) 40(23)
1959 ............................................ 45 42 (93) 3 (7)
1960 ............................................ 42 39 (93) 3 (7)
196] ............................................ 77 63 (82) 14 (18)
]962 ............................................ 86 76(88) ]0 (12}
]963 ............................................79 72 (9)) 7 (9)
1964 ............................................ 95 84 (88) ]1 (]2)
1965 ............................................100 81 (81) ]9(19)
1966 ............................................74 55 (74) 19 (261
1967 ............................................63 47 (75) 16 (25)

• 1968 ............................................ 70 5] (73) 19 (27)

Total ............................................. 905 744 161

ANALYBIBOFCAUSESFORWHICH THE NOISELEVELOF CERTAINVEHICLES
WAS FOUND TO BE UNACCEPTABLE WHEN TESTED

Normal noise Unacceptable
level noiselevel

Vehicleswith defective
exhaustsystem ...................... 0 190 (]00%)
Vehicleswhoseexhaustsyslem
hadbeenmodifiedbyvehicle
owner...................................0 43 (tOO%)

!_ Vehl¢leswhoseexhaustsystem
wasdif(erent Iromthat
orlginalryfitted .......................8 31 (80%)
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5. SURVEYS OF URBAN TRAFFIC NOISE

The requirements of the authorities responsible for town planning
and building have. for some years now, made it essential to conduct
surveys designed to assess the annoyance caused by urban traffic
noise.

At the request of the paris District authorities and the Ministry
of Equipment. the ScientJfio and Technical Cenlre of the Building
industry (CBTB) carried out:

a) fn 1965, a survey among people living alongside the south
motorway and the Paris ring motorway; and

b) towards the end of 1968, a large.scale survey based on a
sample of 2.000 people living in the Paris area;

a) J965survey

The sample of families involved in this survey (420 interviews)
was based on acoustical considerations, the noise levels used being
the average noise levels (exceeded for 50% of the time) measured at
the front of residential buildings. I Itwas considered that revels inside
the dwellings are 10 to 15 dB lower than the measured level when
the windows are closed, and 0 to B dB lower when the windows are
open.

Nine residential communities alongside the south motorway and
the ring motorway were selected: altogether 420 families were called
on. The most distant dwellings were 150 metres from the side of the
motorway and the closest tO metres away. Noise levels recorded
ranged from 53 to 81 de(A).

The questionnaire contained 66 questions, 38 of them relating
to motorway noise. Fifteen of these questions were designed to enable
an annoyance scale to be constructed so that annoyance scores from
0 to 10 could be awarded, the value lO corresponding to maximum
annoyance. According to the authors a'faitly high degree of correlation
(r = .61) is shown to exist between annoyance scores and noise levels
at least in so far as buildings parallelto the motorway are concerned.
On the other hand, a faster increase in annoyance is observed once
average external noise level reaches a point between 62 and 64 dB(A).

From the results they had obtained the CSTB research workers
estimated that a critical annoyance level is reached when the noise
level attains 60.65 de(A) at the front of the buildings.

l. La g_ne due au bruit de la circulation at/tornobile. Une enqu(Jle auprbs des
riverains d'autoroutes, (Annoyance caused by vehicular traffic noise. A survey
among those living alongside molorways). CSTBPublicationNo, 88.762 (October
1967).
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b) J968o1970 survey

The results of this survey are not yet analysed and discussion
must therefore be restricted to its objectives and the method of ap.
preach adopted, i

The overall purpose of the survey Is:

- research into physical parameters characterizing traffic noise
• and providing optimal correlation with claimed annoyance and

_, disturbance of sleep in urban situations;
- the definition of maximum noise levels not to be exceeded at

' the front of residential buildings;
! - the devising of a method enabling the characteristics of urban

traffic noise to be worked out on the basis of the road cross.
• section and the intensity and type of traffic carried;

- the eompiJatlon of a catalogue of case studies: roads of various
types with and without traffic Jights,

_. The study is based upon a comparison between physical norse
• measurements and the results of the attitude survey.

;_ The measurements relate to 100 points throughout Paris and its
I" suauros, 20 people being interviewed at each point.

The roads along which acoustic measurements are taken are of
various types: one.way and two.way through traffic roads, local roads,
cross.roads and internal net-works in housing complexes,

The noise readings are made at the front of buildings at different
heights,

The psycho.sociological survey Itself was preceded by a pilot survey
the results of which were used to establish an annoyance scale. The
repues to the questionnaire and the annoyance scores obtained by
moans of the annoyance scale will be cross.analysed with various
physical parameters: noise level in dg(A) exceeded for 1%, 10%,
50% and 90% of the time and a coefficient combining into a single
formula the noise level exceeded for tO% of the time and that
exceeded for 90 % of the time.

An attempt will also be made todlfferentiate annoyance in relation
to the time of day at which exposure to the noise occurs (morning,
day.time, evening, night-time), and taking into account the number of
rooms per dwelling exposed to the noise, occupants' sensitivity to
noise, etc.

Before terminating this report on the efforts being made in Prance
to recluse noise due to traffic in towns, it is interesting to note that the

1, InformationsuppliedbytheAcousticsDivisionof theCSTB.
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first legislation on noise abatement was formulated no less than 161
years ago.Thus the Penal Code of 12th February, 18]0 Includes the
followingprovision:

"These causing or abetting the causing of offensiveor nocturnal
norse, uproar or assembly d_sturbing the peace of the neigh.
bourhoodwill ba liableto a fine of40 to 50 francs",
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Appendix 1

MINISTERIAL ORDER DATED 25th OCTOBER, 1962
CONCERNING THE MEASUREMENT OF NOISE PRODUCED

BY MOTOR VEHICLES

Article 1

The noise produced by a motor vehicle and measured during type
approval tests or singly shall, for vehicles of the category concerned
and except as otherwise provided in Articles 3 and 6 of this Order, not
exceed the figures shown in the following table, a one decibel tolerance
being applicable to these values:

Maximum
noise

i Vehiclecategory level
I dg(A)

Mopeds ......................................................... 76

I Lightmotorcycles 80
Motorcyclesand marketgarden tractors .......... 86
Commercialvehiclesof up to3,5 tonsladen
weight ........................................................... 83
Private cats ................................................... 83
Publictransportvehicles................................. 90
Commercialvehiclesofover 3,5 tonsladen
weight,agriculturaltractorsandself.propelled
agriculturalmachines ..................................... 90

Article 2

The measurements shall be taken by a laboratory approved by the
Minister of Public Works and Transport in accordance with the method
laid down in the attached specifications I for tests made on the vehicle
and for replacement silencer tests,

Article 3

Every silencing system must be designed so as to maintain its
effectiveness over t_me, Clearly visible on an outer wall or on one of
its integral parts it must carry an irremovable marking affixed:

[, The textof thesespecificationsIs notreproducedin this report,
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3.1 By the vehicle manufacturer in the ease of a silencerfitted as
original equipment or sold as a replacement part under the name of
the vehicle manufacturer; this marking certifiesthe canformityof the
silencerwith that fitted to the vehicleat the time of the type approval
test by the "Service dee Mines" (French vehicle approvaltesting
authority).
3.2 By the manufacturerof the system in the case of a replacement
silencerof anather make; this marking certifiesthat the devicehas an
acousticeffectivenessat least equal to that of the silencer fitted when
the vehicle was type.appraved tested by the Servicedes Mines the
verdere having satisfied the canditions laid down in th s Order, in
addition replacement silencers must, when they are sold, be aceam,
paniodby instructionsprepared by the manufactureron hisownrespon.
sibllity showingthe type or typesof vehiclesto which the tests carried
out bythe approvediabaratory entitle themto be fitted,

Article 4

The parts of a vehicle and in particularthe exhaustsystem must
be maintained in good conditionor replacedwhere necessarysa that
the noiseproducedby thevehicle doesnot exceedthe levels laid down
by thisOrder,

Article 5

5.1 In built.up areas, the use of excessivelyhighengine speed, parti.
cularly when starting or when stationary, and repeated "revving" of
the engineare prohibited,
5,2 Anychangewhatsosver ta the exhaust systemthat may increase
the noiseemitted bythe vehicle is prohibited.

Article 6

6.1 The provisions of Article I, 2, 3 and 4 shall apply as from
1st October, 1961 to type.approved vehiclesor singlevehicles after

that date,
6.2 The provisionsof Articles 1, 2 and 4 shall apply:

6,2.1, As from 1st April, 1962, to vehiclesputinto use for the
first time after that date and conforming to a type approval,
tested before 1st October, 1961, the provisionsof Article 3
being appflcable to such vehicles as from 1st January, 1963,
6,2.2 Except as otherwise provided in paragraphs 6,1 and
6,2,1 above, as from 1st October,1963 to all mopeds, light
motor.cyclesend similar and motor-cyclesin use, the provisions
of Article 3 being applicableonly to vehicles of a type not car.
respondingat that date to the conditionsof Articles 1 and 4,

6.3 The provisions af Articles 1, 2, 3 and 4 shall apply as from
1st January, 1964 to the following vehicles for agriculturalor civil
engineering use taken into service for the first time after that date:

- crawler tractors and tractors drivenby two-strokediesel engine,
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6,4 Vehicles in usa belonging to the categories laid down in para-
graphs 6.1. 6,2 and 6.3 of this Articleshall be allowedan additional
two decibel tolerance ever and above the one decibel tolerance laid
downin Artlole 1,
6.5 Vehicles net included in the categories referred to in paragraphs
6,1, 6.2 and 6.3 of this Article shall remain subject to the provisions
of Articles1 to 3 of theOrder of 3rd August, 1957.
6.6 The provisionsof Articles 2, 3 and 4 shall apply as from 1st

_ Octaber, 1963 to silencerssold as replacementsfor original equipment
; or _s replacement silencers of other m_kes, which shall exhibit the

markingslaid down inArticle 3,
6.7 The provisionsof Article 5 shallapply forthwith_

j,
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Appendix 2

LOCALORDERREGARDINGNOISE
DATED5th JUNE, 1959

PARIS,PREFECTUREDE POLICE

Article 1

All noise caused either needlesslyor due to lack of care is pro.
hibited.

Article 2

1. Thosenoisesare prohibited, in the conditionsspecifiedin Article 1,
which arise, inter alia:

a) from work of whatever nature carried out on the public high.
way;
b) from a motor vehicletravellingat highspeed;
c) from a vehicle'sengine beingaccelerated;
d) from a vehicle'sbody-workor engine and Itsaccessoriesin bad
condition;
e) from badly installedor badlymaintainedbrakes;
f) from the engine or a vehicleundergoinga test or being tuned;
g) from a vehicletravellingwith a badly securedload;
h from the handling, loadingor unloading on the public highway
of any noisy materials equipment or ob acts whatsoever,such as

: metal plates and sheets, bars and rods, milkchurns, refuse bins,
cans and metal drums. These articles must be carried and not
dragged,put downandnot allowedto fall.
If thesearticlescannotbe carried by reasonof their size or weight,

they must be fitted with a deviceenabling them to be moved noise-
less/y,
2. Thefollowingare alsoprohibited in the sameconditions:

a) spokenor sungadvertisingannouncements;
b) the beatingof carpets,curtainingand materials,
The latter activity isabsolutelyprohibited before7.00 a.m,

Article 3

The followingare or remain prohibitedin all circumstances:
a) the use of harsh, stridentor multi.tone audiblewarning devices
by the driver of a vehicle;
bl the usa of a vehiclewhoseengine is not fitted with an effective
silencer;
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c) the use of whistles, and the like (" tierces"), sirens and similar
instruments, However in industrial and commercial establishments,
staff movements may be governed by means of bells and buzzers.
Their use in that case must not exceed a period of 15 seconds;

d) the use on fairgrounds of "trumps,!" or "swell" organs ("or.
genes b trompette organas expresslfe ), big drums, bells, gongs,
loudspeakers, sirens, whlslles, horns and other particularly noisy
Instruments;

e) street parades and fairground music after 10.00 p,m, on
_','eok.day_ _nd after 11,00 p.m. on Ssturdsys, Suadayst the eve_
of public holidays and public holidays themselves;
f) all musical or vocal performances on the public highway, unless
specially authorized;
_) the discharge of firearms, crackers or fireworks on the public

ighway except when authorized on the occasion of public holidays
or festivities;

h) the use of loudspeakers on the public highway in the absence
of special authority issued in the conditions laid down by he
circular of the Minister of the Interior dated 21st September,
1949.

Article 4

Noise occasioned by an Fndustrial, commercial or household acti-
vity and noise arising either from the discharge of fireworks, crackers
and firearms or from the use of record players loudspeakers tele.
v sion and radio receivers and any musical instruments whatsoever is
likewise prohibited with due reference to the hour and the place,
nside premises, dwellings or their outbuildings,

Article 5

All firms, craftsmen and workers using tools or appliances likely
to produce a noise loud enough to sound outside the workshop must
leave off work at all times of the year between 10,00 p,m, and 7.00

The same requirement is binding on building contractors using
road.breaking equipment, concrete mixers, revering hammers and
other noisy machinery.

Article 6

All motors or engines, whatever their nature, and all appliances,
power.driven machinery and transmission systems used in plants or
establishments nat sub eat to the special legislation applicable to clas-
s fed estab shments must be nstaled and arranged in such a way
that their operation can in no way disturb the rest and peace of the
neighbourhood,

Article 7

The Orders dated 27th April, 1950, 20th July, 1954 and 21st
August, 1954 are hereby revoked,
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Article 8

Any breach of the provFsions of this Order shall be reported by
means of duty attested statements which will be submitted to the
competent courts.

Article 9

The Director.General of the municipal police, the Director of traffic,
transport and commerce, the Director of Technical Services, the Super.
tntendenta of police for the City of Pads and suburban districts, the
Mayore of the Communes of the S_lne D_pariemont the Cotonul corrl.
mending the Ldgion of the Garde R6publlcalne and the Co one com-
manding the first LORIon of the Gendarmerie Ddpartementale are
hereby instructed, each insofar as he is concerned, to ensure corn.
pliance with this Order,
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CENTRALCO-ORDINATION

In Italy it is theGeneralRoadTransport Directorate of the Ministry
of Transport and CivilAviation which is responsiblefor vehicle noise
control in that it conducts tests on motor vehiclesilencers and is
responsiblefor vehicleinspection.

i VEHICLENOISEEMISSIONLEVELS

_"_ The administrativeand legislative measuresfor limiting urbantraffic
noiseare set out in the HighwayCode and in its Rules of Application
as well as in circulars drawn up by the Ministry of Transportand

,: Civil Aviation. The maximumvehicle noise emissionlevels presently in
'_ force are laid down in Article 214 of the Rules of Applicationof the

Highway Code, which stipulate that vehicles should not omit noise
exceedingthe followinglimits:

Vehicle Category Noise Level

Mopeds ................................................................ 83 dB
Motorcycleswith a twostrokeengine and with an

enginecapacitynotexceeding200 cc ................ 87 dB
Motorcycleswitha 4 strokeengine and with an

enginecapacitynotexceeding200 cc ................ 90 dG
AI other motorcycles.............................................. 92 dB
Motor vehicleswithan internal combustionengine

of a capacitynotexceeding1000 co ................... 88 dB
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Motor vehicles with an internal combustion engine
of a capacity from 1000 cc-]SO0 cc .................. 90 dB

Air other motor vehicles (except agricultural vehicles) 93 dB

Agriculturar vehicles on wheers with a multi.cylinder
4-stroke engine ............................................... 94 dB

Agricultural vehicles on wheels with a two stroke
engine or a 4-stroke cylinder ............................ 98 dB

Agricurtural vehicles with crawler tracks ................... 90 dB

These limits are reduced by 2 dB in the case of vehicle homologation,
type certification of silencers and for tests on new silencers,

It should be noted that as of lOth August 1971, ftaly will apply
the directives of the European Economic Community given in Annex _1
of this report (see page 161).

Vehicles exceeding the authorized limits are not allowed on the
road. The owners of vehicles found to exceed these limits are liable
to be fined.

VEHICLE OPERATION

There are several articles in the Highway Code concerning vehicle
noise:

Audible Warning Devices

All vehicles should be equipped with an audible warning device
whose characteristics are laid out in the Rules of Apprlcation of the
Highway Code; these characteristics are designed to avoid unnecessary
and annoying noise. Police vehicles and ambulances may have supple.
mentary audible warn[ng devices. The driver of a vehicle not equipped
WiUlan authorized warning device maybe fined from 4,000 to 10,000
lires (Article 46).

Silencers

Motor vehicles, motor cycles and mopods must be equipped with an
adequate silencer. The driver of a vehicle with a defective silencer
may be fined from 4,000 to 10,000 lires (Article 47).

Vehicle Inspection

The Ministry of Transport may decide by a decree In the Official
Bulletin on a general or partial inspection of private motor vehicles,
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side-cars and motor cycles to ensure that they comply with safety and
noise standards, General or partial inspection may take place once
every five years.

All other motor vehicles notably public transport vehicles, vehicles
for hire and trailers are inspected every year.

Private motor vehicles, motor cycles and mopeds may be subjected
to a special inspection when such vehicles are believed not to compJy
with the regulations.

The Vehicle inspection authorities are empowered to inspect a
vehicle at any time, Police authorities are also empowered to inspect
vehicles on the road. Anyone found driving a vehicle which has not
been inspected may be fined from 4,000 to 10,000 lires.

Offences against this Article may lead to the immediate withdrawal
of the vehicle licence; in such cases the owner is obliged to present
his vehicle to the Inspection authorities before the licence is given
back (Article 55).

Avoid/ng unnecessary noise

All annoying noise caused by reckless driving, badly fastened
loads, etc., must be avoided. Silencers must be kept in good working
condition and should not be modified, Offences may lead to fines from
5,000 to 20,000 lires (Article 112),

Use of audible warning devices
" i

Audible warning devices should be used with the utmost moder.
atlon. Their use is forbidden in built up areas except in emergency
situations or for vehicles carrying Injured or sick persons. At night
the use of headlamps is to be preferred. Offences against this article
may lead to fines of from 4,000 to lO,O00 lires (Article 113).

The number of fines tssued for offences against four of the above
articles were as follows in 1966 and 1967.

1966 1967

Article 46 ..........................16,037 t4,743
Article 47 ..........................51,517 45,368
Article112 ..........................36,099 4J,t16
Art]cle113 ..........................31,890 24,274

Speed limits

Speed limits have been imposed in built up areas and local author-
ities have been given the power to estabffsh special speed limits in
their respective localities, in part for reasons of noise.
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METHODFORMEASURINGNOISEEMISSION

The method for measuring noise emission Is laid down in Article
215 of the Rules ofApplicationof the Highway Code, The measurement
is made with a standardsound level meter. Measurementsare made
until 5 consecutivereadings are identical within 3 dB; the final result
is calculatedon the basisof the averageof the g readings,

Two types of measurementare made - one on a stationary vehicle
and one on a movingvehicle,

a) Stationary vehicle. The readings are taken by means of a
microphoneplacedat a distanceof 7 metresdirectly to the rear of
the exhaustpipe at a heightof betweeni metre and 1.25 metres
above the ground. There should be no obstaclebetween the ve.
hlcle and the microphone. The test is conducted with no load
on the engineandat peak powerr,p,m.

b) Test on movingvehicle. Thevehicle movesalonga straight line
which coincideswilh a line 7 metres awayfrom the microphoneof
the sound meter placed on the same side of the vehicleas its
exhaust pipe at a heightof between 1 to !.25 melras, The vehicle
is driven in its lowestgear ratio in such a way that when it is at
a right angle to the microphone It is at its peak power r,p.m, and
is developing maximumpower, The reading to be applied during
each test is the maximumnoise level indicated by the instrument
for a duration of a second.
The engine may be loaded in the followingways applied separately

or in combination:

- using the inertiaof the vehicleand its rotatingassemblies(acce.
feration tests);

• 7
- using the gradientof the road (uphill tests).
The test may beconductedusinga roller-type dynanometar - when

such equipment isavailable,
In the case of agricultural vehicles with crawler tracks, only the

stationary test is used,
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JAPAN

1, CENTRALCO.ORDINATION

In order to promote intensiveand overallmeasures against envi.
ronmental pollution, the Headquarters for Environmental pollution
Control Measures, headed by the Prime Minister, were established
within the Prime Minister's Office in July, 1970. The Headquarters
are empowered to co.ordinateenvironmentalmeasures taken by the
variousMinistriesconcerned,andthe sameappliesto noise regulations.
Noise from automobiles, factories, and from construction works has

ii] been controlled in accordancewith the respective noisestandardsunder the Noise RegulationLaw enacted in 1968. Furthermore,the
introduction of environmental quality standards for noise is under
study,

The Mfnistry of Transport regulates noise emission from motor
vehicles, either through standard type approvaltests of a production

._; model or through checkson theconditionofvehicles in use, according
to the safety standards laid down in the RoadTransportationVehicle
Law. The National Police Agency regulates road traffic and where
necessary,may intervene with regard to noisecontrol by inspecting
vehicles on the road as a part of the generaltraffic controlrequired
by the "Road Traffic Law".

The EnvironmentalAgencyestablished on July 1st. 1971, is to
play a central role in Implementingvarfousenvironmentalmeasures.
it is the Agency's tasktherefore to stipulatenoise tolerance levelsto
complywiththe "Noise RegulationLaw%

2. CURRENTADMINISTRATIVE
AND LEGISLATIVEPRACTICESREGARDINGVEHICLES,

VEHICLE CONSTRUCTIONAND MAINTENANCE

The Road TransportationVehicle Law specifies that no motor
vehicle shall be allowed on the road unlessit meets the vehicle safety
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standards laid down In the Ordinance of the Ministry of Transport. As
from 1951 all vehicles have been prohibited from emitting noise ex.
ceeding:

i) 85 phons as measured 7 metres to the left of the longitudinal
axis of the vehicle when a motor vehicle is running on a level
road at a speed of 35 km/h (or in the case of a motor vehicle
for which the maximum speed is less than 35 kin/h, at 60% of
its maximum power).

ii) 85 phons as measured at a point 20 metres to the rear of
the exhaust pipe when a motor vehicle is running unloaded at
60% of its maximum power.
The Vehicle Safety standards specify that every motor vehicle must

be equipped with a suitable device such as a silencer so that the
noise emitted does not exceed the above limits.

The type approval test for a new car is conducted by the Research
Institute of the Ministry of Transport before the vehicle Is allowed for
sale. The standards for a now type of vehicle are more stringent than
for vehicles already on the road.

The standards shown below are applicable to new types of ve-
hicles as from let April, 197], and all other vehicles registered before
the above date should conform to the standards by January 1st, 1972.

Constant Acceleration
Categoryofvehicle speed (ISO

35 km/h method)
(phon) (phon)

Truck andbus

Grossweightof vehicle exceeding3,5 tons
Enginepower:over 200 h.p.............................. 80 92
Grossweightofvehicle exceeding3.5 Ions
Enginepower:eGOh.p. or less ......................... 78 89
Grossweiehk 3.5 tons or less ............................ 74 85

Passengercar .................................................. 70 84

Motorcycle

Enginecapacityover 250 cc .............................. 74 86
Enginecapacity250ccorlessand over 125 cc., 74 84

Nofe: M_lOrCyc_eawith an enllnl ¢apacily ¢=fL25 ¢c or less 125 c¢ do not fall under IhlL reilula¢io_l,

The Road Transportation Vehicle Law also specifies that all users
of motor vehicles shall maintain their vehicles in a condition conforming
to the Safety Standards. The Ministry of Transport is responsible for
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conductingvehicle inspection- once a year for motor vehicles other
than passenger cars, and once every two years for passengerscars.
Vehicles which conform to the specified requirements are given an
inspectioncertificate showing the term of validity of the Inspection-
together with an inspection "sticker" stamp for the vehicle. No vs.
htcle is considered suitable for operation unless it complies with the
Safety standards. Offencesagainst this regulationarepenalized. There
are 830 vehicle inspectorsoperating in 69 inspectionstations through.
out the country whoare responsible for ensuring that vehiclescomply
with the safetystandards,whichincludesnoiseemission.

The method for measuring the noise level at the 69 inspection
stationis asfollows:

-Ordinarlly the inspector examines the vehicle with regard to
noise by eat'alone; if he suspects that the noiseemitted exceeds
the limit allowed he makesa precisemeasurement with a sound
level meter. Shouldthe vehicle be defective, no immediate fine
is imposed but the owner must repair the vehiclewithin a given
period,Should ha fail to do this end continueto drive, or allow
a noisyvehicle to bedriven, he may be fined a sum not exceeding

i 30,000 yen. In the case of repeated offences (for noiseor otherreasons) the driving licence or vehiclevalidity certificate may be
withdrawn.
Car dealers and repair shopshavebeen requestedby the Ministry

of Transportnot to install noisymufflers, notto removemufflers from
vehicles,andnot to conductinadequaterepairs on a vehicle,
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INTRODUCTORYREMARKS

Urbantraffic noiseis not yet a problemof priority concern in the
Netherlands; urban nuisances such as water pollution in the first
instance, air pollution and more recently aircraft noise as well as the

: unintendedeffects at pesticides have receivedfar more attention by
public authoritiesandare problemsof which the public is particularly
conscious,

., I, ORGANISATION:CENTRALCO-ORDINATINGBODY i
.,, i

There Is no singlebody in the Netherlandswhichdeals with noise
_roblems In general and there are no plans to set up any such co.
ordinating body. Lawsconcerningurban traffic noise(see below) have
oeen set up by the Ministry of Transport, and their application is en.
force_ by the police authorities under jurisdictionof the Ministry of
Justice, There is, however,no direct liaison betweenthe Ministriesof
Transportand Justiceon such matters,

2, CURRENT PRACTICEREGARDINGVEHICLES

AND VEHICLE OPERATION

The followingregulationswere laid down in June 1966:
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Maximumnoiseleveras measured

Categoryof Vehicle byISOtesl
Typeapproval RoadTest

A, Motor Vehlc/es
Motor cycles
Tricycles
Passengercars
Motor vans

of 3,500 ka or le;_, grossvehicle
weight ....................................... 83 dB(A) 85 dB(A)

Trucks and Buses
of 3,500 kgandover, gross
vehicleweight
of 200 h,p, (DIN) or less ............ 88 dB(A) 90 dg(A)

Trucks andBuses
of 3,500 kgand over gross
vehicleweight
of 200 h.p. (DIN) and over ......... 92 riB(A) 94 dB(A)

AcousticalsianalIor all motor Max. 104 dB(A)
vehiclesexceptmopeds Min. 70 dB(A)

B. Moeeds
Thesevehiclesmustbe of anapp(eved 74 dB(A) 77 dB(A)

type(laid downin theRoadTraffic Regula.
lions).One of Iheconditionsfor suchap,
proval is that thevohiclemust not produce
noiselouder then: 73 dB(A) 77 dB(A)

The Netherlands are considering adopting the ECE levels (see
chapter on United Nations), However, as the Netherlands rely for the
great part on imported vehicles they will probably not adopt more
stringent levels than those recommended by the ECE.

Non.type certified vehicles are, in principle, controlled in a similar
manner to type certified vehicles.

The regulations lay down that owners of vehicles causing excessive
noise (i.e. 2 dB(A) over the accepted noise emission levels) will be fined
if they do not repair the car adequately within a given period, How.
ever, due to lack of staff and facilities, this procedure is rarely applied.
and car owners are very much more frequently fined for safety rea-
sons, There are no noise spot-checks in the Netherlands. The police
are not equipped with simple noise.measuring devices, but when com-
plaints concerning a vehicle are received, the police may intervene.

There are no special regulations concerntng the condition or re-
placement of exhaust systems of vehicles (except mopeds) other than
that the vehicle should not exceed the above limits, In the case of
mopeds, it is forbidden to change the type of muffler installed by the
manufacturer or to tamper with it in order to produce more noise.
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Private vehicles are not subject to compulsory inspection. Public
service vehicles - taxis, buses, and trucks carrying dangerous goods -
are liable to compulsory inspection - for buses, every six months; for
taxis and trucks, once a year. These inspections are essentially for
safety purposes and, in the case of buses, noise is also taken into
account, if the vehicles are found to be defective, the owners have a
given period in which to restore the satisfactory condition of the ve.
hicle; failing this, they are fined. Consideration is presently being
Given to the possibility of inspecting all vehicles in the future, gut hare

; again this wilt be essentiaily for safety reasons.

It is forbidden to operate vehicles (including mopeds) in a manner
which will produce excessive noise. The definition of excessive noise,

" however, is not precisely specified, There are specific ragutations
concerning motor.horns; the use of sound signals is permitted only
in the case of imminent danger, and in non.built-up areas when over-
taking. Sound signals are forbidden in all circumstances at night, and
are to be reptacad by "on and off" headlights, in the case of motor
vehictes, only horns with a single tone are allowed; for mopads, only
a belt Is allowed, Under the Road Traffic Regulations, the sound revel
of a horn may not be lower than 70dB(A) or higher than 104 dB(A),
measured at a distance of 7 metres from the source,

3. CURRENT PRACTICE REGARDING TRAFFIC

In general, there are no restrictions on certain types of traffic in
certain streets; when such restrictions are enforced, this is for reasons
of traffic congestion and safety, and not for the purpose of reducing
noise.

In Schevenlngen, the seaside resort near the Hague, mopeds are
forbidden in the summer months, but noise is only a minor reason
for this, On the island of Texel, in the north, a popular holiday resort.
mopeds are forbidden at night; in this case noise reduction is a major
aim.

The fallowing speed limits are enforced:

Motor vehicles : Built.up areas: 50 km/h
Open road: none

Mopeds : guilt.up areas: 30 km/h
Open road= 40 km/h,

Furthermore, special vehicles are subjected to certain speed limits,

Fines for infringement are high; with the exception of mopeds,
these limits ere generally well observed,
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4. HIGHWAY DESIGN AND BUILDINGS

There are no rules concerning the distance of motorwaysfrom
residential buildings, only general guidelines. Consideration is given
to the noise factor in designing motorwaysin the vicinity of dwellings
and guidelines havebeen establishedwhich stipulatethat it Is desirable
In open country and small villages for low buildingsto be situated at
least 100 metres, and high buildings at least 200 metres from the
motorway. Adherence to these guidelines is not mandatory; although
originally drawn up for aesthetic reasons and to avoid driver distrac.
rich, theyare nowalsoused for acousticreasons.

When cuttings and tunnels are used on a motorwayit is mainly
for engineering purposes, One notable exception is a motorwayto be
constructed on an island in the south of the Netherlandswhich is a
nature reserve; it will be flanked by sand.banksso as not to disturb
the wild.life with thetraffic noise.

Also, in the urban planning of Bijlmermeer, certain residential
streets are forbidden to through.traffic, and are open only to vehicles
goingto housesina givenstreet.

As far as buildings are concerned. 80% are state.subsidized,and
while there are standardsfor sound.proofingbetween apartments, there
are not standards concerning noisefrom the street.Attention is given
in designing new building to arrange for bedroomsto be on the non.
street sideof the residentialbuilding.

5. GOVERNMENTPURCHASEDVEHICLES

Government-ownedvehicles are subject to the same statutory
regulationsas any ether vehicles of the correspondingcategory. There
are no specialnoisestandardsasconcernsGovernment-ownedvehicles,

6, IMPORTANCEGIVENTO TRAFFICNOISE

As mentioned earlier, there is not yet an acute traffic noisecon.
sciousnessin the Netherlands; the press and politicalcircles have not
yet given particular attention to the problem, and there have conse.
quently been no anti.traffic noise campaigns. The Dutch authorities
consultedin the courseof this enquiry felt that the most useful mea.
sures to be taken in further reducing urban traffic noisewould be;
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ii a) to reduce the noise at its source, by more consultation between
_ the smaller non.car.producing countries to arrive at harmonized
i'i regulations concerning noise emission standards, and so constitute

sufficient incentive to be offered to car manufacturers;

,_ b) to develop a simple device for measuring noise in real traffic
_ conditions to facilitate the enforcement by police authorities of the
!_! current noise regulations in real traffic conditions;

_: c) to study whether the reduction of air pollution caused by cars,
presently a problem of major concern, can be effectod without

_! increasing noise emission,

=1

J

,J

J:
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The reports on Denmark, Norway and Sweden refer to e joint body
-The Nordic Committee for Building Regulations (Nordiske Komite
f_r Bygnlngsbestemmeleer- NKB) which through its different sub.
committees co-ordinates building and planning regulations in the 4
countries, One of these sub.committees is working on noise within com.
munltles, and in December 1966 put forward a proposal with standards
and rules for the measurement of noise from highways (Stoj og Syplan).
Though these recommended standards are not mandatory, they are
nevertheless widely accepted or at least taken into consideration in
urban development plans, highway construction and building design
throughout the Scandinavian countries,

As the norm for the maximum permissible noise reaching dwellings
from highways, the Committee has recommended 59dB(A) as the
average 24.hour energy level immediately in front of the dwelling,
which corresponds to 35 dB(A) indoors with double.glazed windows
closed [I.e, the double-glazed window offers a noise attenuation of
approximately 24 dB(A)], At such a sound level indoors it is possible
to carry on a conversation at normal pitch, The application of a noise
limit of 35 dB(A) by no means implies an extremely low noise level,
The Committee points out that it would be most desirable to lower
this limit to such an extent that an acceptable low level of noise would
be obtained indoors even with the windows open. However, stricter
standards would necessitate such great distances between highways and
dwellings that their adoption would be financially prohibitive.

Figure 12 illustrates the minimum distance in metres between the
middle of the road and buildings, depending on traffic density (both
directions) and average velocity; the curves in the figure correspond
to speeds of 40, 60, 80 and lOOkm/h, lt is assumed that the build*
ing is one storey high, that it is built on the same level as the motor.
way and that it is not shielded by screens or other objects. This figure
shows that a doubling of the average speed from 40 to 80 km/h cor.
responds approximately to a doubling of the minimum distance, while
a further increase in speed to 100 km/h only corresponds to a 20%
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Figure 12, The minimum distancebetween the road and the housingarea, de,
pendingon trafficdonsnyand averagespeed.

increase in the distance, This results from the fact that the noise
emitted increases more slowly when speed is Increased in the higher
part of the speed scale than in the lower,

It is reasonable to assume that the noise from a motor vehicle is
emitted at a point 0,5.1.0 metre above the road, The component of
the sound is directed downwards on to the road and is reflected,
causing the sound to increase when travelling upwards. The volume of
sound Increases with height until the height is such that the distance
takes over and muffles the sound. Figure 13 shows a number of curves
plotted in a vertical section at right angles to the road. The heights

t. Recentwork undertakenby S, L[ndbladin Swedenindicatesthat the values
of sound attenuationused todevelopFigure 12 may be over conservativeand tha
the minimumdistancecan besomewhatsmaller than shownIn this figure.
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are shown in metres (one storey= three metres), The curves are
basedan measurements taken at distances of 15, 25, 50 and 100
metresfrom the road. Figure 13 clearly shews that if the same noise
level is to be obtained in taller buildings as in one.storeybuildings,
then the distancebetweenthebuildingand the road must be increased
to compensate,The greater the number of storeys, the greater must
be thedistance,

By placing a barrier betweenthe road and the housing it is pos.
sibteto reduce theminimumdistancesshownin Figure 12. The barrier
may consistof beltsof vegetationor permanentobjectssuch as stapes,
embankments,wellsor buildings,The resultsof measurementsrecorded

, in thick, leafy vegetation showsthat the muffling effect amountsto
2-3 dB per 100 metres and in thick plantation of coniferoustrees
to 5.i0 dB per 100 metres, Beltsof trees are not a satisfactorymeans

• in themselves for reducing the minimum distance between roads and
buildingsbut they have a psychologicaldampingeffect in thai attention

._ is to a certain extentdistractedfrom the disturbance(see also chapter
_*i on Switzerland), Planting of buffer zones with trees near roads with
':.; heavy traffic can bring about a reduction in the minimum distance
:; which Is not muchless than the reduction achievedwith other forms
;_ of shielding. By planting the whole length of buffer zones with trees

givinga muffling effect of 3 dB, theminimumdistancecan be reduced
as shown in Figure 14, The vegetation should consistof a closely

'.. planted mixture of deciduous and coniferous trees and shouldbe
_=_ thinnedin good timeso that thetreesretain their lower leaves or alter-

nativelylow shrubsshould beplantedin the interveningspaces,

i_:i Building embankments, wailsetc. make effective barriers on con.
dillon that they are located near to the sourceof noiseand are suffi-

= ciently high. Where noise is to be muffled along a relatively short
; stretch of road, barriers pararlsl to the road should be of a certain

length since some of the soundwill pass around them and reduce
the damping effect at either end of the barrier. The length of the

: barrier should therefore generallynot be less than 100 metres. Sub-
i stantlal muffling of noise can oftenbe achievedsimply by taking noise

control into account at the urban design and planningstages,The
greater the attention paid to noisein the master plan of large areas,
the fewer the subsequentnoiseproblems, It is often possiblein the

: master plan to locate noise.generating areas (induetrlal_ far from
sensitive(residential) areas. Areas in the master plan might be de.
vised asfollows:

: 1, Industrialestates= Little need of noise control, great need of
E road accessibility.

i 2. Serviceareas: (Commerce, admiaistration, education enter.
tainment and exhibitions), A certain need for
noise control, but very great need of road
accessibility,
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Figure_4, ReducUo_ofturn/mumdistancewhenplantingoverme fullwidthwitha
mufflil_8of3 riB(A)per1OOm,

3. Residentialareas: Groatneed for noise control, fairly small need
of roadaccessibility.

4, Recreationalareas: (Parks, woods, nature reserves), Very great
need for noise control, fairly small need for
roadaccessibility,

Thus the distribution of areas in relation to tile main road net.
workmightbe envisagedas fellows:

Industrial estates: Nearest the roads,
Residentialareas: Recededfrom roads,
Recreationalareas: farthest from roodsand surrounded by resi.
(in towns) entialareas.
Serviceareas: For the sake of accessibility, near to junc.

ttonsinthe road network,

The road network should be consistentlydifferentiated and de-
signed so that urban and recreationalareas are not unnecessarily
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divided. The design of the road network is also of importance to noise
control; evenly flowing streams of vehicles will help to reduce the

I noise levers.
Further, the best control of traffic and noise can often be achieved

during the detail planning of residential areas by spreading buitdings
around undeveloped central areas. The distributor roads are placed
outermost with access roads to residential areas leading inwards to
the housing. No road with dense traffic should be allowed into the
central area.

i

The central area constitutes the common green space for the
surrounding dwellings and in its position is best protected from traffic
noise by both the muffling effect caused by distance and the shielding
barrier of the buildings.

This central area is mainly intended for recreation purposes but
certain common facilities serving the residents of the surrounding
development can be considered so long as these entail only a small
amount of motor traffic, e.g. schools. Traffic and noise control is
increased even more if the individual buildings making up the area are
situated beside the local distributor roads but are served by access
roads which are used exclusively by vehicles with business in them.
Access roads should therefore always be cul.de.sacs or be so placed
that they do not Iorm short cuts to the peripheral roads but rather
entail a detour for unauthorized traffic, The segregation of buildings
from distributor roads - necessary on account of the noise from these
roads - need not mean an unreasonable loss of exploitable land since
garages, parking spaces and certain common service facilities for the
dwellings are best placed between the housing and the roads around
the junctions with the access roads.

The distance between open parking and access facilities and the
fronts of the buildings should not be less than 15 metres and res[.
dents should normally bo prepared to accept a walking distance of
50.70 metres. Footways between parking spaces and dwellings may
possibly be covered. Parking and access areas can often ba located
to advantage along the gable end of the blocks of dwellings where
disturbance from noise is least.

If garages are provided, these ='nay possibly be placed with their
back towards the housing so that they form a barrier between access
areas and the dwellings with their outdoor areas (balconies, terraces,
etc,). Where there are enclosed courtyards with buildings on three or
four sides, the location of garages, parking spaces and driveways may
often cause noise probtems on account of the tendencies of sound to
reverberate, and in small courtyards this can cause considerable distur.
bance. It is therefore important from the point of view of noise control
to keep hard courtyard areas down as far as possible, Elevations coy.
ered with ivy or other creepers may also hinder the spread of sound.

The best solution, however, to noise problems in residential areas
is to have sunken, decked.over ear parks. This is not the cheapest
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solution but, for the same cost, in addition to providingan efficient
degree of noise control, if increases the area availabJefor other pur-
posesand offers the possibilityof an extremelyshortdistance between
the car and the dwelling, since the parkingfaciJittescan be locatedin
the immediate vicinity of the housing or even in the basements, In
some older residential areas which were not provided with parking
grounds from the beginning, sunken and decked.over facilities are
often the only practical solu¢lento the problemof increasingthe num,
bar of parking spaces if we are to avoidtaking over the already rela.
tivaly meagre open spaces for parking, thusdepreciatingthe standard
of the area, A compromisebetweensurfaceparkingspaces and under.
ground facilities is the alternative for garages located on the ground
floor of a block of fiats with their entrancesin the block's facade.
This type of garage provides no clear segregationbetween cars and
pedestriansand disturbancesfrom noisecan be considerabledue to
the fact that the cars pass so closeto tbe dwellings.This type should
thereforenot normallybe recommended,

,, In the case of terraced and patio housesit is in general doubtful
i whetherindividualparking spacesshould beprovidedfor each separate
"; dwelling.Freedom from noiseand safetyfor pedestriansargue against
;I this, In this type of development garages and parkingspacescan,
? withadvantage, be assembledin a group atthe entrance to the access
!i roads so that arrivals and departures by car are outside the actual
: housingdevelopment.

In areas of fully detached houses parkingfacilitiesmay usuallybe
provided on the Indivfdual sites. The form of the road network is,
however,of decisive importance. Unauthorized trafficahould not travel
through the area bat shouldinsteadkeepto its periphery. One should
differentiate between access roads servingthe individual properties
and Jocalbranch roads whtch receive groups of accessroads and
continue on down to the distributors. In areas of one,storeyhousing.
access roads should be given the character of minor roads and be
either cul.de.sacs or in the form of loops.They shouldserve not more
than about 20 houses,These can with advantagebe laid out so that
the dead end faces a commonopen spacewith the local branch roads
as its outer limit. On account of traffic noisethere should be not less
than two site widths between two parallel roads, Turning bays should
be made sufficiently large to be used without the need to reverse,
whichgeneratesmore noise thanforward driving.

In general, town planningcannot be ofhelp in the struggle against
traffic noisein existingurban areas.

ft is, however, possible to undertake a certain degree of traffic
differentiationby closingnumeroussecondarystreets to throughtraffic.
Noise can thus be reduced in some places,but wiJJbecome all the
louder in others, guoh steps should therefore be taken only after
general discussionsas to where residential areasshouldbe preserved
and commercial areas, which are more tolerant to noise, located.
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Often, in order to relieve the old radial streets in towns of some
of their traffic burden, new high.capacity road systems are planned
to serve through radtal traffic. These new reads often contribute, how.
ever, to a worsening of conditions from the point of view of noise in
the already unfavourably situated Older residential areas since the old
radial streets will presumably continue to be used to tile limit of their
capacity, while the new roads, by cutting through building develop ments
or by encroaching on existing open spaces, will expose a large number
of other areas to serious noise disturbances. This type of system should
therefore be carefully considered from the point of view of noise.
Elevated motorways through existing urban areas are particularly
troublesome from the noise point of view and would also prove to be
financially disadvantageous, if burdened with the costs of devices for
the controt of disturbances from noise. Tunnel constructions involve
no such costs,

Therefore, when implementing new major read systems in existing
urban areas, it is importent from the point of view of planning, to
work simultaneously on the necessary atterations to the roads' sur-
rounding areas, not only from the standpoint of road engineering, but
also from tllat of the utility and well.being of lhe building development.
If e reasonable standard for housing developments which border on
roads cannot be established, demolition should be considered if the
buildings cannot be reasonably converted to commercial purposes. In
the development of vacant sites in older urban areas or the renovation
of isolated developments ripe for clearance where the street system
can be taken as an exisling factor, traffic noise can be reduced by
means of the buildings' locations.

if buildings are placed parallel to the street, they are exposed to
the full range of disturbances from traffic noise on their main sieve.
tlon, while the rear elevation achieves a relative maximum of quiet.
If buildings are placed at right angles to the street, both these steve.
finns are exposed to the same amount of disturbance but these distur-
banees decrease with distance from the street. If the flats In such
buildings have rooms on both elevations, relatively quiet sleeping
conditions can be achieved in rooms facing away from the street if
the building is placed parallel to it. Living rooms tolerate a noisy
orientation facing a street better. In principte th_ best solution is the
orientation of only ancillary areas of the dwellings, i.e, kitchens, bath.
rooms end halls, facing the street, while the living rooms end bed,
rooms are situated on the quiet side. In some cases, it has been pos-
sihle to implement this ream arrangement, e.g. in blocks of flats with
balcony access. If ftats have their rooms on only one side of the block,
the situation witl be completely unacceptable in flats with all their
rooms on the side exposed to noise, in such cases, buildings shoutd
be pieced at right angles to tile street.

Reverberation of sound from surrounding buildings which are so
situated that they trap street noise can cause deviations in the distri.
bution of noise. An unbroken row of buildings atong a street shields
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the rear side much bettor than a broken row of buildings which allows
noise to Iorce its way in between the buildings, and possibly even
reverberate from tl_e elevations of parallel blocks of buildings behind,
thus damaEing the shielding effect of the first row on their rear eleva.
tions.

Where it is a question of an isolated new building in an otherwise
unbrekon row development, the most advantageous solution from the
point of view of noise is to re.establish the unbroken facade facing the

- road. A new building reptacing one which had been demolished need
not. however, as a rule be higher than one or bye storeys to have
a reasonable muffling effect on traffic noise. A building of moderate
height such as this can as a rule be used for shops, offices and other
similar purposes which are less sensitive to traffic noise than housing,

The form of housing where blocks are built around four sides to
enclose a central courtyard is often the type that shields this open
space best, However. for the sake of lighting and to ensure privacy,
this type of housing block should be of considerable size, partly also
because such court developments often provide excellent housing

environments.Where large areas are demolished at a time and the layout of
the new development is not hampered by existing buildings, noise

• may effectively be reduced if the plan of the development is allowed
to cover a whole square in the primary street network so that local
streets can be planned as access roads to the development in a layout
which protects them from unauthorized traffic. In this way the new
development can be kept at a distance from the surrounding main
streets or alternatively be shielded from them,
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1, ORGANISATION:CENTRAL CO.ORDINATINGBODY

"' City measures for the control and abatement of noiseare part of
the mandate of the Pollution Control Board set up by the Danish

"! Governmentin November ! 969. A technicalpollutioncontrolcommittee
composedof scientists and exportsassiststhe Board and, with the aid
of sub.committeesfor air, water, soil and noise,will prepare measures
to he introducedby the end of 1971,

2. CURRENT PRACTICEREGARDINGVEHICLES
AND VEHICLE OPERATION

TheMinistry of Justice is responsiblefor matters concerningroad
traffic rules, vehicleconstructionand equipment,driving licences,and
police control. The Ministry of Justice has jurisdiction over the Motor
Vehicle Inspectorata whfch deals with the application of regulations
concerningvehicleconstructionand equipment,The inspectorataestab-
lishes regulationsof a more technical nature, grants exemptionsto
technical regulations and undertakes standard.type approval of re.
hicles, Furthermore, it acts in a consultativecapacity for the Ministry
of Justiceon all matters relating to road traffic legislation,The car
inspectorsresponsible for local irlspoctioaof the technicalcondition of
motor vehicles era under the direction of the Vehicle Inspectorate,

Until 1st July, 1969 there were no specific or quantitative regu-
lationa; it was merely stipulated that vehicles should be operated
withoutmaking unnecessary noise. Policeofficers had been requested
to be more alert to noisy vehicles,but lack of personnel - and, more
particularly, lack of quantitativemeasures- meant that theycouldnot
be as severe as they mighthave been, As from 1st July, 1969, the
situationhas been considerably improved by the introductionof new
legislationprepared by the Motor VehicleInspectorateconcerningnoise
emission of vehicles (sea Appendix I), This legislation is a slightly
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amended version of the ECE recommendations._ From now on all new
vehicles will be subjected to noise emission certification which will
provide the police with quantitative criteria for checking vehicles,
and if necessary penalizing their owners, when such vehicles appear
to be excessively noisy, The figures as stipulated in these laws are
relatively high. The Danish authorities feel that it is wise, when intro.
ducing new regulations, to use lenient measures. These should be
tightened as soon as the regulations have been accepted by the public
and both measurement techniques and administrative procedure have
been well established. This the Danish authorities intend to do pro-
_,ressively over 2-3 years. In 1968, pr_or [o establishing the new
noise emission levels mentioned above, 500 vehicles were "spot.
checked" on a random basis to see how much noise they were emitting.
Of the 500 vehicles tested only a smelt percentage of motorcycJes
were found to exceed the new noise limits. In other words, present
vehicles running in Denmark do not, apart from a few rare excep.
tions, exceed the new noise limits.

The introduction of these limits, however, is the "thin edge of the
wedge" leading to stricter measures.

When vehicles over 5years old are re.sold they are submitted to a
compulsory cheek, including a noise check. There are 50 such check
points in Denmark equipped for safety inspections and noise inspection
(ISO stationary method). _ Commercial vehicles are checked every
year when more than 5 years old; this safety check also includes a
noise check.

Under the new rules mentioned above, a car noticed by a police
officer to be making excessive noise may be directed to a check point.
If the vehicle exceeds the accepted limits by more than 3dB[A), the
owner will be obliged to have the car repaired within 14 days, after

• which time it is re.checked. If it is still hot in a satisfactory condition
the registration can be removed. No finesafe imposed, but the re-
hicle's owner finds himself no longer in a position to operate the
vehicle legalJy,

The use of motor horns is not forbidden in towns. Excessive use of
motor horns can be penalized on the grounds of unnecessary noise,
but in practice this rarely occurs.

Very frequent offenders as regards vehicle noise are teenagers
who drive their motorcycles round the brock or congregate around
"pop shows" and rev up their engines; they may be requested to
refrain from such behaviour when eompraints are received by the
police.

1. Seachapter onthe UnitedNations(page 163).
2, ISORecommendation=R. 362, February 1964.
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3, CURRENT PRACTICE REGARDfNG TRAFFfC OPERATION

There is no general speed limit for cars in Denmark; limits are
established locally and at certain "danger" points, for safety reasons,
Generally speaking there are no traffic restrictions on certain types of
vehicles at certain hours, In some smaller towns, however, e.g. Nakskov
(16,000 inhabitants), Naestved (22,000 Inhabitants)and Vejfe(32,OOO
inhabitants), motorcycles and mopeds are b_nnod in the town centre
between 10,00 p,m, and 6.00 a.m, On some roads, trucks are for.
bidden, but this is for congestion purposes and not primarily because
of noise, It is common in Denmark to have traffic.free shopping streets,
such as Str_get in Copenhagen,

4. HIGHWAY pLANNING AND BUILDINGS

There is no legislation in Denmark which stipulates a certain
distance between residential or other buildings and roads, motorways,
etc,, on account of noise nuisance, Recommendations of the Nordic
Committee (see chapter on Scandinavia) are taken into consideration
but are not mandatory. An interesting case is under discussion in
connection with a new motorway in Copenbagen. The initial plans for
this motorway made it cut through aresidentialarea and run close to
a hospitai. This gave rise to serious concern and discussion regarding
the nei._o it would cause, and an alternative project is under prepara-
tion In which the motorway would run through a slum area and would
provide an opportunity for urban renewal of this area.

5, GOVERNMENT INCENTIVES

There are no particular restrictions as regards noise or safety for
government-owned vehicles. Furthermore, since Denmark is not a car.
producing country, there is obviously no possibility of government
incentive through R and D support to the car industry.
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6, INFORMATION CAMPAIGNS

The press and Automobile Club journals have given wide and
repeated publicity to the rules which came into force on 1st July,
1969,

Every autumn, there is a "lighting" campaign in Denmark during
which motorists are encouraged to have their lamps checked free of
charge, It is envisaged that in the future these voluntary checks might
also include noise inspection.
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Appendix 1

o REGULATIONSCONCERNINGVEHICLE NOISEEMISSION
LIMITS IN FORCEIN DENMARKAS FROM 1st JULY, 1969

Extractadaptedfromthe regulations
prepared by theGovernmentMotorVeh ce Inspectorate,

dated 2Oth February, 1969)

REGULATIONSON NOISEEMISSIONLEVELS

_ 1. Introduction
By Regulationsof 19th February, 1969 the Ministry of Justice

amended Regulation 11 of the RegulaUonson tha Constructionand
Equipmentof Motor Vehicles,

The amendment empowers the GovernmentMotor Vehicle Inspec-
torate to make detailed regulations on methodsof measurement and
limits concerning the emissionof smokeand of noise from motor re.
hicles,

TheGovernment Motor Vehicle ]nspectoratohas consequentlylaid
down the following Regulations on the noise emission of motor ve-
hicles:

II, Non.Standard Type Approved Motor Vehicles

a) First registration
1. For vehicles registered for the first time after let July, 1969 the
noise level measured in the manner describedbelowmust not exceed
the followingvalues:

Motorvehicles whosepermissiblemaximumweightdoes notexceed
3,500 kgs:

- withpetrol or gasengine ......................................... 82 dB(A)
withdiesel engine ................................................... 86 dB(A)

Motor vehicles whose permissible maximum weight exceeds
3,500 kgs:

- withpetrol orgas engine .......................................... 86 dB(A)
- withdiesel engine ................................................... 88 dB(A)

Motor cycles:
- withtwo.strokeengine ............................................. 84 dS(A)

withfour.strokeengine ............................................ 88 de(A)
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2. i) The measurements shall be made on stationary vehicles at a
distance of 7 metres measured from the mouth of the exhaust pipe
in the direction of the pipe.

if) For vehicles with engine and exhaust pipe fitted in the same
part of the vehicles, measurements shall be made in each of the four
main directions at a distance of 7 metres from rear end. front end,
right and left side. The noise level shall be calculated as the average
of these four measurements.

iii) For vehicles with exhaust pipe directed vertically upwards,
the noise level shall, irrespective of the position of the engine tn
relation to the exhaust pipe, be measured at n distance of 7 metres
from the vortieat axle of the pipe backwards or diagonally backwards.

iv) The sound level shall be measured at a height of 1.2 metre
above ground level.

v) Two measurements shall be made. Their average shall consti.
tute the result of the measurement. The engine shall be brought to
its normal operating regime before the measurements are started.

3, i) Any petrol or gas engine shall be run without load at three.
quarters of the number of r.p,m, at which according to its manufac•
turer it develops its maximum power. That r.p.m, speed shall be ad.
lusted by means of a revolution counter and shall be kept stable
during the reading of the sonometer.

if) .Any diesel engine shall be run without load at the maximum
governed r,p.m, speed.
4. Measurements shall be performed on level ground with a firnl
surface. There must be no sound.reflecting or acousticaffy disturbing
objects such as buildings, trees, fences, etc., nearer than 20 metres
from the sonometer. The noise level of the surroundings and the
pointer dehections caused by the wind shall be at least tO dB(A)

• lower than the sound levels measured.
5. Where it is not possible at the inspection site to procure require.
ments mentioned in I and 2, the Government Motor Vehicle Inspects.
rate may prescribe under what conditions noise measurements may be
carried out.

b) Vehicles in use

For non.standard type certified vehicles already tn use, the noise
level must not exceed the above noise emission limits indicated there
by more than 3 dB(A).

JII. Standard.Type Approved Vehio/es _

a) Standard.type approval

1, In the case of standard.type approval after 1st July, 1969, the
noise level measured in the manner described below must not exceed
the following values:

I, A standard.typeapproval is a homolo_atlon ur a cornplelevehicle el the
type in queslfon. Standard.typeapprovedvehiclescan be registeredwlthou¢pro.
viouscontrol byan authorizedinspector.
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Passenger cars for not more than nine persons, including
the driver ................................................................... 84 dB(A)

Passenger cars for more than nine persons, including the
driver as well as lorries and vans:

- permissible maximum weight not exceeding 3,500 kgs. 85 dB(A)
- permissible maximum weight over 3,500 kgs ............. 89 dB(A)
Motor vehicles with an engine of more than 200 h.p. DIN. 92 dB(A)
Motor cycles with a two.stroke engine:
- not exceeding t25 cm3 ........................................... 82 dB(A)
- over 125 cm3 ......................................................... 84 dB(A)

Motor cycles with a four, stroke engine:
- not exceeding t25 cm3 ........................................... 82 dB(A)
- over 125 cm3 but not exceeding 500 cm3 ................ 84 dB(A)
- over 500 cm3 ......................................................... 86 dB(A)

2, i) The noise shall be measured on both sides of the vehicles
during acceleration, At the same time, the maximum value of the
sound level shall be read. The arrangement of the runway and the
position of the sonometer are shown in the sketch at the end of this
Note,

ii) The acceleration of the vehicle shall start when its front end
passes the line AA and terminate when its rear end has passed the
line BB,

ill) The sonometer shall be placed in the measurement points MM
on both sides of the centre line of the vehicle at a distance of 7.5
metres and at a height of 1,2 metre above ground level. At least two
measurements shall be made on each side of the vehicle. TILe max-
imum sound level of those recorded on both sides of the vehicle
shall constitute the result of the measurement. The engine shall be
brought to its normal operating regime before the measurements are
started.

3. If the vehicle is fitted with a two., three- or four.speed gear box,
the second gear shall be used. If the vehicle has more than four
speeds, the third gear shall be used. For nolae measurements, the
vehicle shall approach the line AA at a steady speed (without braking)
corresponding to three-quarters of the engine r.p,m, speed, at which
the engine develops its maximum power, subject to a maximum of
50kin/h. When the front part of the vehicle passes the line AA, the
throttle shall be fully opened rapidly, When the front part of the ve.
hicle passes the line DD, the throttle shall be closed again as rapidly
as possible.
4. The test conditions shall be similar to those stipulated in Regula-
tion 4 of Part N(a) of these Regulations,

5. Furthermore, provided the noise level limits set out in Regulation 1
of this Part are observed, the noise of the vehicle when stationary shall
be measured in the manner described in Part II(a) of these Regula.
tlons, provided that, for a vehicle, measurement of the vehicle when
stationary shall be made at only 7 metres from the mouth of the
exhaust pipe in the direction of the pipe. The result of the measure-
ment shall be stated in the standard.type approval document.
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b) Firstregistration
For a vehicle registeredfor the first time after 1st July, 1969, the

noise level for stationaryvehiclesstated in the standard-typeapproval
documentmust not be exceeded, The measurement shall be made as
described in Part II(a) of these Regulations,provided that, for a re.
h]cle with engine and exhaust pipe fitted in the same part of the ve.
hicle, measurement of the vehicle when stationary shall be made at

: only 7 metres from the mouth of the exhaust pipe in the direction of
the pipe,

c) Vehiclesin use
For a vehicle in use that is covered by these Regulations, the

noise level must not exceed the level stated in the standard.type ap.
provaldocument for stationaryvehicleswiththeadditionof 3 dB(A).The
measurementshallbe madeasdescrlbed in Part II(a) of these Regula.

_- tions provided that, for a vehicle with engine and exhaust pipe fitted
in the same part of the vehicle, measurement of the vehicle when
stationary shall be made at only 7 metres from the mouth of the
exhaustpipe in thedirectionof the pipe.

IV, Commencement

: 1. (1) The Regulations shall come into force on 1st July, t969,
(2) These Regulationsshall not apply to vehicles registered for

j the first time beforethat date,
2. In a transitional period there may be standard.type approved
vehicles whose noise level is not stated in the standard-type approval
document,As far asnoise levelsare concerned the regulationsgovern.
[ng vehicles not standard-typeapproved shall apply to such veh cles,
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1, ORGANISATION: CENTRAL CO.ORDINATION BODY

There is no central body in Norway which handtes all aspects of
the noise abatement problem.

These are dealt with by various administrative departments, each
with its own specific field:

- Ministry of Justice and Police;
- Ministry of Communications;

- Ministry of Labour and Municipal Affairs;

- Ministry of Social Affairs.
The Royal Norwegian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research,

which sponsors research, has a special advisory group on noise pro.
blame, called the Norwegian Committee for Acoustic Questions,

2. CURRENT PRACTICE
VEHICLES AND VEHICLE OPERATION

Limits on noise from motorcycles were laid down in 1959. They
are as follows:

- 75 dB(B) for new motorcycles with a cylinder capacity of under
1 50 cc;

- 85 dB(B) for new motorcycles of over 50 cc.

TO make sure that these limits are observed, each make and type
of vehicle is acoustically measured: the whole series of vehicles of
any given make and type sold in Norway is thus certified.

The relevant authorities point out, however, that these limits apply
only to new motorcycles (with a tolerance of 5 dB for motorcycles in
traffic), and thst any vehicle submitted to them for testing is generally
in very good condition and emits the lowest level of noise that can be
expected from its particular category. In any event, the limits as pre.
scribed apply only to motorcycles, no regulations having been pro.
mulgated as yet for other types of vehicles.
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Nevertheless, it is planned to apply the noise limits proposed
by the ECE.Geneva to all vehicles in the near future (see chapter
on United Nations).

For the time being, the only mandatory measure taken in respect
of all vehieres, whatever their nature, concerns horns. Compressor.type
horns, as well as conventional horns that are overloud, are prohibited
and vehicle importers are frequently obliged to change the original
horns for ones of the approved variety before the vehictes can be
put on sale.

It is the police who are responsible for taking practical measures
to control noise in actual traffic conditions. In particular, they have
the authority to stop motorcyclists whose machines are making too
much noise and require that the vehicles undergo a test, If this test
shows that the no_so produced by a motorcycle is more than 5 dE]
over the aforementloned limits, the vehicle owner fs obliged to repair
it within a given time, tailing which he is fined and the vehicle papers
withdrawn,

But, here again, the really practicer noise abatement measures
apply only to motorcycles, if any action is to be taken in respect of
other categories of vehicle, specific complaints must first have been
received by the police. But quite obviously, such complaints can hold
good only against vehicles that are very easy to rocate, i.e, essentially
vehicles habitually driven very noisily around a block of houses,

Just as it is planned to apply the standards proposed by the
ECE to all vehicles sold in Norway, so it Is intended to introduce
periodical checks on the noise made by vehicres to coincide with the
compulsory roadworthiness inspections, which have arready taken place
and which vehicles are required to undergo every three or four years,

Each of the 20 counties in Norway now has it own permanent
inspection station_ It would, therefore, net be too difficult to install
noise.measuring apparatus in these stations, at any rate if the pro-
cedure were to be confined to measuring the lever of noise made by
stationary vehicles.

At present, particularly where the certification of motorcycles is
concerned, the noise.measurement method used is that recommended
by the ISO (see R, 362 - February 1964) but the Norwegian police
would like to have a reliable method that is simpler and more rapid,

No concerted plan of procedure against improper use of vehicles
exists, nor is there any legislation prohibiting the use of horns in built.
up areas.

However, It has become common practice to use the horn only
in cases of imminent danger and most Norwegian citizens comply
spontaneously in this matter. In any case, as already mentioned, the
sale of overload horns is prohibited in Norway (see above).
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3. CURRENT PRACTICE CONCERNING TRAFFIC

Speed limits are imposed throughout Norway (Norwegian laws for
road traffic, April 1967). They are as foll&ws:

- 50 km/h in butrt.up areas;
- 80 km/h outside built-up areas.

On certain stretches of road, higher or lower limits may be ira.
posed, In which event they are indicated by sign.plates (90 km/h on
certain motorways),

The above mentioned limits apply to all vehicles, except in the
following special cases where stricter limits are imposed:

- trams: 40 km/h;

- lorries of over 7,5 tons laden weight: 70 km/h (outside built.up !
areas);

- vehicles with trailers: 70 km/h if the trailer is equipped with
independent brakes and 60km/h if not (outside built.up areas);

- tractors: 30 km/h (in and outside built.up areas).
Radar checks being frequent and the fines for infringement high,

"_ these limits are usually well observed. Although decided on for rea.
sons of safety, they are clearly of help in maintaining a tolerable
overall level of sound. In anycase, they preclude the high noise levels
produced by very fast.moving vehicles.

Other traffic control measures likely to have beneficial effects from
the acoustical standpoint are very localized and do not form part of
an overall plan, the most important of them being to bar private cars
and lorries from certain streets in Oalo where only public transport
vehicles and taxis are allowed, The aim of these measures is to enable
pedestrians to move about more freely in certain busy shopping dis.
tricts and encourage the use of public transport rather than private
vehicles.

The beneficial effects of these measures from the acoustical stand.
point are rather limited, however, owing to the fact that public trans-
port vehicles (buses, trams), though they carry a larger number of
individuals, make more noise than private vehicles.

At local level, some municipal authorities have taken steps to
protect certain residential areas and hospitals from traffic noise; at
night, in particular, traffic Is either restricted to private cars or entirely
prohibited in streets adjoining hospitals.
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4, TOWN AND HIGHWAY PLANNING

Noise abatement through town planning is the responsibility of the
Planning Commissions which have been established in the main Nor-
wegJan towns. These Commissions receive the papers drawn up by the
Nordic Committee on Building Regulations (see chapter on Scandinavia)
and by Scandinavian research institutes. The conclusions and recom-
mendations contained in these papers, although having no legal force,
are to a large extent taken into account in new urban schemes,

An example of this is the new ring motorway shortly to be con.
structed in the Oslo suburbs. Since this motorway will pass through
residential districts already in existence and through urban develop.
ment areas, it has been decided to build part of it in a cutting with
garages, offices and commercial premises bordering the highway, so
that the residential buildings will be shielded from the traffic noise,
In the new district of Furuset, (eastern suburbs of Oslo), shops and
offices only will be built alongside the motorway. ]n another new dis.
trict (H_braten), the residential buildings will be shielded from noise
bygarages, which wilt act as a barrier between them and the motorway.

One of the general principles laid down in connection with high.
ways constructed since 1950 is that no dwelling should be built at
less than 30 metres from the road, This prlncip[e is however not
adequate for roads with high traffic density. The main point of this
decision was to allow for any widening of these new highways, but its
indirect effect is to keep dwellings away from the noise source consti.
tuted by passing traffic,

The fact remains, however, that air efforts to take account of noise

• problems in town planning schemes are the work of the local author-
ities alone and no uniform set of regulations has been adopted in
this sphere, The same is true of building construction proper. There
are no standards setting a given value for sound.level reduction be.
tween the outside and the inside of a dwelling. The only standards
introduced relate to the quality of the building materials used.

Despite this absence of regulations regardin5 sound insulation of
buildings, there is ample evidence that most dwellings have double-
glazed windows. The basic reason for this is the need to provide
dwellings with efficient heat insulation throughout the long, hard win-
ters, but one of the side effects is to provide better sound insulation
than the conventional.type windows found in most European countries.
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5, IMPORTANCE GIVEN TO TRAFFIC NOISE ABATEMENT

The most notable endeavours in the field of noise abatement are
those carried out in the large towns, where the problem is becoming
increasingly serious. The authorities who have to cope with these
questions consider, however, that their hands are somewhat tied until
such time as comprehensive and stringent regulations can be promul.
gated. But, in view of thecost of enforcing such regulations, the author.
itles consider that Internatiunal action alone will make it possible to
solve the problem of traffic noise; especially since in any endeavour to
control noise at its source the isolated action of a small country would
be bound to fail.

At all events, increasing attention is being paid to the problem of
safeguarding the environment, of which traffic noise is becoming one
of the main aspects, The main reason for this is that the results
of surveys carried out in Norway (see below) have shown that the
public is more annoyed by traffic noise than by any other kind and
that the extent of this annoyance is commensurate with the size of
the conurbation.

I. INVESTIGATrONBYTHE NORWEGIANGALLUPINSTITUTE(t968)
(J,6OO persons questioned)

Numberof peopleannoyedper lO0 questioned

Typeof noise All Age(years) Area
ques-
Iioned 15-29 30-59 >/ 60 Urban Rural

A, Noisefrom motor
vehicles ....................... ]7 ]4 16 2t 20 l!

B, Noise fromaircraft .......... 3 2 4 3 4 !
C, NolseNorn railroads ...... 4 5 3 4 5 1
D, Noise from neighbours.... 5 7 5 5 6 3

2. INVESTIGATION
BY THE NORWEGIANSTATISTICALBUREAU(! 967)

(2,8J 5 personsquestioned )

Typeof area Annoyedby noise

Rural area ..................................................... 8%
Built.up area 200.2,000 inhabitants ................ 16%
Buill.up area 2,000,]9,999 inhabitants ........... 20%
Bu_lt.uparea 20,000 or more ......................... 27 %
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: 1. ORGANISATION:BODIESCONCERNEDWITH TRAFFICNOISEABATEMENT

' In June 1969, the Minister of Communicationsappointeda parlia-
mentary committee to set standardsfor acceptable noise from civil

• and military aircraft, motor vehicles and pleasure boats.The object
"' of this committee Is to suggeststandards concerningnoise from the
_'_ above sources. The standards are to be based primarily on medical

grounds, but technicaleconomicand social factorsin general are also
to be considered. The committee has been asked to suggestactions
concerningphysical planning required with regard to the standards

• . proposed. Furthermore, the committee is to report different waysof
_i controlling the practical application of these standards, The economic

repercussions of these standards on the community are also to be
' estimated. Besides this committee,a number of governmentalbodies

_! are concernedwithtraffic noise:
, I
,; Administrative bodies:
:- Ministryof Communications(Kommunicationsdepartementat);

Ministryof Agriculture(Jordbruksdapartementet);
NationalBoardof Health and Welfare(Socialstyrelsen);
NationalRoadAdministration(StatensV_gverk);
Natlona_RoadSafetyBoard(StatensTrafiks_ikerhetsverk);
Nat=one EnvironmentProtectionBoard (Statens Naturv_rdsvark);
NationalBoardfor Urban Planning(Statens Planverk);
SwedishBoard for Technical Devaropment (Styrelsen f_r teknist

utveckling).

Researchbodies:
National Institute of Public Health (Statens institutfi_rfolkh_lsan);
National Institute for Building Research(Statens institut fSr byg.

gnadeforskning);
_stitutesfor BuildingAcousticsat theRoyal Instituteof Technology,

Stockholmandat Chalmers Instituteof Technology,Gothenburg;
StockholmCity Health Authority (Stockholms stads h_lsov_rds.

n_mnd).
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2. CURRENT PRACTICE
REGARDING VEHICLES AND VEHICLE OPERATION

There are as yet no regulations concerning noise emission levels
for motor vehicles. A law passed in ]938, however, forbids the use of
horns in built.up areas and the Road Traf{ic Act states that "motor
vehicles must be fitted with an effective silencer" and that "any driver,
when driving in built.up areas shall operate his vehicle carefully so as
not to cause excessive noise emission especially at night".

In 1961, an investigation into vehicle noise emission was carried
out by the National Institute of Public Health. The report presented
results of a series of measurements on different types of vehicle and
suggested a measuring technique. Certain recommendations were made
regarding acceptable maximum values for noise from vehicles, but
did not bring about any legislation.

As a first step towards more stringent measures, Sweden envisages
enforcing the ECE Recommendation (see chapter on United Nations),

According to the Swedish Constitution, regulations such as those
concerning vehicle exhaust emission are issued by the Government
after consulting parliament, The National Road Safety Board is autho-
rized to prescribe detailed specifications for test procedures and to
grant exemptions from the regulations. The Board has facilities for
carrying out inspection tests and together with the police is responsible
for supervising the observance of regulations.

Before a passenger car, bus or truck is allowed to be used on
public roads in Sweden, it must pass an Inspection. If a certain number
of vehicles of the same type are expected to be sold, the inspection
can be carried out as type inspection, i.e. only one vehicle of this
type will be tested. The manufacturer or dealer must then guarantee
that every vehicle sold under the type inspection certificate corresponds
in all details to the type vehicle. If the type is not approved, each
individual vehicle must be inspected.

Type inspections are carried out by the type approval section of
the National Road Safety Board, and individual inspections by the
Swedish Motor Vehicle Inspection Company. The main task of this
company is to make the compulsory periodic inspections which every
Swedish passenger car, bus, motorcycle and trailer has to pass. Taxis
and public service vehicles must pass an inspection from their second
year onwards and all other vehicles from their fourth year (as from
t971 from their third year),

This inspection system will also be used for ensuring compliance
with the exhaust standards. An effective control can thus be achieved
at moderate extra cost. The Swedish authorities consulted consider
that once noise emission levels have been fixed by law, their applica.
tion could be controlled in the course of the periodic inspections
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referred to above. In the meantime, noise levels are measured during
some safety inspections to obtain an overall picture of the noise orals.
sions presently occurring.

Noise checks, especially at night, have been made in Stockholm
several times at frequently changed check points, Drivers of excessively
noisy vehicles can be fined and are requested to suppress the noise
emission, It Is usually the exhaust system which is faulty. Considerable
publicity has been given by the press to these noise checks and this
has mado drlvor_ more aware of the need to keep their vehicle exhaust
In good order. Thus. the fairly small number of checks and fines has
had. by means of extensive coverage in the newspapers, a considerable
widespread and beneficial effect.

In spite of the absence of laws concerning noise emission levels,
the police are particularly alert to the noise caused by teenagers with
noisy mopeds driving "round the block",

Finally. one might mention a specific measure worthy of note,
namely action by the Stockholm authorities regarding the city buses.
The tenders for the supply of buses stipulated that the vehicles should
not produce more than 83 dB(A). Each of the buses delivered was
checked with regard to noise emission and any bus exceeding 88
dB(A) was returned to the manufacturer.

3. CURRENT PRACTICE REGARDING TRAFFIC OPERATION

Certain towns, e.g. Lund and Sollefte_, have included special
restrictions on traffic operation at night in their local traffic regulations,

4. HIGHWAY AND CI'I_ PLANNING

In 1967, the Nordic Committee for Building Regulations in Scan.
dinavia presented "Annoyance and City Plan" containing guidelines for
traffic noise evaluation and a description of the means whereby traffic
noise may be attenuated (artificial and natural screens, building lay.
out, etc.). The report recommends a 24.hour energy.mean outside
dwellings of 59 dB(A) which should not be exceeded (see chapter on
Scandinavia).

The National Swedish Institute of Building Research and the Natio-
nal Institute of Public Health performed a field study which was pro.
seated in a joint report: "Traffic Noise in Living Areas", in 1968.

The report gives the results of technical measurements and calcula.
tlons as well as sociological surveys on annoyance reactions. A noise
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exposure response curve is presented and recommendedas a basis
for City Planninglegislation.

Besides these major studies, several investigations have been
made Into sound proofing in buildings, window constructions, etc.

There are no regulationsstipulating that community development
plans should take "noise" into consideration. In I964, however,
general guidelines were drawn up by the National Board of Urban
Planning which stated that there should be a distanceof at least 100
metres between a motorway and any residentialbuilding.Theseguide.
lines were distributed to all county architects who scrutinize all city
plans. Thereby, one is to a large extent assured that the guidelines
are followed.Exceptionsare, however,sometimesaccepted,

The National Road Administration claimsthat, whereas the State
bears the cost of road constructionand of buyingthe land on which
the road Is built, andwhile no moneyis grantedfor any "noise strips"
at the road.sides,localauthoritiesare responsiblefor taking the nsces.
sary measures to ensure that dwellingsare not erected too close to
reads, The economicproblems involvedhave not as yet been solved.
On several occasions,noise has, however, been taken into account
when planningnewcommunities.

The most spectacular practical anti.noise measures have been
taken as regards soundinsulation of windows.Hospitals, schoolsand
some hotels in thenorthernsuburbsof Stockholmare presently equip.
pealwith specialwindowswhich provide extra soundinsulation, In the
new suburbs south of Stockholm,dwelling houseshavebeen equipped
with special windows providinga 25 to30 dB(A) noiseattenuationto
traffic noise,

in Stockholmitself, wherean elevated road has been built close to
dwellings, it is planned to expropriate theoccupantsand to give them
compensationto facilitate their rehabilitation in a lessnoisy district. It
should also be noted that, to reduce the noise from this road to a
certain extent, a 70 km/h speed limit has been fixed, in spite of the
road beingconsideredan "expressway".

Another exampleof local endeavour to reduce"noise pollution" is
the town of G_vle which has commissioneda statisticalstudy of traffic
noise levelsin the townfrom theSwedishAcousticInstitute, in order to
be able to take appropriate measures such as specialacousticInsula.
tlon in certain buildings exposed to particularlyhigh levels of noise.

It would appear, therefore, that thoughanti.noise measures have
been limited to a few specific cases,authoritiesare becomingincreas.
Ingly aware of the noise problems as an important parameter to be
consideredin urban planning.

It shouldalso be noted that, in Sweden (as in Norwayand Switzer.
land also), double.glazing is used practically without exception to
provide thermal insulation against the severe winter climate and to
reduce heat loss and excessiveheatingcosts.The use of such double.
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glazing, however, has a favourable side.effect in thatit providesbetter
sound insulation than single glazing. The noise attenuationof double.
glazing is of the orderof 20.25dB(A) ascomparedto lO.15dB(A)with
singlewindows.So, in spite of the absenceof specificlegislationcon.
cerningsound insulationof buildingsfrom traffic noise,the noise level
inside Swedishdwellingsis considerablylessthan in other more south.
ern countries.

5. CURRENT TRENDS

Besidesthe parliamentary committeeworking on noise regulations
mentionedearlier, a committeecame into beingon 1st January, 1969,
composedof representativesfrom theNational Boardof Urban Planning,
the National Board of Health and Welfare, the National RoadAdmin-
istratlon and the National Environment Protection Board, with the
followingterms of reference:

i) definitionof noise level limits tolerable in different situations;
ii) definitionof a method for Iorecastingtraffic noise;

iii) formulation of recommendationsfor dealingwith noiseques.
tionein planningnewcommunities,or in urban renewal.
The first recommendationsof this group concern i)figures for

tolerable noise levelsand ii) methodsof calculatingnoise with regard
to new buildingconstruction.

These recommendations and later recommendations, though not
mandatory, will have considerableinfluence on new urban plans, since
they will be transmittedto localauthoritiesand will be used by county
architectsand the concerned boards in their scrutiny,Building plans
submitted for buildingpermitswillhave to take these recommendations
into account,

The Natlonal EnvironmentProtectionBoard (Naturvadsverket)has,
from July 1969, a specialsection to co.ordinateactivitiesconcerned
with noise,particularlywith noisefrom industry, nowto be subjectedto
new legislation in force as from [st July, 1969, but also with traffic
noise, This section is presently studyingplans regardingtraffic noise
in co.operationwith the National Planning Bqreau, theRoad Research
Board end the National Board for Health and Welfare, and is also
concernedwith discussionin parliamenton noisefrom motor vehicles,
aircraft and pleasure boats, This sectionhas beencreated as a result
of growing public concern regardingnoise and the feelinB that regula.
tions have so far been too lax, andshould be developedas they have
been for air pollution,

At the National Institute of Public Health, Department of Environ.
mental Hygiene, a special noise unit is initiating and performing re.
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search mainly devoted to the description of noise exposure and its
covariation with effects on man to provide material for the evaluation
of the effects of noise on health,

Grants for research are given by the Swedish Council for Building
Research end the Swedish Board for Technical Development (the latter
created by an Act of Parliament in 1968 and placed under the author.
ity of the Ministry of industry) and the Research Committee of the
National Environment Protection Board,

Large resnarch grants I_ave been given for u,g. the traffic noise
investigation and the development of electric automobiles.
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INTRODUCTION

Byway of introductionone may quote an extractfrom the Report
of the Federal Commission of Experts_ publishedin 1963 on Noise
Abatementin Switzerland(see alsoI below).

"The motor vehicle is undoubtedlythe sourceof noise causing the
greatestnumber of complaints.,. For manyyears, onehas been aware
that traffic noise would probably become intolerable.The laws passed
in ]932 concerningmotor vehicles,and well before that in I914 the
inter.cantonalconcordaton motor vehicles, prescribed efficient sllenc.
ers, Noise abatement measures were strengthenedwith the increase
in motorvehicle traffic after the SecondWorld War. In 1949, the inter-
cantonalroad traffic commission proposedstandardsfor the measure-
ment of motor vehicle noise. These standards were laid down in ciro
culars issued by the Department of Justice and Policein 1952 and
1953, A circular issued in 1957 gavedetailed instructionson howto
reduce traffic noise and considerably reduced someof the standard
noise levels, Several cantons conducted noise abatement campaigns
and controlled the noise emission of motorcycles.Since 1960, the
Conferenceof City Police Chiefs organisesan annual noise abatement
campaignthroughoutthe whole of Switzerland."

"The abatement of noise from motor vehiclescan be approached
from different aspects- only an attack on all fronts will providean
effective result. The main areas for action are, of course, measures
taken regarding the construction of vehicles and the way in which
drivers use them. However, the followingapproachesare also impor.
tent; highway planning, traffic control, distance betweenbuildingsand
highways,vegetationalongthe road, etc.

".., Motor vehiclesshould be designed so as not to cause exces-
siva noise, it will not suffice to request that vehicles be silent when
correctlyused but that they alsonotcause excessivenoise, when they
are occasionally ill.used by inexperienced or careless drivers,,.. It
would be technicoflyimpossible to avoid noisecausedintentionallyor

I. ', La /utte centre/e bruit en Sulsse*', Federal Commission of Exports, Depart.
merit of Justice and Pofice. Berne, 1963.
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through negligence, A driver intentionally causing noise must therefore
be penalized. However, many cars ere so designed that they are used
at maximum power.... Since the engine and the exhaust ere the
principal source of the noise, the latter should be subjected to maxt.
alum accepted standards. Any vehicle exceeding these standards should
not be allowed on the road, Present standards should be made pro.
gressively more severe as technology progresses."

Other recommendations of the Federal Committee of Experts on
Noise of relevance to urban traffic noise are referred to in the dif.
ferent sections of the report which follows,

I. ADMINISTRATION: CENTRAL CO.ORDINATING BODY

When the Swiss government deals with problems concerning noise,
the Police Division of the Ministry of Justice and Police is consulted.
The Federal Division of Police is at present responsible for co.ordinating
air anti.noise measures taken at Federal level

The Federal Government is, however, presently examining the
possibility of establishing a Federal Council against Environmental
Nuisances (air pollution, water pollution and noise). The Federal Gov.
eminent, through its Federal Justice and Police Department, is very
conscious of noise problems. A Federal Commission of Experts estab.
lished a report in 1963 entitled "Noise Abatement in ,Switzerland"
which recommends appropriate legislative measures to be taken to
abate noise. This report is the basis of aft recent noise abatement
measures currently applied in Switzerland.

The Commission established five working parties:

1. medical, acoustic and technical questions;
2. motor vehicles, railways, ships and cable cars;
3. aircraft noise;

4. building and iadu_trial noise, protection against noise;

5, legal aspects,

The findings and recommendations of the above working parties
of relevance to urban traffic noise are contained in the different sec.
tions of the report which follows,

The Commission's report resulted in a number of measures, of
which the following should be mentioned here:

a) the creation of an Acoustic and Noise Abatement Division at
the Federal Materials Testing Laboratory;

b) a Federal circular was addressed to all Federal Departments
urging them to take greater account of noise abatement measures;

c) recommendations for the preparation of traffic laws.
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En addition to the Federal Porice Department in Berne, and the
Acoustics and Noise Abatement Division of the Materials Testing Labo-

_ ratory in DObendorf, one should mention that all the town and "can.
, ton" police authorities are particularly vigilant in the enforcement of
". noise abatement legislation and have been instructed to apply strictly
:! and vigorously the Federal Laws. The police in Zi3rich. Lausanne.
_. Berne, Lucerne and other towns have very active noise abatement
; brigades (see below).

II. CURRENT ADMINISTRATION AND LEGISLATIVE PRACTICES
REGARDING VEHICLES AND VEHICLE OPERATION

; A, VEHICLES

! Type Certification: As from tst January, ]969. vehicle type certi.
float[on is enforced according to the following table:

Noise
Typeofvehicle leve_

dB(A)l

; I* Mopeds ................................................... 70
2. Light motorcycles5Occ ............................. 73

t 3. Othermolorcycles
- 50-200cc ......................................... 82
- more than 200 cc.................................. B2

4. Motorcars
- Dieselengineor 50 h.p./SAE ................ 82
- Otherprivate lightmotorcars ................ 7B

5. Heavymolarvehicles,tractors, industrial
vehicles................................................... 85

1. NotethatSw_lzetl,lndhadpreviou|tyapplieda ,,e" weig_llin_]_}g(
hBI now._dopledIhe ,,A,, wei_hllnl_ whichaorta|pondsmoreclolely
IOtalutlinlhumanannot,mnee.

For practical reasons the noise level is measured on a stationary
vehicle at full throttle, For type certification precision sound level
meters are used which comply with recommendation 179 of the Inter.
national Electro.technical Commission (CEI). In other circumstances
sound level meters complying with the CEI recommendation 123 may
be used. Before each series of measurements the meters are calibra.
ted according to the manufacturer's instructions; these meters are
calibrated annually by the Federal Office for Weights and Measures,
The measurements are made on a horizontal site with no sound.
absorbing materials such as grass or snow being present, No object
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which may influence the sound perceived is allowed within a radius of
20 metres from the microphones, and no large objects should be
allowed within 50 metres. The microphone may be equipped with a
wind.shield if necessary, The microphone is placed on a support 1.20rn
high, such tllat the direction of its greatest sensitivity is turned towards
the source of noise; the microphones are placed at a distance of
7 metres on either side of the vehicle. Two measurements are made
with each microphone, in the case of type certification each of the
two measurements is made with a different meter. The average of the
readings on both sides is taken - but no individual reading should be
greater than 2 di3(A) above the allowed limit, When a vehicle is type.
certified there is no tolerance margin; in the case of individual vehicles
checked after certification or stopped for control during operation, a
margin of 2 dB(P) above the accepted limit is tolerated.

Engines are usually tested on stationary vehicles at full power;
in the case of cars which do not exceed ]0 kg/hp (DIN) and motor-
cycles exceeding 200 cc the engines are tested at 75% of furl power;
vehicles with a maximum speed of 50 km/h are tested at full throttle.

in some cases, when the noise of a vehicle is considered to be
very annoying despite its not exceeding the above limits, or should it
not sound annoying but nevertheless exceed the above limits, the
case is referred to the Federal police authorities for decision, based
on complementary measurements (frequency analysis, ISO running
method). These measurements are made by the Federal Materials
Laboratory.

The Road Traffic Laws furthermore stipulate that vehicles should be
built so as to cause as little noise as possible - particular attention
being given to:

a) adequate exhaust silencer;
b) doors, boots, sun.roofs, which should open and shut easily
and noiselessly;
c) horns, which should not exceed 104 dR(A);

d) reduction of vibrations of the body work;

a) the use of loud.speakers on motor vehicles for which special
permission is required;

f) reduction of noise from other sources such as brakes, tyres,
accessories, transmission, starter, etc.

Police officers have been instructed to stop and examine any re-
hicle which appears to be excessively noisy, The police officers in the
street have no sound level meters - but are accustomed to identifying
by ear atone vehicles whfch are obviously well above the accepted
limits. In cases where the driver is of "good faith" and is not aware of
his having broken the law, he is merely requested to repair the vs.
hicle (usually the exhaust pipe) so that it does not exceed the accepted
noise flmRs, He is then requested either to send the bill of the repair
to the poJfce authorities as proof of his having mended the vehicle or
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to present the vehicle within a given time to a police control station
where tbe noise emitted is checked according to standard methods as
described above. In cases where the driver is obviously werl aware ot
the unacceptable condition of his vehicle or if he has deliberately
tampered with the exhaust or replaced the exhaust by one designed
to produce more noise, or if, in the case of mopeds especially, the
cylinders have been tampered with to increase the vehicle speed,
the vehicle is confiscated on the spot, the registration withdrawn and
the driver coneinues his journey on foot. He must then repair Ihe
vehicle and present it for re.registration when il will be checked to
ensure that it complies w_th Ihe accepted standards. In some cases,
particularly of a repeated offence, he wJlJalso be fined. In exceptional
cases the driving licence may be temporarily withdrawn.

Public Transport Vehicles

In its report the Federal Commission of Experts en Noise
Abatement also referred to noise from public transport. Complaints
against this source of noise - trams and buses- are quite numerous.
This is due to the fact that trams and buses operate at frequent
intervals in densely populated areas, and at hours when normal traffic
tends to subside. Public transport companies, however, do pay attention
to the noise emitted by their vehicles including:

- noise measurements before and after maintenance checks;

- tests on various forms of noise insulation and reduction;

- for trams, design of less noisy components in new vehicles;
replacement or insulation of noisy components in old vehicles;

- for buses, the engine compartment is acoustically insulated,
metal pipes are replaced by plastic ducts, improved engine design,
brake design, body.work design, etc.
Attention is also given to the operation of the vehicles so that

noise is attenuated as far as possible. The operating staff have been
requested to draw attention to any particularly noisy vehicle in use.
Tram and bus manufacturers have been asked to reduce the noise
emission as much as possible; old and noisy vehicles are replaced by
more silent new ones in spite of the additional cost involved, Finally,
the transport companies and the manufacturing industries collaborate
closely with a view to reducing noise further,

Sale of Noisy Mufflers

At present there are a wide variety of mufflers available on the
market, the sale of which is not forbidden by law. Nevertheless, these
mufflers cause the vehicles onto whtch they are adapted to exceed the
accepted noise emission levels, These "super" noisy mufflers are
frequently adapted to vehicles In as little as a few hours after the
vehicle has been registered and certified conform to type, Teenagers
are the worst offenders in this respect; they are easily attracted by the
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manufacturers' convincing publicity as regards the "prestige" to be
gained from a noisier vehicre - which they are erroneously led to be.
[ieve will be faster also.

In accordance with an ordonnance passed on 27th August, 1969
concerning the construction of road vehicres and their appliances,
exhaust devices which are worn out or damaged must he replaced by
devices which are as effective as these prescribed for the vehicle
odginarly. Tampering a vehicle in such a way as to cause the vehicle

: to moke unnecessary noise is forbidden even if the accepted revel is
not exceeded, Furlhermore it is envisaged that all exhaust devices
be subjected to standard.type approval, As from 1st January, 1970
a vehicle owner adapting an exhaust device not standard.type approved
for the vehicle must make this known,

Vehicle Inspection

Vehicles are subjected to inspection primarily for road.worthiness,
but noise emission is also taken into consideration. All approved ve.
hicies wiJI be submitted to another official control at least every three
years.

B. VEHICLE OPERATION

In general terms, the Federal Traffic Laws, Article 54, specify
Ihat ".,. rf the police observe .,. vehicles causing avoidable noise, they
shall be slopped, The police may confiscate the registration papers end
when necessary, the vehicle erso"+

"The police may confiscate on the spot the driving licence of any
motor vehicle driver who.,, deliberately causes avoidable noise".

These general laws and the more specific regulations referred to
below give the local and cantonal poJice authorities hdaquate backing
for intervening vigorously against urban traffic noise offences.

The traffic laws (Article 33) also stipulate that drivers and pes.
sengers should cause no avoidable noise, particularly in residential
areas and resting areas and during the night. In particular, it is for.
bidden by law:

- to use the starter excessively and to run the engine at a stand-
still unnecessarily;
- to rev up the engine ata standstill, and to drive at high speeds
in low gears_

- to accelerate too rapidly;
- to drive "round the brock";

- to drive with goods not well attached;
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- to load and unload goods without proper care and to transport
barrels and other noisy containers without securing them well

: or isolating them one from another',

- to slam doors, engine bonnets, boot lids, etc.;
: - to cause annoyance to the neighbourhood by the abusive use

of wlretess or other sound.producing equipment in the car,

The above offences are fined and may lead to the wiLhdrawat of

the driving licence,
'_ The traffic laws (Article 29) stipulate tibet a vehicle should be so

driven that the use of a horn is not necessary. It is forbidden to use
the horn unnecessarily, and headlamps should be used instead of
horns at night,

Local Measures regarding Vehicles and Vehicle Operation

A number of towns and cantons have taken special measures
regarding vehicles and vehicle operation in an attempt to reduce noise,
The three following examples ere reported here:

i) Lausanne Police Anti.Noise Brigade

The Lausanne Police Anti.Noise Brigade was set up in I959, as
a result of a number of successful noise abatement campaigns orga.
nisod throughout Switzerland, The Brigade consists of five police of.
ricers, and is equipped with sound level meters and e "control station ".
The Brigade is concerned with reducing and controlling noise from
all sources: traffic, aircraft, construction sites, industry, bars, dance
halls, etc., but has mainly focused its activity on the most pervasive
source of noise, namely traffic, Since one of the Brigade's major
concerns is to safeguard a quiet environment during sleeping hours,
it usually operates at different points throughout the town from 10.00
p,m. to 6.00 a.m. The Brigade is, el course, assisted night and day
by all the city police of[icers who, as throughout Switzerland, have
been specifically instructed to be vigilant to noise. When on patrol in
the street the Brigade identifies the noisy vehicles by ear alone and
stops them. Experience has shown that a police officer accustomed
to this work rapidly acquires a sensitive ear and can identify with
remarkable accuracy drivers of vehicles causing noise levels over and
above the accepted limits. Having signalled to the driver to stop, the
Brigade briefly inspects the vehicle to ascertain whether aJI parts are
in good working order. Should one or more components of the ve.
hicle show signs of poor road.worthiness and notconform to accepted
standards, the vehicle is immediately confiscated and towed to a garage
for repair, after which the owner is requested to bring the vehicle to
the Brigade's control station for approval before he is allowed to drive
it again, In the case of minor faults, the registration plates are with-
held and a temporary permit given totheowner, who will retrieve the
plates when once his car is in order, If the vehicle's driver disagrees
with the faults found on his car he is invited to bring it to the control
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station, where the faults can be technically proven to him, If complaints
are received concerning a given vehtcte, the owner is summoned by
the police to the control station, which is fully equipped, to check
whether the complaints are justified; the owner may often mend the
vahicte before presenting it for inspection -but these "recent" re.
pairs are easy to identify. In most cases, offenders also receive a fine;
for minor faults, or when they are obviously not aware of having
broken the law, they merely receive a warning notice.

In doubtful cases, where the Brigade can find no obvious technical
fault in a vehicle, but which is nevertheless causing excessive noise.
the driver is obliged to leave his car on the spot or may exception-
nalfy be allowed to continue his way at moderate speed without making
toe much noise. The car registration plates are temporarily withdrawn
and the driver is summoned to the control station where his vehicle is
checked.

The worst offenders stopped by the Anti.Noise Brigade are teen-
agers with mopads who, immediately after acquiring their vehicle,
tamper with the air intake, remove or make holes in the exhaust pipe
or modify the carburettor, in order to make more noise and attain
greater speeds.

In 1968, as a result of the Brigade's patrols, 674 private cars,
582 mopeds and motorcycles, and 1B trucks were checked at the
control station, From this number, registration plates were withdrawn
from 110 vehicles, and the owners fined. 821 private cars and 574
mopads arid motorcycles were intercepted, and the registration plates
temporarily withdrawn; in those cases the driver was fined or given a
warning, but allowed to continue his way.

Ninety.seven private cars and 170 motorcycles were stopped on
the spot, the drivers fined and obliged to continue their way on foot,
In two cases the driving licence was withdrawn, For the same year
1,188 vehicles (all categories) were found to have defective exhaust, 1
183 were stopped for driving noisily in Jewgears, 43 for unnecessary
use of horns, 26 for door slamming.

ii ) Zi_rlch Police Noise Abatement and Control Office

The paltce authorities in Z_rich have a special office for noise
abatement and control dealing with noise from all sources, including as
one of its major concerns traffic noise, in 1968, there were 2,793
reported cases of noise (against 2,849 in 1967), of which 1,009
were due to vehicles (as opposed to 1,169 in 1967), broken down
as shown in the table on page I51,

In 1968, of 999 motor vehicles stopped, 105 had their registra.
tlon removed; in 1967, of 1,]02 motor vehicles stopped. 215 had
their registration removed_

1, It shoutd be noted that tn generalcars registeredin SwitZerlandare kept
in good condition by their owners; becauseof the severe winters,however. Ihe
use of de-icingchemic;Mson me road,particularlysalt, acceleratesthe detertora,
t[onel exhaustthrough corrosion,
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]968 ]967

Mopeds ............................................99 207
Mmorcyciesandscooters=................... 27 32
Privatecars ....................................... 565 809
Trucks .............................................. 64 54
Avoidabletrafficnoise ........................ 22t 22
Generaltrafficnoise ........................... ] 9 3

Motorboats ....................................... ] 2-.IAIrcrattnois_ (hlclUdingmodel aircraft) .1
Railways............................................ 9 ] 8

1, Thl|l lllU{W| nlly |DII[_I IQ_; {hi r@l|on for Ihil i| th&l {hi nur_be¢ p{&ll
on IItIHL(I ¥ahJcln| il ¥1#_ imlll and not rilAdAb_l IXClpt on & IIl{IDnl{y ¥¢lh)¢11.

n addition to its action in the street, the Zi_rich police Noise
Abatement Office also organises training and information courses on
noise questions for police officers from other Swiss towns and from
abroad, The office also receives numerous written requests for infer.
motion concerning noise problems and in this way acts as a general
information and advisory bureau for both private individuals and public
authorities. Courses on acoustical and noise abatement problems are
orgamseo for the Zi_rich police officers at the Zi_rich Polytechnic.'1

lit) Moped Campaign, 12th-24th May, J969
' _ The police authorities of the Vaud municipalities organised a "moped
" campaign" between 12th and 24th May, 1969. During this campaign

9,160 vehicles (8,520 mopeds, 640 other two.wheeled vehicles) were
, checked. Of the 8,520mopeds, 5,095 were found to be in good order

and were given a road.worthiness adhesive stamp; 3,425 were found
not to he In order, of which 181 were temporarily confiscated for
inspection by the canton vehicle inspectors. In 38 cases, some of the
vehicle components not complying with the regulations were merely
destroyed; in eight cases the vehicle was confiscated for good. Fines
were imposed in only 27 cases since the policy of such campaigns is
to educate drivers rather than to penalize them. The age of drivers
with faulty vehicles ranged from 15 to 20 years.

n general, the public was responsive to the campaign; a few
moped drivers hid their vehicles during the campaign. Car drivers
questioned expressed their satisfaction with the campaign, particularly
ioecauso of the anticipated awareness of road safety that it would
produce. Headmasters of schools and factory directors were very co.
operative throughout the campaign, and the public in general expressed
its appreciation of the attempt made to reduce the noise produced by
teenagers. Local press, TV and radio supported the campaign fully;
toe Swiss Touring Club and the Swiss Automobile Club provided some
financial support. Moped sales agents were very to.operative in repair.
Ing faulty vehicles.
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Ill. CURRENT PRACTICE REGARDING TRAFFIC

The following maximum speed limits are to be observed:

- mopeds ..................................... 30 km/h
- all vehicles in built.up areas ..... 60 km/h (or less if indi.

coted)

- passenger cars on open road .... no limit, unless specifically
indicated

- passenger cars pulling a trailer .,. 80 km/h
- trucks ....................................... 80 km/h
- tractor.trailers ........................... 60 km/h

- motorcyles with trailers .............. 60 km/h

Other special vehicles have specific speed limitations.

In order to safeguard a quiet environment during sleeping hours.
heavy trucks (_3,5 tons) are not allowed to operate at night from
9,00 p.m. to 5.00 a.rn. (from ]st November to 31st March) and from
10.00 p.m. to 4.00 a.m. (from /st April to 31st October). Certain
heavy vehicles such as public transport vehicles, fire engines or ve.
hicles carrying perishable goods are exempt from this law - but they
are nevertheless obliged to operate so as to cause as little noise
disturbance as possibte.

In special areas where a quiet environment is particularly necessary,
restrictions on certain types of traffic may be imposed and are indl-
cared by special road signs. In ZUrich, for example, some ten streets
are closed to mopeds and motorcycles at night (10,00 p.m. to 7,00
a,rn.) because of neighbouring hospitals and residential schools.

In Lausanne the avenue d'Ouchy is forbidden to motorcycles be-
tween midnight and 6.00 a.m. The Lausanne.Berne traffic which used
to pass by the Lausanne hospital district has been diverted since 1959
between 10.00 p,m. and 6,00 a.m. These are just a few examples of
traffic diversion imposed for noise reasons alone, Any municipality is
free to take whatever measures it wishes in this respect,

IV. HIGHWAY PLANNING

As regards new development projects, it is proposed that major
highways should avoid built.up areas and particularly residential
districts, that motorway feeders should by.pass residential districts or
run through tunnels and that new buildings should be sited at a suit.
able distance from main roads (Federal Law of 8th March, ]960 on
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Federal Highways). It is generally accepted that houses should not be
built at less than 7 metres from a road -but this varies from one
locality to another,

Use of Natural and Artificial Screens

Research has been conducted to evaluate the elfectiveness of
certain wooded areas or specific types of barriers in attenuating the '_
propagation of road traffic noise, Conifers which, being evergreens,
have practically the same effect in summer and winter, reduce traffic
noise only slightly; a belt lO0 metru_ wide gives 3n attenuation of
about 4 to BdB. The use of natural screens provides above all a
"psychological effect"; when the source of noise is not visible it appears
to be less annoying even though the noise level may be approximately _
the same. The same research work also showed that very high barriers
located as close to the road as possible provide a substantial reduc.
tlon and it is suggested that shops be situated between residential
districts and major roads. As a follow.up to this work, measurements
were made in the vicinity of the Berne.Schbnbuhl rnotorway where it
runs through a cutting with retaining walls. The cutting not only acted
as an acoustic barrier and reduced the noise perceived 50 metres from
the middle of the carriageway [peak noise reduced by about 15dB(A)]
but also substantially modified the frequency distribution, which
rendered the noise less annoying,

V. BUILDING REGULATIONS AND ZONING

.=
=_ There are as yet no regulations concerning the insulation of buiid.

ings from noise from the outside, nor concerning the distance of
buildings from major highways. The Association of Swiss Engineers
and Architects (Bchwelzerischer Ingenieur und Architokten Vereln)
has recently prepared proposed standards concerning sound insulation
in buildings which will be enforced in the near future. Though most
of the standards proposed concern sound insulation between apart,
ments tile following measures are recommended as concerns noise
from the street: bedrooms should be separated from noisy rooms by
means of corridors, entrance halls, living rooms, and should be sit.
uated in the quietest side of the building away from external noise,

Attention Is drawn to the fact that noise insulation of outside walls
decreases with increased window and door surfaces. Sanitary installa.
tions, lift shafts, garbage disposal shafts, chimney ducts and ventilation
shaftsshould be placed on the noisy side of the building, The minimum
acoustic insulation of windows should be 20 decibels and where pos,
sible 30 decibels.
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The Federal Materials Testing Laboratory - in support of the stan-
dards proposed - has prepared a list of suggested ways of improving
sound insuration in residential buildings in noisy areas. The suggestions
are as folrows:

Heavy buildings
External wails: 500 kg+/sq, metre
e,g, brick walls at least 32 cms thick, with plaster on both sides,

No large windows
Ratio of window surface/floor surface: 20 % or less.

Sound.insulating windows

30,35 dB (measured in laboratory)
e.g. double-glazing - outer pane'. 5.6 mm thick

- inner pane: 3 mm thick
air space between the two panes: 30 mm
accompanied by good sealing In joints and frames.

Furthermore, the Association of Swiss Engineers and Architects has
included in its proposed standards the recommendations formulated
in 1963 by the Federal Commission for Noise Abatement (see Sec-
tion I above) in its guiding principles for Noise Control, The Federal
Commission suggested tolerated noise revels for various zones; if these
levels are exceeded, the authorities must, if requested, take all legal
and practical measures to reduce the noise. The values, in dr]A, as
measured at an open window, are given below.

Background Frequent Infrequent
noiselevelz peaks3 peaks4

Zone
NightI Day Nightt Day Night t Day

Rostin_ ............................... 35 45 45 50 55 55
Quietresidential ................... 45 55 55 65 65 70
Mixed..................................45 60 55 70 65 75
Commercial ......................... 50 60 60 70 65 75
mduslcfal ............................ 55 65 60 75 70 80
Mainarlerlaf road ................ 60 70 70 80 80 90

I. "Nild_t" _s ¢onsldar,Jd to be from |0.00 p.m. Io 6,30 D.m.
_. Olckgrour_d aoi_* Ilval: avefaRe val_e (main faVlr wllhoul _lakl),
3, Frlquenl peakl_ 7.60 pe_kl par hour,

4. /alt,que,t p,oaki:,_-6 pe'h' par h....

The six zones referred to above are defined as follows:

- Resting: hospital, convalescence homes, etc.;

- Ouiet Residential: residential buirdings with local shops and
schools;
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- Mixed: residential buildings, with restaurants, small workshops,
e.g, large villages or urban districts with small workshops, shops,
etc,;

- Commercial: business area;

- /ndustria/: districts with several factories and large workshops,
warehouses, etc,;

- Main Arterial Road: immediate vfcinity of roads with through
traffic.

VI. MISCELLANEOUS

]. Social Surveys

No surveys have boon conducted concerning the feelings of the

i publfc as regards traffic noise specifically (note: surveys are being
conducted as regards aircraft noise). A general survey-involving
900 persons in the neighbourhood of Zi_rich- revealed that more

" than 50% of those questioned declared that they would be willing
to pay the cost of more adequate noise insulation in their homes.

In Lausanne, another enquiry on noise was conducted in 1960
and gave the following results (3,290 persons quastioned):

- the noise from motorcycles and mopeds annoyed 90% of those
questioned;

- the noise from cars annoyed 32% of those questioned;

- the noise from trams annoyed 23.5% of those questioned;
- the noise from construct{on sites annoyed 22% of those ques.
tinned;

- the noise from trucks annoyed I7.5% of those questioned.

2. Press

The press has played an active and helpful role in supporting
noise abatement campaigns and the police in its endeavours to check
and reduce noise. Both national and local newspapers constantly pub-
lisl} articles reminding their readers of the existing legislation regarding
noise and the penalties imposed on offenders,

3, Drivers'Associatiens(TourinEClub, AutomobileC/ub, etc.)

The Swiss Touring Club is also active in reminding its members of
noise legislation in its bulletins and by means of illustrated pamphlets
urging its members to use their vehicles as quietly as passible, parti-
cufarJy at night. The Automobile Club is also conscious of the problem
and takes part in noise abatement measures.
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4. International Co.operation

The Swiss authorities consulled Jnthe course of this enquiry urged
that there be closer international co.operation with a view to uniform
vehicle.noise legislation between countries, This plea is prompted by
the fact that Switzerland receives over SO million tourist vehicres
annually and that a considerable proportion of these vehicles emit
noise over and above the levels accepted in Switzerland.

As visitors' vehicles are not subjected to Swiss laws, Switzerland
would be interested in an international rule concerning vehicle noise,
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CENTRALBODY FORCO.ORDINATINGGOVERNMENTACTION
WITH REGARDTO NOISE ABATEMENT

Since October 1970 general responsibilityfor all environmental
matters, including noise, has been vestedin theSecretary of State for
the Environmentand his Department whichwasformed by a merger of
the previous Ministriesof Transport, Housingand Local Government,
and Public Buirding and Works. The Department of the Environment
(DOE) also has specific responsibilitiesfor aspectsof noiseabatement
dealt with by the old Ministries. In particular, DOE is responsiblefor
the regulation of vehiclesand traffic, and the planningand design of
roads, in addition to the extensiveresourceswithin his Department,
the Secretary of State is advised by an AdvisoryCouncil on Noise
whichincludes both laymen and others with expert knowledgeof vari.
ous aspects of the noise problem. The GovernmentIs also advised by
a standingRoyalCommissionon EnvironmentalPollution.

REGULATIONSAND CURRENTPRACTICEREGARDINGVEHICLES,
VEHICLE OPERATIONAND TRAFFICOPERATION

Vehicles in use

There are long-standingregulations on the constructionand use
of vehicleswhich require;

a) Motor Vehiclesto be fitted with a silencer for reducing as far
as may be reasonable the noisecaused by the escape of exhaust
gaees,

b) Silencersto be maintained in good and efficientworking order
andnot to bealtered in a waythat would increase noise,
c) Vehicles notto makean excessivenoise.
d) The horn not to be used on stationaryvehiclesand not to be
used at all in built.up areas between 11.30 p.m, and 7.00 a.m.
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These regulations are enforced by the police; prosecutions and
fined for the year [969 are summarized in the following table.

NUMF_EROFOFFENCESRELATINGTO MOTORVEHICLENOISE
IN ENGLANDANDWALES.1969

Total of Total Total fines
Typ_ of offence alleged findings imposed

offences of guilt £

Noisocauseabyf_ultysilencet .......... ]5,330 _2,707 41,769

Excessivenoise due to defector lack of
repair, faulty packingof load ............. 468 338 ! ,078

Not stoppingengine so fares
necessaryto prevent excessivenoise
whenstationary ................................ 108 54 160

Soundinghorn in built.upareas
between23.30 and 7.00 ................. 276 i4S 395

Soundinghorn when slallonary .......... 154 83 ]99

Excessivenoise through lackof
reasonablecare by driver ................. 319 238 900

The general practice is for the police to stop a vehicle which appears
excessively noisy and examine its silencer. Evidence of deterioration,
for example the presence of holes, or of tampering, for example the
removal of baffle plates, is sufficient to secure a prosecution for of.
fences against the silencer regulations. As can be seen from the table,
rather fewer prosecutions are obtained for "excessive" noise, as this
is difficult to substantiate in court. In the United Kingdom view it is
not possible by means of regulation alone to prevent unnecessary
"revving up" and use of the horn in the quiet hours or when the
vehicle is stationary; these offences are transitory and leave no physical
evidence, and the degree to which the regulations are observed must
depend largely on the considerateness of individuals.

A further regulation made in 1968 provided for the use of noise
meters and roadside checks, The procedure laid down in the regulation
requires a microphone to be set up precisely 17 feet from the kerbeide
at a place where there are no walls nearby to reflect sound. The road
surface must be dry and there must be no extraneous noises, such as
that caused by another vehicle on the far lane of the carriageway,
when the meter reading is taken. The regulation lays down maximum
permitted noise levels in decibels; if a reading in excess of the
permitted level is attained the enforcement officer manning the meter
must signal a police officer further along the road to stop the vehicle,
and cogrt proceedings are tllen taken against the driver.
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The procedure has been tried by several police forces assisted
by the Department's vehicle examiners, but only 6 successful prosecu.
tions hove been obtained, it has been found that to stand any chance
of catching an offending vehicle the check point must be at place
where vehicles are using their engines to the full, for example a hill
leading away from traffic lights. Even so, the driver can reduce engine
noisemomentarily by lifting his foot from the accelerator, either deliber.
ately or in the process of changing gear, as he passes the microphone.
The police and the Department have concluded that the procedure is
not cost effective and cannot be used as a general tool of enforcement,

New vehic/es

Until very recently, the only requirement on manufacturers was that
vehicles should be provided with a reasonably efficient exhaust silencer.
However, from 1st April 1970 new vehicles have had to meet specified
noise levels when tested by British Standard 3425 - 1966 (which is
virtually identical to the ISO test procedure for moving vehicles). In
December 1970 the 5ecrStary of State published draft amending
regulations which would decrease the permitted noise levels for most
classes of vehicles, but temporarily increase the level permitted for
heavy vehicles of over 200 horsepower, The following table sets out
the levels at April 1970, and the levels proposed for vehicles first
used at_terOctober 1973.

NOISE LEVELSPERMITTEDFOR NEW VEHICLES

Limits
Classo(Vehicte April 1970 prepo_ed

limits for October
dO(A) 1973

dO(A).
Motorcycles
a) notmorethan 50 cc .................................. 77 77
b) morethan 50 ccbut notmore than 125 cc _. 62 82
c) morethan i25 cc bul notmore than500 cc .. 86 84
d) morethan 500 cc ....................................... 86 86

Passengercars ................................................. 84 80

Light goods vehicle not less than 3,5 tens
grossweight ..................................................... 85 82

Motortractor not morethan 1,5 tons .................. 89 82

Heavy vehicles
a) olnot more then 200 h.p............................ 89 86
b) otmore than 200 h,p.................................. 89 _ 89

I. Hil propoled that Ihit lime ihould be rai_ed Io 92,
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fn the longer term the United Kingdom authoritieshope that re.
hicle noise limits can be lowered considerablyfurther, but progress
must depend on the success ot research and development of new
techniques.
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UNITED NATIONS

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR EUROPE (ECE)

MAXIMUM LIMITS OF SOUND LEVEL
(New Vehicles) i

Values
Category of vehicle expressed

in dB( A )

A. Two.wheeled motor vehicles

a) with a two-stroke engine of cylinder capacity:
- over 50 cm3 but not exceeding 125 cm3 ........ 82
- over t25 era3 .............................................. 84

b) with a four-stroke engine of cylinder capacity:

i! - over 50 cm3 but not exceeding t25 cm3 ........ 82- over 125 cm3 but not exceeding 500 cm3 84
- over 500 cm3 .............................................. 86

=
" B. Three.wheeled motor vehicles

(except public works vehicles, etc.)
- with a cylinder capacity exceeding 50 cm3 ...... 85

C. Motor vehicles with four or more wheels
(except public works vehicles, etc.)
a) private motor cars and conversions of such

vehicles ........................................................... 84

b) goods transport vehicles of permissible maximum
weight:
- not exceeding 3,5 t ...................................... 85
- over 3,5 t. but not exceeding t2 t.................. 89
- over 12 t. - with an engine of 200 h,p. DIN

or less ..................................... 89
- with an engine of 200 h,p. DIN... 92

1, Extract from Addendum /3 (Rule No.9 - Uniform Provisions Concerning
the Approval of VehtGles with ReEard to Noise - ECE, Geneva, 1968) to the Agree.
rnent Concerning the Adoption of Uniform Conditions of Approval and Reciprocal
Condltians of Approval for Motor Vehicles and Parts, Economic Commission for
Europe, Geneva, I958.
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c) motor busesand motor coaches of permissible
maximum weight:

- not exceeding 3,5 t ....................................... 85
- over 3.5 t. - with an engine of 200 h,p. DIN

or less .................................... 89
- with an engine of more than
• 200 h,p, DIN .......................... 92
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On6th February, 1970, the Council of the EuropeanCommunities
lald down a directive concerning the harmonization of legislationof
EECMember states on the acceptablesoundleveland exhaustsystems
of motorvehicles, whtchwas notifiedin the journal Offlciel des Commu.
naut6sEurop6ennesNo, 142 of 23rd February,1970.

The Member states to whomthis directive is addressedmust bring
into force the required national regulationswithin 18 monthsof the
date of notification.

The directiveapplies to any road motor vehicle, with or without a
body, having at least 4 wheels and designedfor a maximumspeed
of over25 kin/h, excludingvehicleson rails, agricultural tractors and
machineryand constructionandcivil engineeringequipment,

It contains requirements in respect to the measuringapparatus,
conditionsand metho_ of measurement end the exhaustsystem (si-
lencer), The acceptablenoise levelsare laid downas follows:

Acceptable
Class of Vehicle noise

levels

Passengervehiclesw_thseating capacityfor notmore than
9 personsincluding thedriver ...................................... 82 dB(A)
Passengervehicleswith seatingcapacityfor morethan
9 personsincludingthedriver end a maximum perrnis-
sible weight not exceeding3.5 tons ................................ 84 dB(A)
Goodsvehicleswith a maximum permissible weight not
exceeding3.5 tons ....................................................... 84 riB(A)
Passengervehicleswithseating capacityfor morethan
9 personsincludingthe driver, anda maximumpermis.
sible weightof more than3,5 tons ................................. 89 dB(A)

1. These figures are subject toatolcranceollf dBA and measurements are
nlade at a distance of 7,5 metres.
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Goods vehicles with a maximum permissible weight of
more than 3.5 tons ...................................................... 89 dB(A)

Passenger vehicles with seating capacity for more than
9 persons including the driver and powered by an engine
of 200 h.p. DIN or over ................................................ 91 dB(A)
Goods vehicles powered by an engine of 200 h.p. DIN or
over and having a maximum permissible weight of over .[2
tons ............................................................................ 9.[ dl3(A)
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